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PREFACE

This Note is one of a four-volume set that collectively describes the latest versions

of the TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources) and TSARINA (TSAR INputs

using AIDA) computer models, which were developed at The RAND Corporation to

assess the effect of attacks on the sortie generation capabilities of airbases. These new
versions replace earlier versions, including the versions documented in 1985. Among the

more significant new features are those that permit representation of (1) austere dispersed

operating bases, (2) attacks on the minimum operating surface (MOS) defined after prior

attacks, (3) multi-step parts and equipment repairs, (4) repair of damaged aircraft

shelters, (5) improved fidelity in the runway repair representation, and (6) damage

generated by the delayed detonation of unexploded ordnance (UXO). This development
was carried out under the Project Air Force Resource Management Program project

entitled "TSAR/rSARINA."

The TSAR model provides an analytic context within which a variety of airbase

improvements may be tested. New passive defenses, new chemical defenses, new

maintenance doctrine, improved base repair and recovery capabilities, increased stock

levels for parts and equipment, and concepts for improved theater-wide resource

management can be examined for their effect on aircraft sortie generation. The TSAR

model has also proven useful for evaluating h-iitiatives that would improve we,,pons and
weapons-delivery systems, enhance multibase support, upgrade the reliability and

maintainability of new aircraft designs, and revise training curricula to broaden the

capabilities of maintenance specialists. These models have been briefed to several Air

Force organizations during the development process and are currently used at several Air
Force agencies, aerospace corporations, and at selected overseas sites.

This volume of the User's Manual provides a full description of the logic used in

the TSAR model, as well as an understanding of interrelations among the many elements

of the logic. The companion Notes include:

N-3010-AF TSARINA-A Computer Model for Assessing Conventional and
Chemical Attacks on Airbases

N-3012-AF TSAR User's Manual-A Program for Assessing the Effects of
Conventional and Chemical Attacks on Sortie Generation: Vol.
I-J--ata Input, Program Operation and Redimensioning, and
Sample Problem
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N-3013-AF TSAR User's Manual-A Program for Assessing the Effects of
Conventional and Chemical Attacks on Sortie Generation: Vol.
111--Variable and Array Definitions and Other Program Aids
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GLOSSARY

ABDR Aircraft Battle Damage Repair

AGE Aerospace Ground Equipment and other support equipment used for

carrying out various tasks

AIDA Alrbase Damage Assessment model; the forerunner of TSARINA

AIS Avionics Intermediate Shops; special test equipment used for

repairing avionic LRUs and SRUs

AMU Aircraft Maintenance Unit; the organization providing

mainteiiance for an aircraft squadron

ATC Air Traffic Control

BAI Battlefield Air Interdiction

BKEP Ballistic Kinetic Energy Penetrator

BLSS Base-Level Self-Sufficiency stock of aircraft spare pans,

composed of the stocks for peacetime. plus additional material

to meet wartime demands

BW Bacteriological Warfare

CAP Combat Air Patrol

CAS Close Air Support

CBU Cluster Bomblet Unit

CILC Centralized Intermediate Logistics Concept

CIRF Centralized Intermediate Repair Facility

COB Collocated Operating Base

COMO Combat-Oriented Maintenance Organization

CONUS Continental United States

CP Collectivz Protection

CPS Collective Protection Shelter

CRS Component Repair Squadron; a wing-le-.,el organization

responsible for parts repair

CW Chemical Warfare

DOB Dispersed Operating Base

EMS Equipment Maintenance Squadron; a wing-level organization

responsible for equipment maintenance and repair
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EOD Explosive Ordnance Disposal

FIFO First In, First Out

FRAG FRAGmentary order that specifies flight requirements

GP General-Purpose bomb

ILM Intermediate Logistics Maintenance; on-base parts repair

supporting the AMUs

IPE Individual Protection Equipment for a chemical environment

LCOM Logistics Composite Model

LRU Line Replaceable Unit; an aircraft spare part with

distinguishable subordinate components

MAE Mean Area of Effectiveness

MMD Mean Mass Diameter

MOB Main Operating Base

MOPP Mission-Oriented Protective P,'ture (the chemical protection

ensemble)

MOS Minimum Operating Surface

MP Monitoring Point

MVDC Mobility, Visibility, Dexterity, and Communications

NMCS Not Mission Capable because of lack of Spare parts

NORS Not Operationally Ready because of lack of Spare parts; same

as NMCS

NRTS Not Reparabie This Station

OST Order and Ship Time in days; time for a NRTSed or condemned

part to be replaced

PAA Program Authorization, Aircraft

POL Petroleum, Oils, and Lubricants; often used as an abbreviation

for aircraft fuel

POS Peacetime Operating Stock; an organization's stock of aircraft

spare parts for aircraft maintenance in peacetime

QPA Quality Per Aircraft; number of parts of the same kind used on

an aircraft.

RAM Rapid Area Maintenance; special mobile tearrs used for repairing

aircraft battle damage
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RN Random Number

RR Eight line maintenance that removes and replaces malfunctioning

aircrft parts with serviccable components; generally implies no

local repair

RRR Flight line maintenance that removes, repairs, and replaces

aircraft spare parts (actually, usually removes and replaces

with a sericeable unit, and then repairs the malfunctioning

unit)

RRR Rapid Runway Repair

SAMSOM Support Availability Multi-System Operations Model

SCL Standard Combat Load that designates the aircraft configuration

and the mission dependent munitions to be loaded

SE Support Equipment, usually referred to as AGE in TSAR

SRU Shop Replaceable Unit; a component of an LRU

"TBM Tactical Ballistic Missile

TRAP Tanks, Racks, Adaptors, and Pylons

TSAR Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources

TSARINA TSAR INputs using AIDA

UXO Unexploded Ordnance

WRM War Reserve Material

WRSK Warnme Readiness Spares Kit
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I. SUMMARY OF TSAR CAPABILITIES

Th• TSAR (Theater Simulation of Airbase Resources) model simulates a system

of interdependent theater airbases, supported by shipments from the Continental United

States (CONUS) and by intratheater transportation, communication, and resource

management systems. By capturing the interdependencies among 11 classes of

resources, the simulation permits decisionmakers to examine the implications of many

possible improvLr-ints in terms of their effects upon the sortie generation capabilities of

a system of airbases. The simulation also allows examination of the effects of damage

inflicted by enemy airbase attacks using both conventional and chemical weapons and the

results of efforts to restore operations.

The classes of resources treated in TSAR are (1) aircraft, (2) aircrews, (3) ground

personnel, (4) support equipment (AGE), (5) aircraft parts, (6) aircraft shelters, (7)

munitions, (8) tanks, racks, adaptors, and pylons (TRAP), (9) petroleum, oils, and

lubricants (POL), (10) building materials, and (11) airbase facilities. Many different

types of each class of resource may be distinguished. When parts are included in the

simulation, initial stocks may be specified, or TSAR will initialize the parts data

according to standard algorithms for peacetime operating stock (POS), base-level self-

sufficiency stock (BLSS), and wartime readiness spares kit (WRSK), and will also

initialize the stock location in the depot pipeline.

TSAR is a Monte Carlo discrete-event simulation model that analyzes the

interrelations among available resources and the capability of the airbases to generate

aircraft sorties in a dynamic, rapidly evolving wartime environment. On-equipment

maintenance tasks, parts and equipment repair jobs, munitions assembly, and facilities

repair tasks are simulated at each of several airbases. If desired, the constraints imposed

by wearing individual chemical protection equipment (IPE) during the conduct of these

activities may be simulated. A broad range of policy options that would increase initial

resources, modify maintenance doctrine, or improve theater resource management may

be assessed using TSAR. Provisions are also included that provide the user a capability

to assess dynamic variations in key management policies.

TSAR is readily adaptable to initial conditions encompassing a broad range of

complexity. Whan specific features are not needed f~e the examinad3n of a particular
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issue, they simply need not be used. Thus, TSAR permits one to represent either a single

base, a set of independent airbases, or a set of interdependent air-ases, without any

adjustment or modification of the program. Since each base may have unique

characteristics, one may analyze situations that involve main operating bases (MOBs),

collocated operating bases (COBs), as well as dispersed operating bases (DOBs), each

with their particular characteristics. And TSAR readily accommodates users who do not

wish to examine the effects of airbase attacks using conventional or chemical weapons or

who may wish to ignore the possible restraints imposed by shortages of aircrews,

shelters, ground personnel, equipment, aircraft parts, munitions, TRAP, and/or fuel; users

may also consider or ignore the special problems associated with the air traffic control

constraints on flight operations and with operations in a chemical environment. TSAR

adapts automatically to all such problem representations.

TSAR provides users a means by which a rich variety of improvements for theater

airbases may be tested in a common context. By comparing how such improvements

affect the system's capabilities for generating effective combat sorties, TSAR can assess

new passive defenses, new maintenance doctrines, dispersed aircraft operating locations,

modified manning levels, enhanced cross-training, improved clothing and facilities for

chemical protection, improved procedures and equipment for increasing runway

utilization, increased stock levels for parts and equipment, and many others, as well as

several concepts for theater-wide resource management. TSAR has also provided an

effective context for assessing new weapon concepts and improved reliability and

maintainability of prospective aircraft designs.

An important objective in the original design formulation was to achieve a

sufficiently high speed of operation that the extensive (often trial and error) sequence of

runs so frequently necessary in research and analysis would be economically practical.

Adaptation of existing models (e.g., LCOM [ 1], SAMSOM [2]) was rejected because

modifications would have been extensive and execution times prohibitive for problems of

the size that were contemplated. The TSAR program is written in the widely available

FORTRAN language. It achieves a substantially higher speed by virtue of more efficient

processing and by taking advantage of recent core storage increases of modem

computers. In its current formulation, TSAR makes no intermediate use of auxiliary

high-speed storage units (e.g., disks, tapes) except for the TSARINA assessments of air

attacks and the initial conditions for multiple trials.
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In TSAR, several types of aircraft can be assigned to each airbase. The aircraft of

a given type at any airbase may be supported by a common pool of resources (personnel

and equipment), or, as in the combat-oriented maintenance organization (COMO)

concept, the aircraft may be organized into two or three subgroups (squadrons) each

supported by its own set of resources ,AMU, aircraft maintenance unit). Small groups of

aircraft may be transferred to DOBs at prearranged times and subsequently directed to

return to their host base. The aircraft are launched on sorties in response to a set of

user-supplied sortie demands differentiated by base, aircraft type, mission, and priority;

if a base is not specified, the sortie demands are allocated to the base best able to

generate the necessary sorties. Flights may be scheduled or they may be scrambled on

demand using aircraft that have been placed on alert. Aircraft may be launched late,

when permitted, or they may ground abort, and flights may be canceled if required by air

traffic control constraints. An early morning inspection may be imposed on all ready

aircraft at designated airbases at a user-specified time.

When launched, aircraft may air abort or may be lost on a combat mission; when

an aircraft returns it may be damaged, require decontamination, still have munitions, be

due for phased (periodic) maintenance, and have several unscheduled maintenance task

requirements. These maintenance tasks are normally done at the aircraft's operating

base, but an aircraft may be ferried to a rear base for certain specified maintenance tasks.

A check flight may be required following specified maintenance tasks to validate the

maintenance action. If an aircraft is operating from a DOB and a malfunction occurs that

is detected and must be corrected at its host base, the aircraft recovers at the host; if not

detected, it must be ferried to the host after recovery at the DOB. When aircraft are lost,

a replacement may be ordered from CONUS, or if aircraft are set aside in the theater as

fillers, they may provide rapid replacements for lost aircraft and, if specified, for aircraft

ferried to the rear for maintenance. When filler aircraft are used to replace losses, a

replacement for the filler force is ordered from CONUS if such resources are available.

When an airbase runway has been closed because of an airbase attack, aircraft

scheduled to land are diverted to other bases, preferably to one that normally operates the

same type of aircraft. An aircraft scheduled to land at a DOB whose runway is closed

looks for another DOB with the same host; if none are available, the aircraft recovers at

the host or, if it is closed, at another host of like-type aircraft. If base sortie generation

capabilities are forecast daily (an option), the base best able to support the aircraft is
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selected. During the period that a runway remains closed, that airbase's sortie demands

can be allocated to functioning airbases with the appropriate type of aircraft in proportion

to either the aircraft available or, if base czpabilities are forecast daily, the bases' sortie

generation capabilities. When a runway has been reopened, that base's aircraft recover

at their parent base on completion of their next combat sortie, if base sortie generation

capabilities ae riot forecast or, if they are, when their parent base's sortie generation

capability per available aircraft is within a specified percentage of that at the temporary

base.

When an aircraft lands, it may be refueled at a hot-pit hydrant. Each aircraft is

assigned to an aircraft shelter if one is available; if not, it is parked on one or another of

the designated ramps. A postflight inspection, dependent on the type of mission flown,

may be imposed, and chemical decontamination of the aircraft is scheduled if required.

The next mission assignment for each aircraft is selected tentatively when the aircraft

lands; that selection takes into account the known demand on that base for sorties and the

projected capability of the aircraft at that base to meet those demands. The selection also

takes into account which of that aircraft's unscheduled maintenance tasks would need to

be accomplished for the different missions and when that particular aircraft could

probably be readied for the different missions. All tasks that are not essential for the

tentative mission assignment may be deferred and the available resources concentrated

on required tasks. If aircraft are eventually found not to be needed for the mission for

which they were readied, they are reassigned and reconfigured for a more appropriate

mission. If phase maintenance is to be simulated, it may be deferred during specific

times during the scenario and will be done at night when not deferred.

On-equipment maintenance tasks may require several people, specialized

equipment, and spare parts; each task is either a mngle set of such requirements--i.e., a

simple task--or a network of tasks, each with its own demand for personnel, equipment,

and parts, When resources are limited, those aircraft most likely to be readied first

(given sufficient resources) may be given priority. The basic input data that govern the

probabilities for unscheduled maintenance tasks (other than battle damage repairs) may

be used directly for the simulation or varied statistically to reflect unexpeted differences

between planned levels and "actual" wartime experience. Furthermore, these task

probabilities-i.e., the breakrates--may either have a fixed rate or be "aried daily by

shop and aircraft type as a function of achieved sortie rate or other user-specified
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adjustments. When aircraft are to operate from DOBs, the basic input data also specifies

the likelihood that a malfunction that cannot be corrected at a DOB will be detected

before the aircraft lands so that it may be flown directly to the host base.

If a required part is not available, (1) the broken one that is removed may be

repaired on base, (2) the part may be cannibalized from another aircraft, (3) a part may

be obtained by lateral resupply from a specified subset of bases, or (4) the part may be

ordered from a central source within the theater. When a part is cannibalized, it may

itself be broken. When a part cannot be repaired on base (is NRTS), it may be sent to a

neighboring base or to a centralized facility in the theater designated to perform

intermediate maintenance-i.e., a centralized intermediate repair facility (CIRF). When

parts cannot be repaired within the theater, the user may request a replacement from a

depot in CONUS. Parts may either be a simple part or a line replaceable unit (LRU) that

has a defective shop replaceable unit (SRU). Simple parts may be repaired on base using

either a unique procedure or a procedure selected at random from two or more repair

procedures. Each procedure may include a single step or a sequence of repair steps. For

LRUs, the resource requirements io diagnose and replace the faulty SRU are specified

separately for each SRU. Faulty SRUs withdrawn from an LRU may themselves be

repaired on base or NRTSed to another location for repair.

The various types of support equipment used in on-equipment and off-eouipment

jobs, in munitions assembly and loading tasks, and by base civil engineers are themselves

subject to malfunction and repair. Equipment repair uses either a unique procedure or is

done using one of several procedures selected at random. Again, each procedure may

consist of one or more repair steps. The special complexitires of full and partial mission

capability of AIS test equipment used to repair LRUs and SRUs for late-model aircraft

may also be simulated.

Each maintenance task, parts repair job, and equipment repair job is done by the

personnel and equipment associated with a particular work center or shop. The user may

group the resources and tasks into up to 25 different "shops" exclusive of those

associated with the scheduled preflight maintenance tasks. Because each shop may be

assigned several different types of personnel and equipment, those engaged in on-

equipment and off-equipment tasks may be the same or different depending upon how

the user wishes to define the base's maintenance policies.
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There is substantial flexibility in defining the rules by which aircraft maintenance

tasks are processed. The user may permit the activities of certain groups of shops to

proceed simultaneously or may require that the activities of several such groups of shops

procczd in a specified order. The user may also control these prescriptions for

simultaneous and sequential operations separately for each aircraft type at each base.

Furthermore, for those groups of shops that are permitted to proceed simultaneously,

certain exceptions may be specified in the form of lists of activities that are incompatible

with each particular task. These features permit alternative maintenance operating

doctrines to be simulated and to be examined for their influence on sortie generation

capabilities. Work speed-up and other procedures to shorten on-equipment, preflight,

and off-equipment activities may also be specified.

Scheduled preflight tasks are also associated with the shop structure. These tasks

involve aircraft refueling and the loading of both basic defensive munitions and mission-

dependent munitions. The likelihood that the basic munitions and the mission-dependent

munitions are retained from the previous sortie can be specified independently for the

two classes of munitions. After mission assignment, aircraft configuration is checked

and, if necessary, the aircraft is reconfigured; this may involve one or two separate tasks,

each of which may require TRAP, personnel, and equipment. The loading of the

mission-dependent munitions may also involve one or two separate tasks, each with its

distinct requirements.

When munitions assembly tasks are simulated, munitions demands are projected

periodically to define which types of munitions need to be assembled. Such jobs may

require both personnel and equipment, much like other tasks that are simulated in TSAR,

as well as components from which the munitions are to be assembled. When munitions

assembly is simulated, initial stocks and components, as well as shipments, are

distinguished as to whether the munitions are assembled.

Chemical protective clothing may be required to be worn at all times for any or all

tasks, whether or not a chemical attack has occurred, or only when required by the

chemical environment. Different types of chemical ensemble. may be prescribed at

different airbases. The increased task times that result from restrictions on mobility,

visibility, dexterity, and communication and the buildup of exce.sive body temperature

because of the poor heat-transfer properties of such clothing may be defined uniquely for

each task. If the work crcw temperatures rise too high, the cmw may suffer heat
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exhaustion and will be hospitalized; if they do not collapse they may have to wait until

they have cooled down to a specified level.

Several features permit the user to simulate various workaround procedures that

can alleviate resource constraints. One such feature permits the user to specify

alternative resource requirements for any on-equipment task, parts repair job, equipment

repair job, weapons assembly task, or civil engineering job; for example, one might

specify that a threc-man crew could do a normal four-man job in 50 percent more time.

Similarly, when TRAP or munitions shortages do not permit the normal or preferred

munitions to be loaded for a mission, alternative loadings may be specified. A third

workaround feature permits the user to designate that certain types of personnel have

been cross-trained and that they may replace or assist certain other specialists. This

personnel substitutability feature is operative only at specified bases and only for those

on-equipment tasks, part and equipment repairs, munitions assembly tasks, and civil

engineering jobs that have been speci fled.

The effects of damage and chemical contamination due to airbase attacks may be

simulated. Input data generated by TSARINA [3] normally define the time and location

of the attacks, the damage to individual aircraft shelters and other facilities, the

contamination at different locations, damage to the runways and taxiways, and the

percentage of conventional damage suffered by the personnel, equipment, parts,

munitions, TRAP, and POL at each facility. (Only simple conventional attacks can be

defined for TSAR without using the TSARINA airbase damage assessment model.)

When aircraft, aircraft shelters, or other facilities sustain conventional damage, some

portion of the personnel, equipment, and parts at these locations may also be lost.

Damage to runways and taxiways may interrupt flight operations, and damage to other

key facilities can degrade air traffic control performance. Following a chemical attack,

the likelihood that personnel sustain an incapacitating or lethal dose is based on the

warning time for the attack, the arrival time of the chemical contaminants, and the degree

of personnel protection. Aircraft may be assigned a specific shelter when they land, but

the aircraft may be partially exposed when certain shop operations are underway at the

time of airbase attack. Alert aircraft may be given priority for assignment to a specific

set of shelters, and the damage to these aircraft may be distinguished from that for other

aircraft. Aircraft in excess of those that may be placed in shelters are assumed to be

parked on designated parking ramps and to sustain a loss rate appropriate for that ramp.

/
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TSAR decrements the various resources to the extent implied by the damage and

chemical casualty data. If personnel have generated excessive heat because of their

chemical protective clothing, they are required to rest until their temperatures have fallen

to the specified level. If personnel sustain casualties, other personnel may be required to

provide buddy care for a specified time, to simulate helping the casualties obtain medical

assistance. After user-stipulated delays. to roughly =ccunt for the disruptive effects of

the attack, personnel resume their activities unless a specific facility is required and has

been damaged; these delays can be varied in relation to the strength and extent of the

attack.

Replacement resources (aircraft, pilots, personnel, parts, munitions, TRAP, and

building materials) may be ordered from CONUS when losses are sustained. Resources

available for replacing losses may be specified, and the time required to replace the loss

may be specified, independently.

After an airbase attack, civil engineering personnel, equipment, and building

materials may be allocated to repair the runway and taxiway network. The location and

number of such repairs are based on the numbers of unexploded ordnance (UXO), mines,

and craters from all previous attacks that have not yet been repaired, plus those delivered

by the most recent attack. Designated craters from an air attack may be concentrated on

the minimum operating surface (MOS) from the prior attack if enemy intelligence is

assumed adequate. When the unexploded ordnance has been removed from one

subsection of the intended MOS, mine clearance may begin; and when clearance has
been completed on that subsection, crater repair is commenced. UXO may be timed to

explode at a predetermined time; if explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) or civil

engineering personnel or equipment are working on that weapon, or are in the vicinity,

they may sustain casualties. The order in which the MOS subsections are cleared is

selected for efficient utilization of the available civil engineering resources. The

prioritization of taxiway repairs is designed to maximize the rate at which undamaged

shelters ubtain access to the section of runway that is being repaired.[4] When the MOS

has been cleared, the user may specify that the MOS should be extended, that the entire

surface should be cleared, or that the main runway should be cleared when the MOS is

on a secondary runway; several extended clearance options are available. Resources to

repair damaged aircraft shelters and the other facilities are allocated according to a

priority s,,ecified by the user. Operation of these facilities is resumed when they once

again are functional.
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In addition to simulating a set of airbases, the user may also specify the existence

of a theater reserve of filler aircraft, a centralized theater distribution center, or a

centralized theater repair facility at which some or all intermediate maintenance is

conducted. At the user's option, the filler aircraft can be used to replace aircraft losses

and aircraft that have been withdrawn to a rear base for maintenance. When additional

aircraft resources are specified as available in CONUS, they supplement the filler force.

The filler aircraft are managed so as to maintain the inventories at the operating bases to

the extent possible. Specific bases may be designated as host bases, and elements of their

aircraft may be directed to transfer to a DOB at a prearranged time and to operate from

that austere base until requiring maintenance at the host base or until recalled.

The centralized theater distribution facility can receive spare parts from CONUS

and either retain them until demanded by a base or transship (some or all) to the base

with the earliest projected requirement. Such a facility can also be used to direct the

iateral shipment of parts and other resources from one base to another. A theater parts

repair facility, sometimes referred to as a CIRF, is assigned maintenance personnel,

equipment, and spare parts (LRUs and SRUs). Parts are shipped to and from the CIRF

from the operating bases and are processed in the manner prescribed by the user's choice

of which theater management rules are to govern these operations.

The simplest rules for CIRF operation prescribe that faulty parts are repaired in

the order in which they arrive and that they are returned to the sender. The user may also

invoke a variety of more complex theater management algorithms, not only for selecting

what to repair and how to dispose of parts when they have been repaired but for

reallocating personnel, equipment, and parts among the several operating bases. Repair

priorities can be based on existing and : :ojected demands and on the relative necessity of

parts for the various missions. Shipment priorities are related to the current and

projected demands, on-base reparables, and en route serviceables. When central stocks

are insufficient to meet a base's demand, another base can be directed to ship the

required part, if both the requesting base and the donor base meet certain conditions

relative to the importance of the demand and the availability of stock.

Daily forecasts can be prepared (an option) cf each base's capabilities for

generating different kinds of missions with different types of aircraft. These forecasts

provide the basis for various aircraft management decisions. One application is in

selecring which hse isto b, assitcd the sortie demands for which no base has been
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spe-ified. These data can also be used for assignment decisions when aircraft must be

diverted and when they are transferred from base to base to balance maintenance

workloads.

The theater-wide management of the various resources is supported by a user-

specified scheduled transportation system that may be subjected to delays, cancellations,

and losses. TSAR also permits the user to represent a theater-wide reporting system that

can be used to provide the central management authority with periodic resource status

reports from the several operating bases; these reports may be delayed, incomplete, or

lost.

When these transportation and communication systems are coupled with the sets

of rules for distributing and redistributing resources among the operating bases, various

concepts of theater resource management may be represented and examined in the

context of realistic transportation and communication imperfections. In its current

formulation, TSAR already includes certain alternatives for the theater management rules

and has been designed to permit additions or modifications to be readily accommodated.

TSAR (and the companion TSARINA model) naturally have limitations and

omissions that will inconvenience some potential users. The more obvious limitations

derive from the manner in which the problem was bounded in designing TSAR. Some

users will be bothered that TSAR treats friendly sorties simply as delays during which

the aircraft are not present at an airbase; others will wish that active airbase defenses had

been included as an integral part of the simulation, rather than being required to consider

active defense tradeoffs externally to TSAR/TSARINA analysis; and still others will find

that these tools would be more useful if the production-oriented batch processing of spare

parts, as they are handled at depots, also were modeled.

Each of these design limitations could be a se.'ious obstacle for some potential

users, but none of these bounds was chosen casually or accidentally. All problems must

be bounded, and we believe the choice of boundaries need not inhibit many useful and

important analyses. Furthermore, it would be conceptually fairly easy to substantially

extend or eliminate these boundaries because TSAR's data structure is sufficiently

detailed to be compatible with many such additions. But most such additions would

entail difficult design and programming efforts and would further increase TSAR's

execution time and expand its input data collection problems.
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The last of the limitations that should be highlighted is TSAR's data input

requirements. As one elects to include more and more of the real world considerations
that TSAR permits the user to include, these requirements become substantial. That is
not a property of TSAR but of the r',zhness of the user's problem definition; any approach
to dealing with a problem at a comparable level of detail would require equivalent

information. TSAR's main contribution to this dilemma is that it will function
comfortably at many levels of detail, and the user may quite simply select or reject most

of its features and the related data requirements. This extreme adaptability is illustrated

on the last page of Vol. II, where 20 card images (2 blank, all trivial) show how really

simple a problem can be. One important benefit of this flexibility is that analysts can test

the potential sensitivity of their results for a particular effect for which the data would be

difficult or costly to secure, using invented data that spans a reasonable range of

uncertainty. If the results are reasonably insensitive to that variation, there is an

argument for neglecting the effect; if they are sensitive, there is an argument for

mounting the effort to secure the needed data.
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41. TSAR DOCUMENTATION

TSAR documentation has been designed with four classes of readers in mind:

"• Those seeking only a broad overview of TSAR's capabilities,

"• Those without a background in programming who seek a full understanding

of the logic in the TSAR simulation,
"* Those responsible for preparing input materials and for operating TSAR, and
"* Those interested in modifying and extending the existing program logic or

trying to understand apparent errors.

Sections I through HII of the introductory volume [51 for Early-TSAR were designed for

dhe first group, and the entire volume is appropriate for the second; at the present time we

do not plan to update that volume to describe the various improvements and extensions

that have been introduced into the present TSAR. Only the three-vo ,'me TSAR User's

Manual [6,7,8], designed primarily for the last two groups, has been updated; in addition

to the earlier reports, we suggest that the first group read Sec. I in this volume, and the

second group read the first 11 sections.

The TSAR User's Manual is built around four main sets of mutually supporting

explanatory materials. It is intended primarily for those responsible for operating TSAR

and for programmers who wish to extend tie program logic, or are seeking to understand

an apparent error. The TSARINA Manual [3] has also been rewritten and should be

considered mandatory reading for anyone planning to use TSAR for examining the

effects of airbase attacks.

This first volume of the TSAR User's Manual provides a succinct but complete

discussion of the processing logic involved in the major subsets of tasks; eight sections

deal with the simulation proper, and four deal primarily with housekeeping chores. The

second major set of materials is the discussion of the input requirements, procedures, and

formats that are found in Vol. II; these detailed discussions provide thc only complete

explanations for some of the numerous control options available with TSAR and must be

considered mandatory reading for anyone planning to operate TSAR. The third set of
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materials is the complete listings and explanations of the very substantial data base

maintained within the simulation; these are located in Vol. HI. The source code for the

program, together with its extensive comments, provides the fourth set of materials. The

discussions in subroutines INIT, CONTRL, READFT, [PARTS, DOSHIP, BOMB, and

REORGN are particularly extensive and will prove helpful in tailoring TSAR for specific

applications; any other questions regarding TSAR logic will probably be answered by the

explanations included throughout all major TSAR subroutines.

The way these materials can be best used undoubtedly will vary widely. If the

immediate concern is to decide on TSAR's adequacy for installauton, the user's reading

should probably begin with the inti-oductory volume. If that decision has been made and

the problem is Lo apply TSAR, the user might best begin with a cursory reading of the

first sr~ctions of the introductory volumc, or this volume, and then rum to the discission

of the input procedures for the sample problem in Sec. XX, Vol. I1. As the user begins to

understand how TSAR can be applied and starts to develop the needed input data, the

user will want to refer to the detailed discussions of the data input procedures in Secs.

XVIII and XIX, Vol. II. When questions arise as to how TSAR will deal with particular

aspects of the problem, the user can consult the appropriate section in this volume.

As the first TSAR data base is built, the user will be well advised to create a

dictionary of resources (as illustrated in Sec. XX, Vol. II) and to hold down the number

of aircraft for the trial problem; that number can easily be increased later. This will

minimize the time and trouble to locate, understand, and eliminate the errors that will

inevitably creep into a user's first data base. One to three airbases, with six to eight

aircraft per base, can provide quite useful and very rapid hands-on experience. And use

of most of the output options (see Sec. XV), especially the SCROLL feature (CT2/I),

will also provide useful insights into the simulation. As the user's first trial problem

begins to generate these cutputs, the user may need to refer to Sec. XXI, Vol. II, where

the output formats are explained with illustrations from the sample problem.

When all appears to be behaving logically for a simple trial problem, it will be

time to explore some of the more complex control variables that the user may elect to

apply; only when those variables am mastered will it be appropriate to increase the size

of the user's aircraft fleet (and reduce the volume of output data).
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III. STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW

TSAR simulates the interaction between many types of events and many classes of

resources and provides a wide variety of output information. To fully understand the

simulation, one must understand what the events are, how decisions are made about

when they begin and end, and what resources are required. Of particular importance are

the internally generated events---events generated by other events in the model-that

must be defined, initiated, and concluded, and that sometimes must wait or be

interrupted. On-equipment aircraft maintenance tasks, off-equipment parts repair jobs,

equipment repair jobs, munitions assembly jobs, and civil engineering reconstruction jobs

generate such events.

In broadest terms, the TSAR simulation can be divided into three phases: (1)

input and initialization, (2) simulation, and (3) output. The MAIN executive routine

initiates these computational phases and, assisted by the TRIALS subroutine, controls

processing for the specified number of trials (see Fig. I). To facilitate processing and to

avoid the necessity of searching extremely long time-ordered queues, the primary event

structure in TSAR is divided into the nine different sets of events shown at the bottom of

Fig. 1. The tenth category-scheduled and periodic activities--is a heterogeneous set of

events and simulation houseke.ping tasks that occur on a scheduled or periodic basis.

Each of the three phases uses various subroutines to carry out the required

computations. The subroutine names are all printed in boldface capital letters in the

figures of this section, and a brief description of each subroutine's function will be found

in App. A, Vol. Ill.

1. INPUT AND INITIALIZATION

Figure 2 indicates the interactions among the subroutines that are used to input

data and to initiate the various data arrays according to user-specified instructions.

Subroutines INIT, INITO, and INITI zero out the storage space for the labeled common

statements and then subroutine INPUT (and subordinate routines) enter data that define

the several control variables and describe the resource requirements for the different

types of tasks, mission characteristics of the aircraft, on-base resource stock levels,
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descriptions of the intratheater transportation and communication systems, and so on.

Subroutines REVIEW, AUDIT, and WRAIPUP then manage a series of data checks and

auxiliary computations that generate a variety of derivative data used during the

simulation. After subroutine INITIZ has initialized the dynamic storage arrays,

subroutine TRIALS takes over control until the simulation is completed and the final

outputs are prepared and printed.

Before transferring control to subroutine MANAGE, which manages the

simulation proper, subroutine TRIALS completes several initialization tasks.

Subroutines ICHECK and RREQTS compute derivative control data, and subroutines

INLIST, HEADER, and CWLIST organize and print a record of the key control

variables. Subroutines COMPRT, BASCAP, STATUS, SCSHIP, and ZSHOPS are

called as specified by the user, under some conditions they are called to establish a

different set of initial conditions for each trial. Subroutine AVGTME computes the
"standard time" for on-equipment and off-equipment tasks in each backshop, and

subroutine DAYONE reads the first set of sortie demand data.

When these initialization tasks are completed, TRIALS passes control to

subroutine MANAGE, which carries out each simulated event in its appropriate time

sequence.

2. SIMULATION

Basically the TSAR computer simulation processes one event after another in the

order in which the events occur in simulated time, initiating whatever subsequent actions

are dictated by the prescribed behavior logic for each type of event. Each of the ten sets

of events shown in Fig. I is organized so that the next earliest event in each set is always

known. The basic task performed by the subroutine MANAGE is to examine the earliest

event that will occur in each of the ten sets of events and to determine which of the ten is

to occur next. Simulation time is then advanced to that time, and control is transferred to

the subroutine processing that event. When that event is completed, control is returned to

subroutine MANAGE, which again examines the ten sets of events to determine which

event should occur next.
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The order in which the ten sets of events are examined is as follows:

1. Civil engineering reconstruction job completion times

2. On-equipment aircraft maintenance completion times

3. Parts repair and equipment repair completion times

4. Periodic and scheduled events

5. Right delay completion times

6. Maintenance initiation when postflight delays end

7. Launch flights

8. Munitions assembly task completion times

9. Release resting personnel

10. Resource resupply arrival times

If two or more of these events occur at the same simulated time, they are processed in the

order listed. The order chosen tends to limit the processing requirements. If two events

of the same type occur at the same time, there is no way to determine which will be

processed first when they are stored in a heap (see discussion below).

The nature of these events varies substantially, all except the fourth and seventh

are groupings of event completion times for similar types of events that occur irregularly.

The fourth set-the periodic and scheduled events--is a heterogeneous set of events and

simulation housekeeping tasks; the seventh stores the times when groups of aircraft

(flights) should be launched on various missions.

Each of the main tasks and the scheduled and periodic activities is performed by a

cluster of subroutines supported by a set of storage arrays. Although there is substantial

interaction between these subroutine clusters, much of the discussion in this volume will

examine one group at a time, noting the interactions in passing.' Figures 3 and 4 show

the clusters of subroutines used to control irregularly occurring airbase activities, for

example:

To launch aircraft or to process them when they land and maintenance is

defined.

IThe names and functions of all the subroutines shown on the figures in this section
can be found in App. A of Vol. Ill.
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"• To release personnel who are resting.

"* To receive shipments, to conclude postattack delays, and to release resources

when on-equipment tasks, parts and equipment repairs, munitions assembly

jobs, and facility repairs are completed. As Fig. 3 shows, subroutine STOPIT

is called first for these last four activities when the chemical warfare features

are being used; assisted by subroutine GOREST et al., subroutine STOPIT

checks the condition of the work teams before they are released.

Figure 5 shows the subroutine clusters used to process the scheduled and periodic

activities necessary during the simulation.

Critical to the model is the handling of losses due to airbase attack. Subroutine

BOMB, shown in Fig. 6, controls the various computations needed to account for these

losses. As Fig. 6 shows, airbase attacks require a substantial number of actions to fully

assess the various effects on all resources and activities. The computations that are

carried out at the time of an attack start at the left on Fig. 6 and proceed to the right.

3. OUTPUT

A great variety o, data describing the status of the ongoing simulation can be

printed. The user's choices among the output options define which of these many

possible results are actually listed, as outlined in Sec. XV. Some results are generated

periodically during each simulated day in subroutine MANAGE, and others are printed at

the end of each day by subroutine OUTPUT, which is called by MANAGE.

Other results include statistical data that define which resource constraints caused

delays in on-equipment maintenance and backshop repairs; these are printed at a user-

specified frequency by subroutines DELAYS and TIMES. At the end of each trial,

subroutine SUMUP provides a summary of the aircraft sorties flown and the work that

was accomplished during the trial. And when the specified number of trials of the

simulation have been completed, subroutine TRIALS calls upon subroutines SUMUP

and SUMMRY to provide average results based on the several trials. Section XV

explains the output options in more detail, and most are illustrated in Sec. XXI in Vol. II

with the results of a sample problem.
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4. DATA STORAGE

Each of the ten event sets is maintained in a distinct data storage array that also

stores other information that must be associated with the event. For seven of the sets, the

data are organized into what has been called a "heap," which is a data structure that

permits more efficient processing than a time-ordered queue when only the next earliest

event must be known; the flight demand data are queued in the order in which the flights

will be demanded. In one instance-the periodic and scheduled events--several of the

elements in that event set are themselves the earliest elements from several subordinate

"heaps" and time-ordered queues.

In many instances it is not possible to initiate events as soon as they are defined or

to pursue them without interruption, so it is necessary to store the relevant information

until the resources required to pursue the tasks are available.. Aircraft maintenance tasks,

parts repair jobs, and equipme-' repairs are stored in special storage arrays2 if they must

wait or when they are interrupted (i.e., the WAITSK and INTTSK arrays); the munitions

assembly tasks are stored in the BACKLG array when resources are not available for

their initiation and in the INTTSK array when they must be interrupted.

The tasks that relate to each aircraft and to each of the work centers or shops that

will perform the work are tied together with a system of pointers (or storage location

addresses). Each aircraft and each shop at each base maintains pointers to the first and

the last of each of these sets of events (in the ACN and SHOPS arrays), and the several

events in the storage arrays that are associated with a particular aircraft and with a

particular shop are themselves interconnected with a system of pointers. With these

pointers the activities associated with any particular aircraft or shop that are ongoing,

waiting, interrupted, or deferred can be readily located by examining a short trail of

pointers.

The earliest times for each of the periodic and scheduled events are stored as a

heap in the array PERIOD, which is maintained in subroutine MANAGE. At this time

there are 21 sets of these events as shown in Table 1.

The frequency of some of these activities is predetermined by the program. Other

schedules are specified by user input-for example, the transmission of reports, the

updating of the chemical warfare (CW) deposition estimates, the modification of control

parameters, and the occurrence of airbase attacks. Whenever the processing associated

2All data storage arrays are defined in App. C of Vol. III.
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Table 1

EVENTS STORED IN THE PERIOD HEAP

Heap
Position Activity

I Periodic - even hours Change shifts for ground personnel
Relieve aircrews
Projec aircraft supply and demand
Reassign aircraft missions
Check munitions requ'rements and initiate assembly
Initiate deferred maintenance as allowed
List stocks of parts, munitions, and POL (every 6 hours)

2 Scheduled - N days Read new flight demand data rnd regenerate
the dernand queue

3 Scheduled - N days Regenerate flight demand data queue

4 Scheduled Initiate early morning aircraft inspection

5 Periodic - N hours Redistribute theater resourcs

6 Periodic - N days Regenerate intratheater shipping schedule heap

7 Scheduied (queue) Receive interthester shipments

a Scheduled (heap) Initiate intratheater shipments

9 Scheduled (heap) Receive intratheater shipments

10 Scheduled (heap) Send and receive intratheater .-esource status reports

11 Periodic - Hourly List numbers of aircraft waiting by shop,
numters of aircraft with 'holes"

12 Periodic - even hours Conclude administrative delays and process
faulty parts for repair

13 Periodic - Daily Estimate sortie generation capabilities for
amt 24 hours

14 Scheduled (heap) Modify TSAR operating charscteriatik
at a prvvioua)y specified time

15 Scheduled (heap) Airbase attacks

17 Scheduled (heap) Releaae personnel performing buddy care

18 Periodic (specified) Update of chemical contamination

19 Periodic (odd hours) Store perscnnel availability daa•

20 Scheduled Activate aircraft transfer directives

21 Scheduled Assess UXO detonations

22 Periodic (12 hours) Reprioritize reparebles (0530 and 1730)
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with any one of these activities is completed, the next earliest activity rises to the top of

the PERIOD heax and is considered in concert with the nine other basic sets of events.

A full description of the TSAR simulation entails (1) a complete description of the

steps followed for each of the sets of events; (2) specification of the algorithms used to

decide when follow-on actions are initiated, and (3) disposition of the various resources

that are being accounted for in the simulation. These descriptions and specifications are

introduced in Secs. IV through XI; Secs. XII through XV provide an introductory

discussion of input-output procedures and other aspects of simulation management.
The following descriptions treat all of TSAR's features and operating modes. But

the reader should be aware that TSAR can function usefully in many less complex

modes, when that is appropriate. A great many of the features can be dispensed with by

simply not entering the pertinent data. At its least complex, TSAR would function with

one aircraft, one airbase, one mission, a flight duration, a turnaround time, and a single

periodic sortie demand. No tesource other than the aircraft would need to be identified.
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IV. ON-EQUIPMENT AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

The only constraints on the continuous recycling of aircraft in wartime are the

requirements for adequate launching surfaces; the availability of aircrews, munitions, and

fuel; and the necessary maintenance to permit the aircraft to fly militarily useful sorties.

Of these constraints the last is clearly the most complicated since it involves complex

interdependences among a variety of resources. Without maintenance constraints,

estimation of an airbase's sortie potential would be straightforward and would require

little or no complex analysis. A basic reason for the level of detail in TSAR's

formulation was to gain an understanding of the effect of high levels of sortie demand

and battle damage on the complex processes that are needed to ready aircraft for combat

and that depend on several other actions and resources.

On-equipment aircraft maintenance activities can be divided into scheduled and

unscheduled tasks. The scheduled requirements include (1) phased (or periodic)

maintenance performed at specified intervals of flying time; (2) certain essential ground

tasks, including refueling, early morning inspections, mission-dependent postflight

inspections, through-flight inspections, and possibly aircraft decontamination; (3)

reloading basic munitions, and (4) loading mission-dependent munitions before each

flight. TSAR permits each of these types of scheduled maintenance to be simulated,

although phased maintenance may be postponed during the more critical phases of

conflict, at the user's discretion. When simulated, phased maintenance is performed at

night after the hourly flight intervals that are defined by the user for each type of aircraft.

The other problems that develop and demand attention constitute unscheduled

maintenance. Within TSAR, unscheduled maintenance tasks develop at random or are

generated in battle; such tasks can be categorized as required or deferrable, on a

mission-by-mission basis. Deferrable tasks may be completed after some number of

sorties or before the next day's flying, or they may be deferred indefinitely if mission

requirements do not require their completion and the necessary time is not available.

When aircraft are operating from austere, dispersed operating locations, many tasks may

have to be accomplished at the aircraft's host base; such aircraft may need to be ferried

to the host after recovery at a DOB or they may recover directly at the host. Other tasks

may require tha: the aircraft be ferried to a major support base, presumably located
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further to the rear. Some unscheduled maintenance tasks may require a check flight

when they have been completed to validate the adequacy of the maintenance action.

Each of the several types of aircraft on-equipment maintenance tasks that may be
simulated with TSAR are listed in Table 2. Two key items of information are listed for

each task type: (1) how TSAR input formats are used to indicate that a particular type of

task is to be simulated, and (2) how TSAR determines whether a particular task is

required when a flight is complete. The remainder of this section will expand and

explain these entries and their distinctions in considerable detail; without a clear

understanding of these relationships, a user will be unable to employ the TSAR

simulation effectively. The numerous data input formats used with TSAR and explained

at length in Sec. XIX of Vol. II use numbered Card Types, each with its unique
interpretation. For convenience, these Card Types are referred to in Table 2, as well as

throughout this User's Manual, by a special notation. For example, CT5 and CT17/9 are
used to refer to Card Type #5 and Card Type #17, subtype 9. Although these format

references may prove invaluable in actually using TSAR, they are best ignored when this

volume is first reviewed.

1. TASK REPRESENTATION

TSAR permits the user to define the requirements for each on-equipment

maintenance task (other than loading mission-dependent munitions) as either a one-step

procedure, a multistep network of subtasks, or a sequence, o" multistep task networks.

The user also specifies the probability that a probler., arises that generates each

unscheduled maintenance task during a single so-•e and, for aircraft that are to be

operated from dispersed operating bases, the probability that the task is not detected

before the aircraft lands. The requirements in the one-step procedure-i.e., a simple
task-may include a number of each of two types of personnel, one or two pieces of

support equipment, a part,' an undamaged shop, and an amount of time (specified by a

mean and distribution if desired). More complex tasks that involve differing groups of

'When a part is used in more than one location on an aircraft (e.g., a left and right
tire), the user assigns a different part number to each location, and identifies that all such
part numbers refer to the same entity (with CT35/4). The part in one of these locations is
identified as the "prime" part, and is the one considered for procurement, repair, and
distribution activities.
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Table 2

ON-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES

On-Equipment Task Type Task Specification Basis for Selection

Postflight inspection, aircraft Task entered in shop/task sequence Task probability defined on CT5
sheltering, through-flight (CT29)
inspection, fuel tank loading, and
other scheduled tasks

Mission dependent postflight Task number entered for each aircraft Scheduled by location of Shop 25 on
inspection type and each mission on CT1V/5 CT29; probability defined on CT5

Phased maintenance Inspection frequency and task number Required at night when cumulative
on CT1r/4 and DOPHAS control on aircraft flight time exceeds hourly
CT17/3 inspection periods, and DOPHAS = 1

Early morning daily inspection Task defined on CT15/5; time on CT17/3 Whenever specified

Aircraft decontamination Task defined on CT15/3 Whenever there is on-base decontami-
nation or the special decontamination
switch (CT17)9) is on

Basic (regular) munitions Task number(s) in shop/task sequence Retention probability defined on CT16
uploading (CT29), munitions on CT15/1, and task

on CT5

Mission-dependent munitions Loadings (SCLs) and configuration Retention probability defined on CTi6
uploading defined with CT12, CT13, and CT14

Refueling
In shelter Task defined on CTi5/I After every sortie unless refueled at

hot-pit

Hot-pit Task defined on CT15/3 Code 1 and Code 2 aircraft are
refueled at hot-pit hydrant when no
wait is required

Unscheduled maintenance
Frequent Task entered in shop/task sequence Task probability defined on CTS

(CT29)

Infrequent Task entered on CT7, and shop listed Task probability defined on CT7 entry
in shop/task sequence (CT29)

Battle damage tasks Task 30000 entered in shop/task Damaged aircraft selection based on
sequence (CT29), and task lists a attrition rate and damage/kill ratio
CT1i=2 and CT15/3 (CT16)

Check-flight to validate Tasks that can require flight on Probabilty flight not required on
maintenance action CT15/88 CT15/88 for aircraft tvpes flagged on

CTIS/5
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personnel, equipment, and parts are represented with a task network, or sequence of

networks.

To portray these options graphically let us represent a simple task, or root

segment, as:

P Personnel S
A AGE H
R Time 0
T P

Probability

Likelihood undetected

and the other segments of a task network as:

P Personnel
A AGE
R time
T prob lity

The option of specifying that a particular facility (shop) is available (undamaged) is unique

with the first task segment and is therefore not shown as a property of the subsequent

segments of a network. Using these block figures, on-equipment maintenance tasks may be

represented either as a simple task

or as a complex network of subtasks:
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The first task segment in a task network is referred to in TSAR as the root segment, and it is

this segment that must be referred to when the work represented by the network is to be

specified.

In the network shown above, when the initial, or root segment, portion of the

overall task has been completed, three other subtasks are specified for follow-on activity,

followed by yet other activities. The three follow-on activities may all be required, or

they may each be required on a probabilistic basis. When a task element is found to be

unnecessary, subsequent tasks are not considered. Parallel segments may all be required

or may be defined as being mutually exclusive. If two or more of such parallel paths of

activity must be completed before yet another follow-on activity is initiated, this can be

represented by those paths rejoining before that activity. Fuithermore, it is permissible to

represent nested sets of parallel paths that rejoin as illustrated. However, all paths that

split and ultimately rejoin must all rejoin at the same place.

The segments of a task network are initiated whenever the resources for the

segment are available, without reference to the availability of resources for other

segments, unless the "incompatibility" conditions for the segment (see Sec. XIX, CT19)

prohibit task initiation. Although TSAR canrot require the time-coincidence of two or

more parallel segments of a network that may actually be performed simultaneously in

real life, it can require that all of the segments be complete before any follow-on action is

begun, as was illustrated above.

The task scgment that immzdiately follows a segment that includes a part may be

made conditional on whether the part was required; thus, in the following networks the

task T and the tasks X, Y, and Z may be made conditional on a part having been required

in segments A and B.

Task specification and storage may be somewhat simplified when the work

procedures associated with several paths have common elements. In schematic terms the

two tasks A and B can be defined as:
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Task network A Task network B

where the C segment

is common to both tasks.

To be able to represent a situation that sometimes occurs in the field, any segment

of a network may also specify the root segment of another network as a subsequent task;

this simulates the situation where, after work is accomplished on one job, it is discovered

that the actual problem is different than initially thought. The only caution to be

observed when task networks are "chained" in this manner is that no two networks may

each point to the other, either directly or through intermediate chained networks;

otherwise an infinite work loop could be created.

The user may also examine the situation in which certain specialists at specified

bases have received cross-training so as to be able to assist or replace another specialist

on a specified subset of the latter's normal activities. Cross-trained personnel are

assumed to perform the tasks for which they are qualified in the same time as the

specialists who normally do those tasks.

The user may also specify alternative sets of personnel and equipment for any of

the segments of a task, and these alternatives will be considered whenever insufficient

resources are available to perform the task with the normal procedures. If available, the

task is done with the alternative resources, without reference to the subsequent
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availability of the normal resources. There may be as many alternative sets of personnel,

equipment, and time specified for each task segment as the user's knowledge and

available data permit.

2. TASK SEQUENCING

The organization and sequencing of the various tasks and task networks that are

required on each aircraft after it lands and before it cwn be launched on another sortie are

fully contrcllable 2 by the user for each aircraft type and for each airbase. Some tasks

may be pursued simultaneously, some may have to be done in a specified order, and

others may occur in any order, but not at the same time. These options can be illustrated

as follows:

In this instance, Task T, is done first; Tasks T2, T3, and T4 are done next, as available

resources permit, except that if tasks T2 and T3 are both required, they may not be done

simultaneously, and if tasks T3 and T4 are both required, T4 must be completed before T3

may begin. Then, when these tasks are all completed, tasks T5 and T6 may begin; the

aircraft may be launched when all tasks are completed. Any or all of these tasks actually

may be a task-network that must be completed before the task can be considered to be

complete. Furthermore, each may occur only with a specified probability. If the aircraft

has received battle damage, that work will be done at the point where Task 30000 is

specified.

The unscheduled on-equipment aircraft tasks are normally grouped together with

the other tasks performed by the same work center or shop for reasons to be described

2Except in the special circumstance when an aircraft must be ferried to a rea:- base for
some portion of the required maintenance (see Sec. IV-8, below).
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shortly. Reference to these collections of on-equipment aircraft maintenance tasks

simplifies the specification of task organization as illustrated in the following sketch.

Here Si, Sj, and % are the collections3 of unscheduled on-equipment tasks associated

with shops i,j, and k. Following an aircraft sortie, each collection is checked to see

whether any task associated with ihat shop is required. Because the majority of the

unscheduled on-equipment aircraft maintenance tasks are individually low probability

events, TSAR groups together those tasks performed by the same work center or shop

and selects at most one following each flighL Processing is speeded up by this

simplification (of at most one task per shop per sortie) without a serious loss in fidelity,

because the joint occurrence of two or more individually low probability events would be

quite unlikely. If some of the tasks associated with particular shops must be carried out

frequently (i.e., are not low probability events), they should not be included in the shop

task collections but should be treated as the "other on-equipment tasks" discussed below.

3. TASK DESCRIPTIONS

As summarized in Table 2, on-equipment aircraft maintenance tasks fall into

several categories. With the exception of the mission-dependent preflight tasks (to be

discussed in Sec. V), the data defining the personnel, equipment, parts, munitions, TRAP,

and time required for each task (and for each segment of a task network), along with data

defining the network structure and parts requirements and the shop to which it is

assigned, are stored in the TSKRQT array (CTM). If special damage repair personnel

(RAM teams) are to be used for repair of battle-damaged aircraft, that requirement can

be imposed simply by identifying such personnel as a unique type.

3 Up to NOTASK tasks may be grouped together in each of these collections.
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The locations of the input data defining the likelihood of the various kinds of on-

equipment tasks are outlined in Table 2. For most scheduled on-equipment tasks, such as

Tasks #41, #42, and #43 in the last sketch, and the more frequent unscheduled tasks, the

probability that the task must be performed when a sortie has been completed is also

stored in the TSKRQT array. However, refueling is mandatory, early morning

inspections are required each day, and aircraft decontamination depends on the level of

airbase chemical contamination when the aircraft lands. The requirement for phased

maintenance depends on an aircraft's cumulative flight time, and the need for reloading

basic munitions is determined by the picbability that these weapons were not expended

on the previous mission (C716).

The numerous low probability unscheduled on-equipment maintenance tasks are

handled somewhat differently. The likelihood that each of these tasks will be required

after a sortie has been flown is specified with C-'7, and these data for the tasks in each

work center or shop are collected together in the SHPRQT (shop requirement) array. If

desired, the breakrate data in these shop collections may be varied statistically from the
input values for use in the simulation-to represent uncertain wartime breakrates--or

they may be varied with aircraft sortie rate for specified shops and types of aircraft

(CTl 8/2).

The aircraft repair requirements imposed by battle damage are handled in a unique

manner. Following each mission, a random number is compared with the probability that

that particular type of aircraft will be damaged on that type of mission (as specified by

the user using CTI6). For aircraft that are determined to be damaged, each of the list of

battle-damage tasks specified for that aircraft type on CT15/2, or for the mission type on

CT15/3, is checked. The likelihood that each battle damage task is required is specified

by the task probability in the TSKRQT (task requirements) array (entered with CT5);

these tasks are treated as mutually exclusive when the task probability is negative. Those

battle damage tasks that cannot be deferred will be conducted at the point in the task

sequence where Task #30000 is placed. Aircraft repair requirements imposed by

damage inflicted during airbase attacks are handled in a similar fashion, except that the

tasks are added to whatever other on-equipment work is going on at the time of the

attack.

Phased maintenance tasks are carried out whenever the total flying hours for an

aircraft exceed any of the phased maintenance time thresholds, unless the user has
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specified that these maintenance requirements be ignored for certain times during the

simulation; such work is carried out at night, as with deferred maintenance.

With only four exceptions, the requirements for on-equipment aircraft tasks arm

treated as independent activities. Two of the exceptions concern support equipment, and

another involves munitions load crews. For each aircraft type, the user may .-pecify (on

CT15/1) one or two types of support equipment for which multiple demands can be

satisfied with a single item. The auxiliary power cart and the hydraulic mule might be

treated in this manner. The user may also prevent a single aircraft from being assigned

more than one munitions load crew by specifying the type and number of personnel that

make up a load crew on the CT15/l. Another quite different exception to treating tasks

as independent is discussed below in Sec. IV-7.

4. SHOPS AND UNSCHEDULED TASK COLLECTIONS

TSAR provides for a total of 30 shops. All aircraft maintenance personnel,

equipment, and parts are "assigned" to one or another of these shops, and TSAR

maintains lists of the tasks and repairs that are underway, interrupted, waiting, and

deferred separately for each shop. The first 24 shops are to be used for those collections

of unscheduled maintenance tasks performed by specialists associated with each of the

aircraft maintenance work centers. Generally, the personnel, equipment, and parts used

in connection with the tasks assigned to a particular shop (work center) should also be

assigned to the same shop, although in the case of personnel and equipment they may be

"borrowed" for work on a task assigned to another shop. Thus, the resources (iersonnel,

equipment, parts) associated with unscheduled tasks will be assigned to one of the first 24

shops, most scheduled flight line resources will be assigned to Shop #25, and the

munitions-related resources to Shops #27 and #28.

If desired, the personnel and equipment of each shop may also be assigned (with

CT45/1) to 1, 2, or 3 separate groups (or AMUs) to support separate subsets of aircraft,

and to a Ning-level organization for backshop parts repair (CRS and/or EMS) as in the

COMO (AFR66-5) mainienance concept. The user should reserve Shops #27, #28, and

#29 for the preflight tasks, that is for reconfiguration, munitions loading, and refueling,

respectively, as outlined in Sec. VI. Shop #25, the "flight line" shop, is to be used for

those tasks other than the preflight tasks that involve munitions and TRAP resources;

Shop #25 should also be used for user-specified mission-dependent postflight inspections.
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(Shop #26 is used by the program for storing references to aircraft whose mission

assignment and weapons loading has been delayed, and Shop #30 is not associated with

aircraft maintenance; it is used in connection with munitions assembly and civil

engineering.)
In practice, there is only a limited likelihood that the specialists from any given

shop will be required for an unscheduled maintenance task after any particular flight, and

a much smaller chance that they will be required for two or more distinct tasks from the

same shop, so the TSAR data structure for the shop-task collections has been designed

such that at most one task from each collection will be selected after a particular sortie.

With this restriction, only a single random number need be drawn and compared with the

cumulative sum of the probabilities of the several tasks in each collection. If the number

is greater than the sum, no task is required; if it is less, the task is determined by the

random number's position within the set of cumulative probabilities. This process may

be visualized as follows:
FIN 1.0

I,

RN

P,

0 T, P,• 0

In the situation shown, there are only three possible unscheduled on-equipment

tasks that the shop may be called upon to perform: Ti, Tj, and Tk. The probabilities that

the individual tasks (entered with CT7) are required after any given sortie are P,, P,, and

Pk. After each sortie a random number, RN, is drawn for each shop. If the value

corresponds to the shaded region for a shop, no task is required; if the value is less, the

task to be accomplished is the one corresponding to RN. When the user has specified

that the nominal task probabilities, or breakrates, for certain shops and aircraft types

should be modified in some way (as controlled by CTI 8/2 data), the random number is

adjusted before being compared with the shaded region. Also, as will be explained
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below in Sec. IV-7, when the user has specified that only a limited percentage of the

aircraft land with unscheduled maintenance, the random number is adjusted such that the

overall maintenance demands are preserved. As noted earlier, tasks with a fairly high

probability of being required following a flight should not be included in these task

collections.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE SHOP-TASK SEQUENCE

The various features for representing the organization and processing of aircraft

maintenance tasks will permit the user to rapidly define and test a wide variety of

different base maintenance structures. An example of an actual structure that might be

defined (with CT29) is shown in Fig. 7.

Immediately upon landing, the user may specify either a taxi time and/or a specific

postflight delay to account for taxiing, debriefing, etc. If "hot-: ." refueling or

decontamination tasks have been specified and one is selected, it is performed

immediately after any taxi-time specified. The aircraft is then presumed ;o move to an

aircraft shelter or parking ramp, where the remainder of the maintenance work is carried

out. In the example, it is specified that Task #45, removing hung ordnance, occurs after

4 percent of the sorties. When that is completed, any unscheduled maintenance that is

required by Shops #1, #17, #19, #2, #4, #9, and #24 may be initiated. TSAR determines
which tasks are required, which tasks may be deferred for the next mission, and what the

tentative mission assignment should be for the aircraft when it first lands. Two scheduled

tasks as well as any battle damage work are also specified in the example: The

requirement to reload guns, Task #62, is controlled by the CT16 entry for the basic-

munitions retention probability; the task to hang fuel tanks, Task #47, is not mission

dependent, a CT5 specifies that it must be accomplished after 60 percent of the sorties.

These tasks are different in character from most other tasks, in that some of the required
resources are consumed. Tasks that may consume TRAP or munitions must be

associated with the specia! "flight line" Shop #25 when they are not part of the mission-

dependent munitions activities, or refueling activity in Shops #28 and #29. The battle

damage tasks are implied by specifying Task #30000.

When all of the first set of possible tasks has been completed, shop activity by

Shops #8, #3, #21, and #12 may begin, along with Task #51. And when those jobs have

been completed, te preflight preparations may begin. These preparations, discussed at
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length in Sec. VI, may involve a possible delay (CT15/1), followed by the final mission

determination, aircraft reconfiguration if required, loading of the mission-dependent

munitions, and refueling. As indicated, the delay, reconfiguration, and uploading always

occur in sequence and are specified by entering Shop #26 in the shop-task ,xquence on

the CT29 cards. Task #52 is also indicated as being concurrent with the preflight

preparations. This task as well as the other individual tasks must themselves be

associated with some shop (5 #25) and use resources assigned to one or another of the

shops. The munitions and TRAP tasks that must be placed in Shop #25 probably would

use personnel and support equipment from Shops #27 and #28, while the otner tasks

could call on resources normally associated with any of the first 25 shops.4 Mission-

dependent postflight inspection tasks, that may be imposed using CT15/5, should also be

assigned to Shop #25, and will be scheduled where Shop #25 appears in the shop-task

sequence.

To specify the shop-task sequence that is to be followed, the user enters a string of

numbers using CT29; a different string may be entered for each type of aircraft and for

each airbase. These data are stored in the SHPCRD (shop order) array. As the reader

may have noticed, individual tasks must always be identified with a number larger than

30 so that they will be distinguished from a shop. Furthermore, Task #30000 is to be

used to designate when the battle damage tasks are to be performed. For this example,

the shop-task sequence is entered by listing the numbers 45, 0, 30000, 62, 47, 1, 17, 19,

2, 4, 9, 24, 0, 8, 51, 3, 21, 12, 0, 26, 52, 29, 0, 0 in order on CT29 cards. Note that each

set of activities that may be carried out concurrently is followed by a zero to designate

the end of the set.

Whenever any of the required maintenance tasks is one of those that must be

accomplished at a rear base, or whenever unscheduled aircraft maintenance is estimated

to take longer than a user-specified length of time, the user-specified task sequence is

replaced by three sequential sets of maintenance tasks. The first set, to be accomplishzd

at the operating base, includes refueling and all tasks that would prevent the aircraft from

being ferried (i.e., task criticality of 33). The second set includes refueling at the mar

base, all tasks that must be performed at the rear base, and other of the aircraft's required

4Because of the logic used for checking on tasks that are waiting an'I that may need
the resources that are being released from a previous task, the munitions and TRAP-
related jobs-those that use personnel or equipment from Shops #27, #28, or #29--must
be associated with Shop #25.
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and deferred tasks as are specified by !he variable JOBCON (job control) on CT3/2. The
third task set, those that are to be done when the aircraft returns to the operating base,

includes all remaining tasks that are required.

6. TSAR DETERMINATION OF AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

REQUIREMENTS
Whenever an aircraft completes a flight (and has been removed from the delay

heap in the ACN array), subroutine MANAGE transfers control to entry point LAND in
subroutine FERRY, where checks are made to see whether the aircraft was lost on the

mission or has received battle damage. Subroutine LANDIT then is called to check
whether runway conditions permit recovery and if not what alternate should be used; for

aircraft operating from DOBs, subroutine LANDIT also identifies the host base, and an

alternate if the host's runway is closed. Subroutine FERRY next calls CKMAIN to

determine what maintenance will be required, and whether a DOB aircraft should

recover at its host. Subroutine CKMAIN establishes which of the individual tasks and
which of the collections of individually low probability unscheduled tasks are required.

The tasks and shop task collections are checked in the specified order as illustrated in the

preceding subsection; a random nLmber is drawn for each task and shop to determine
which if any of the tasks require attention. The malfunctions noted are stored in a
temporary array that is processed in subroutine PSTFLT after the aircraft has recovered.

Aircraft operating from a MOB or a COB recover as runway cor.ditions permit. For
aircraft operating frorm a DOB, a check is made to see if any of the work must be done at

the host, and if that work has been detected. If none of that work has been detected, the
aircraft will recover at the DOB and subsequently be ferried to the host; othe.rwise, it will
fly directly to the host. If there are no requirements for work at the host, the aircraft will

recover at the DOB to be readied for the next combat mission.
After the aircraft has mecovered, the flight crew is released (see Sec. VII for a

discussion of that process) and, if battlc damage is so severe that repair is not practical,
the aircraft is written off and the various parts are salvaged to the extent specified (see
CT15/2). Otherwise, subroutine PSTFLT (postflight) is called. (For aircraft that have
not survived or are salvage!d, the existing records are eliminated with subroutine
KILLAC and, if filler aircraft are available or if the user specifies replacements, another

aircraft is requested using subroutine ORDER.)
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The basic functions performed within subroutine PSTFLT are (1) to initiate any

user-defined postflight delay, (to account for taxiing, inspection, etc.); (2) to schedule

hot-pit refueling, or aircraft decontamination, when appropriate; (3) to determine if any

previously deferred tasks must be done at this time; (4) to estimate the expected time that

will be required to carry out the maintenance that is essential for various missions; (5) to

schedule aircraft refueling and transfer when any of the required maintenance must be

accomplished at a host base or a rear base; (6) to establish a tentative mission assignment

for the aircraft; and (7) to categorize the newly defined tasks as essential or deferrable for

that mission.

Subroutine PSTFLT establishes what the expected time will be for carrying out

the essential maintenance, including battle damage. The individual tasks determined in

CKMAIN are checked in the appropriate order, the expected time for each task is

estimated, based on the nominal task time specified for that task, plus approximate time

allowances for (1) whatever inefficiencies are expected because of chemical warfare
effects; (2) aircraft that are already waiting at the various shops; (3) parts repair, when

parts are known to be required and none are available; and (4) repair of the maintenance

facility itself, when the task specifications prescribe that facility and it is damaged.

When these time estimates for the required tasks and for the preflight tasks have

been determined, the time at which the aircraft could be ready to fly is established for

each possible mission type. If any of the previously deferred tasks are now required or

are now essential for any of the missions, the time to accomplish them is includeI on the

assumption that they would be processed simultaneously, before the other tasks are done.

These ready-to-fly estimates take into account the user's specifications as to which shops

may perform on-equipment tasks simultaneously and which groups of shops must follow

other groups. They also take into account only those tasks that may not be deferred fob

each particular mission. By making the estimates in this manner, the nominal times at
which the aircraft could be readied for the various missions will typically differ for the

different missions, and these times will also include at least a rough accounting of the

inefficiencies, queues, parts shortages, or facility damage that might interfere with the

preparations for one mission, but not another.

Unless the aircraft is scheduled to be ferried to its host base or to the rear

maintenance base, as discussed below, the next step is to determ-ne the highest priority

mission that has insufficient aircraft to meet the known demand, between the times that

the aircraft could be ready for various missions and the time horizon for planning. If the
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deficient priority is no higher than that for the aircraft's previous mission and occurs no

earlier, the aircraft is committed to the same type of mission that it just completed.

Othcrwise, the aircraft is tentatively committed to that mission with the earliest, highest

deficient priority.

The maintenance tasks that are essential for the designated mission are stored in

the RQDTSK (required task) array and the others are placed in the DEFTSK (deferred

task) array. Final bookkeeping in the PSTFLT subroutine includes updating the aircraft's

criticality index (i.e., ACN(-,17)), which maintains a record of which missions may be

flown despite the maintenance that has been deferred.

7. LIMITING UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

Normally, TSAR assumes that the probability that unscheduled maintenance will

be required on an aircraft after each sortie is determined only by the probabilities

specified for each of the individual unscheduled tasks. Thus, the likelihood that any task

is required is presumed to be independent of all other tasks. An alternative TSAR mode

of operation permits the user to limit the fraction of aircraft that require unscheduled

maintenance after a sortie, but also to maintain the total amount of work accomplished

consistent with the overall task statistics, by increasing the amount of work that must be

done on those aircraft that do experience a "break."

In the past, when TSAR has been run assuming task independence (using

unscheduled maintenance data derived from data bases piepared fnr the Air Force

LCOM model), it has been found that the percentage of aircraft that land and require

unscheduled maintenance is substantially greater than that reported by flying units.

Possible reasons for these discrepancies could include (1) the observed tendency for

aircraft breakrates to be reduced at higher sortie rates, (2) an apparent tendency for

LCOM data to reflect a conservative view of what must be repaired for an effective

combat sortie, and (3) the strong possibility that unscheduled maintenance tasks are

correlated, i.e., should not be treated as independent events. All of these possible

mechanisms are poorly understood at this time; for TSAR simulations, one can modify

the nominal breakrates by shop (with CT18/2 cards) to adjust for observations of the first

kind. The user can also introduce a less conservative notion of how an actual wartime

MESL (minimum essential subsystem list) would affect the maintenance requirements

with his specification of task criticality (on the CT5 card). And if none of the
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unscheduled maintenance tasks for an aircraft have a nominal task time in excess of

GRACE (CT412), the recovery will be designated Code 1. Finally, the user can reflect

the possibility that when one task network requires work, it may be mare likely than

implied by the independence assumption that other networks will also require work. This

apparently not uncommon situation in which maintenance starts with one task but leads

to another and another can be simulated with TSAR by "chaining" a series of task

networks, but that procedure requires a more detailed knowledge of the

interdependencies among tasks than exists at this time.

The user may also simulate that a disproportionate amount of the overall work

load is incurred by a subset of the aircraft, by specifying (on CT15/3) a value for the total

"percentage of aircraft that land with deferrable or nondeferrable unscheduled

maintenance" (that have Code 2 or Code 3 "breaks"). When that is done, that percentage

of the aircraft are selected at random in subroutine CKMAIN and are checked for

unscheduled maintenance; the likelihood that unscheduled maintenance is required in

each shop is increased in the proportion necessary so that the total amount of work

required for a large number of sorties will be the same as when the tasks are treated as

independent. The division of unscheduled maintenance between Code 2 and Code 3 is

based on the several TSAR mechanisms for specifying task criticality and deferrability.

8. AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS AT DISPERSED OPERATING BASES

In addition to MOBs and COBs, one may also designate that certain airbases will

be used in support of austere operations at "dispersed operating bases" (DOBs). Such

bases are envisioned as having cxtremely limited capabilities for unscheduled

maintenance; refueling and rearming would be the main functions, although the TSAR

simulation allows the user complete freedom in defining "austerity" for DOBs. Since

much if not all unscheduled maintenance will be required to be done at the DOB's host

base (typically a MOB), it is determined before the aircraft recover. from a combat

mission whether to return to the DOB or go directly to the host. Uncertainty may be

introduced into the aircrew's ability to detect such conditions.

Each on-equipment task may be coded to indicate whether repair at a DOB is

practical, or whether the aircraft should recover at a base with more extensive repair

capabilities; the user also specifies which of the tasks that can't be handled at a DOB will

not be detected by the pilot some percentage of the time (individually by task). Aircraft
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that recover at a "host," either directly from combat, or after being ferried from their

DOB, lose their association with the DOB and become a part of the "host's" complement

of aircraft. However, whenever an aircraft at a "host" completes maintenance, the

aircraft-transfer-directives (discussed below) are checked and sufficient aircraft are

transferred to maintain the specified complement at the host's DOBs. If aircraft at a

DOB are found to require work at a rear maintenance base (see the next section), they

are ferried directly to that base, rather than the host.

In the evening, when flying tapers off and tasks that have been deferred during the

day must be worked off, aircraft at the DOBs are ferried to their host base for the

required maintenance (or to a rear maintenance base for specified tasks). Aircraft

returning to a DOB from combat late in the day- that don't have any immediate

maintenance that requires they go to the rear but do have deferred maintenance that

shortly will need attention, are flown directly to their host base. When aircraft at a DOB

should be ferried to the host base, but the host has been closed by air attack, the needed

maintenance will be further deferred and the aircraft will continue to operate from the

DOB, unless ALTDEF (CT413) is unity; in the latter case, an alternate host will be sought

that operates the same type of aircraft. Tallies are maintained of the cumulative numbers

of aircraft transferred among MOBs, COBs, DOBs, and rear maintenance bases.

Aircraft operating from MOBs and COBs will recover at a DOB when no MOBs

or COBs have open runways and when USEMER (CT4/3) is zero. Such aircraft receive

maintenance and tasking while at the DOB, to the extent practical. If USEMER is unity,

the EMERG base is used for recovery rather than a DOB.

To facilitate use of DOBs, TSAR permits the user to issue "aircraft transfer

directives" that direct a particular number of aircraft of a specified type to be moved

from one base to another, beginning at a designated time. Up to eight such directives

may be outstanding for each base at the same time. Each directive specifies the time that

the transfer is to begin, the type and number of aircraft, the base the aircraft are to be

taken from, the base that they are to fly to, and for aircraft to be transferred to a DOB, the

desired mission configuration.

Aircraft may be moved from a MOB to each of several DOBs whenever specified,

and then directed to be flown back to the MOB at some later time. If aircraft are ready to

be transferred when the directive is issued, they are transferred at that time; Uf a sufficient

5Whenever recovery at the DOB is to be as late as TBEFOR (CT4/3) 'TU time units
before ENDAY.
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number are not ready at that time, the remainder are transferred as they complete

maintenance and they become ready to fly. If aircraft are returned to a MOB from a

DOB for maintenance, other aircraft will be transferred to maintain the designated

number at the DOB. If over eight directives are issued for the same base, the directive

that has been operative longest is replaced with the most recent.

A transfer directive may be issued that increases or decreases the number of

aircraft to be maintained at a forward location. When such a directive reverses the

direction of transfer between two particular bases for a particular aircraft type, the earlier

directive is canceled and the later one is activated. Up to 50 (currently) such transfers

may be specified, and the code has been structured so that such directives could ?.'so be

issued later, during the simulation, if an adaptive logic is introduced to generate such

commands.

The directives are initially entered into the MOVEAC heap during program

initialization and are subsequently placed in the BASDIR array for the appropriate base

at the time that they become effective. The actual transfers are initiated in subroutine

SENDAC with a call to subroutine FERRY, for aircraft that are ready to transfer when

the directive is issued, or in subroutine RUNAC when aircraft have c ampleted

maintenance. If the runways are not open, or pilots are not available when an aircraft is

to be returned from a DOB, subroutine MANAGE calls GOHOME every two hours to

locate and return any such aircraft when conditions are more favorable.

9. REAR MAINTENANCE BASE

Aircraft may be sent to a rear maintenance base either for specially designated

tasks or when the estimated completion time for the required maintenance exceeds a

user-specified time (MINTLMT on CT3/2). Both regular maintenance tasks and battle-

damage tasks may be specially designated as requiring action at a rear maintenance base;

these task designations may apply to all aircraft, or only to aircraft at a COB. Naturally,

the criticality of any such task must be such that the aircraft may be ferried. If the user

has specified a time limit for maintenance at the operating bases (MNTLMT) and the

estimated maintenance time exceeds that value, a check is first made that there is at least

as much time needed for the maintenance that would be accomplished in the rear as for

what must be done at the operating base. If so, and if the time required for the

maintenance that must be done at the operating base is as great as MNTF (CT3/2)
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percent of MNTLMT, another check is made to see that the time for the maintenance that

may be done in the rear is at least equal to MNTR percent of MNTLMT. This final

check provides the user with a somewhat more realistic control over which aircraft are

sent to the rear and which are not.

After an aircraft has landed and its ready-to-fly time has been estimated in

subroutine PSTFLT a check is made to see if aircraft maintenance is to be done in the

rear. If (1) tasks that must be done in the rear are outstanding, or (2) the ready-to-fly

time exceeds MNTLMT, etc., the required tasks are regrouped into three sets. The first

includes a refueling and all tasks that prohibit the aircraft from being ferried. The second

set includes a refueling and all tasks that must be done in the rear, as well as whatever

other tasks are to be done as defined by the value of the control variable JOBCON (see

CT3/2 in Sec. XIX, Vol. II); these tasks are scheduled for the rear base. The third set of

tasks includes a refueling and all other tasks that are outstanding and the necessary

munitions loading tasks; these are scheduled for carrying out on return to the operating

base. When the aircraft has flown directly to the rear maintenance base from a DOB, the

aircraft is sent forward to the host base, not the DOB, when maintenance is complete at

the rear base. No additional maintenance requirements are assumed to be generated on

the return flight to the operating base. To the extent practical, the ordered structure for

maintenance tasks that is prescribed in the shop-task sequence with the CT29 cards is

maintained within each of the three task sets.

Aircraft spare parts for rear maintenance bases are either individually stocked or,

when the automatic parts generation feature is being used, they are acquired by

redistributing the spares that are calculated for the operating bases. For tasks that must

be done in the rear, all parts are placed in the rear. An estimate is also made of the

fraction of the other tasks that will be accomplished at the rear base at the same time that

the mandatory work is underway, and a like fraction of all parts is placed in the rear. If

aircraft are also sent to the rear whenever the ready-to-fly time exceeds MNTLMT, etc.,

the fraction of the parts placed in the rear can be increased by the user's specification of

RPARTS (Cr3/2).
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10. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

After an aircraft's next mission has been tentatively selected and the various

scheduled and unscheduled tasks have been defined in subroutine PSTFLT, subroutine

MANAGE transfers control to subroutine STARTM (start maintenance), which manages

the initiation of on-equipment maintenance tasks.

When STARTM is called, following the optional postflight delay, TSAR

immediately attempts to initiate the required work on each of the first set of required

tasks stored in the RQDTSK array by calling subroutine NITDSK (initiate task) through
entry point NEWTSK. If a task is not incompatible with a task already underway, and

the required resources are available to initiate the task, the resources are withdrawn from

stock, and the task completion time is determined (using subroutine TTIME); the activity

then is placed in the TASKQ heap. When the effects of chemical protection are to be

taken into account (i.e., when USECW > 0), the task "heat factor" also passes to TTIME
where it acts as a switch to call CWTIME that establishes how much longer the task will

take in the chemical ensemble that is appropriate at the work place, and how long the
work crew can be permitted to work before they must be allowed to cool off. If the

requisite resources are not available, the task is placed in the WAITSK (waiting task)

queue of the appropriate shop. (The operation of subroutine INITSK will be discussed

more fully in the next subsection.) When all of the tasks that may be performed

simultaneously have been processed, control is returned6 to MANAGE for other

operations.

Subroutine RUNAC is called whenever an on-equipment task has been completed.

If the effects of chemical protection are being considered, subroutine MANAGE first

calls subroutine STOPIT, which uses subroutines GORE.ST and CKTEMP to determine

how the work crew are to be disposed of. The first step in RUNAC is to call subroutine

ENDTSK to release whatever resources 7 are avai!able, and to assign them to tasks that

may have been interrupted or are waiting (by using subroutines CHECK and DOWPRE

6When late takeoffs are permitted, each aircraft is also checked to see whether its
estimated ready-to-fly time is sufficiently close for it to be considered. If all tasks have
been started and the estimated ready-to-fly time is within two hours, the flag-
ACN(-,21)--is set so that the aircraft could be considered for a possible late takeoff.
The flag is also set when only one task remains that has been initiated and is expected to
be completed within three hours.7Except for specific types of equipment that may need to be retained for use on other
ongoing tasks.
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for unscheduled and preflight tasks, respectively). When ENDTSK returns control to

RUNAC, the next step depends upon the nature of the task. Except for preflight tasks, a

check is made to see if the task is an clement in a task network, and if it is, resources are

checked in subroutine IN1TSK to start any subsequent task or set of parallel tasks. A

check is next made for any tasks that may have been forced to await the completion of

the just concluded task, because of an incompatibility (as defined with CT19), and any

such tasks are initiated if resources permit.

If at this point on-equipment tasks are in process, control is returned to

MANAGE; if no tasks are in process but tasks are still waiting for the appropriate

resources, a new estimate is made of the ready-to-fly time before returning control to

MANAGE. If there are no tasks in process or waiting, but tasks remain in the RQDTSK

array, a new estimate of the ready-to-fly time is computed, and STARTM is called where

the next set of required tasks are checked and initiated as resources permit. If no tasks

are in process or are waiting, and there are no further tasks required, a check is made to

see if conditions permit deferred maintenance to be done at this time; operations in this

circumstance are discussed in Sec. IV. 15. If no deferred maintenance is to be

accomplished, the aircraft is ready to fly and will be launched as required, except when it

sustains a ground abort. In the latter instance a task is picked at random from the shop

task collections and must be handled before the .ircraft is again ready to fly.

When subroutine RUNAC is called at the completion of a preflight task, operation

is somewhat different than with other maintenance tasks. After the resources that have

been in use are released (and an attempt to reuse them made with subroutine DOWPRE),

subroutine RUNAC calls subroutine PREFLT (preflight), which manages the unique task

structure used with preflight tasks; these operations are described in Sec. V. When

control is subsequently returned to subroutine RUNAC, processing continues in much the

same manner as for unscheduled maintenance tasks, except for the task network tests.

One other important feature of the management operation performed in subroutine

RUNAC permits the preflight tasks to be deferred in certain circumstances, so that the

final decisions regarding mission assignment and munitions may be delayed until further

information has been received regarding sortie demand. When these cond"tions (as

discussed in Sec. V) have been met and the preflight delay flag DELYPF has been set to

unity, the mission assignment znd weapons loading tasks (i.e., Shops #26, #27, and. #28)

are allowed to wait while the other tasks are processed in accord with the specified
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shop-task structure (i.e., the shop sequence data from CT29). When all required tasks

are complete, deferred tasks will be initiated if it is estimated that they can be completed

before the user-specified last allowable hour for commencing the weapons loading

procedures (i.e., LSTTOD). If none can be started, or if all deferred tasks are completed

before LOADTM (the earliest hour for commencing to upload munitions), a preflight

delay is computed such that it will just be completed at LOADTM, and the aircraft is

placed in the delay heap in the ACN array.

11. ON-EQUIPMENT TASK INITIATION

On-equipment maintenance tasks, except for the preflight tasks, are initiated with

a call to subroutine lNITSK. This subroutine is initially called from STARTM or

RUNAC; if tasks must wait or are interrupted after they are initiated, subroutine CHECK

subsequently calls to recheck the availability of the required resources.

When subroutine INYDSK ic entered to check for tasks that have been waiting or

interrupted, a rough check is made of the existing ready-to-fly time estimate for the

aircraft; if it is outdated a crude update is calculated. When a part will be required, base

stocks are checked to see if one i3 available. The task is then checked to see if it must be

delayed because of cther work in process that is incompatible. If there is no problem, the

program next checks for the availability of any facility that may be required and for the

personnel and equipment specified for the task. If it has been specified that only one item

of the required type of support equipment is needed for several tasks, and one is already

assigned to the aircraft, the additional requirement is ignored; similar-ly, if an aircraft is

not to be assigned two or more munitions load crews, and one is already at work, the task

is delayed. If the aircraft is assigned to its own squadron with its own personnel and

equipment, the required resources are drawn from the appropriate group. If a facility is

needed and it is unavailable, or if insufficient personnel or equipment is available, the

shortage is noted and the program transfers to check any alternative procedures that the

user may have stipulated for this task.

Subroutine GETPEO is called to check on the availability of the required

personnel, and subroutine CKAGE establishes the availability of any equipment that is

required. If insufficient personnel are available, but on-base personnel have received

cross-training, checks are made to see whether such personnel can be used on this t=sk,

and, if so, subroutine CKPEOP is called to see if uffaicient cross-trained or task-assist-
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qualified personnel are available. If there are not, and if the base has not been subjected

to a chemical attack, a check is made to see if the required number of specified personnel
are involved in parts repair activities; if they are, those repairs are interrupted to acquire

the personnel needed for the on-equipment task,8 when the needed part is in stock. The

time remaining to complete the interrupted repair is stored with the other repair data in

the IN1TSK array. If the required maintenance specialists cannot be obtained by these
procedures, and if chemical protection ensembles are not being worn (i.e., USECW = 0),

the last option is to stop an ongoing maintenance task on another aircraft. This will be

done only if the ongoing task has ai least two hours remaining until completion and if the

aircraft has a projected ready-to-fly time at least four hours later than the aircraft for

which the personnel are sought.

If sufficient personnel are available but a needed part is not, a check is made to see

if it may be obtained from another aircraft by cannibalization. The various options for

cannibalization will be discussed in a later subsection. If a part is not located, the fact
that the aircraft has a "hole" is filed by calling subroutine RPTNOR (report not
operationally ready); if the rules prescribed by the user permit (see Sec. XI), an attempt
is made to locate the needed part at another location in the theater and to have it shipped.

If all resources are available the task is initiated with a call to subroutine
DOTASK that places the task in the TASKQ heap and also places pointers defining its
location in the in-process queues associated with the aircraft and with the shop that is

doing the work. The duration of the job is determined on the basis of the mean task time

and the distribution specified by the user. When chemical protection ensembles are
worn, the "heat factor" is also passed to subroutine TrlME where it acts as a switch to

call subroutine CWTIME, which estimates the additional time that will be required

because of the ensemble, and how long the personnel will be able to work in light of the

ambient temperature, humidity, and chemical contamination at the work place. (See the

discussions of subroutines TTIME, CWTIME, and CKTEMP in Sec. XIV.)
The DOTASK subroutine is also used when it is necessary to stop an on-

equipment task. Since on-equipment tasks receive priority over parts repair tasks, the
only times that on-equipment tasks are interrupted is (1) when a task is stopped for a
higher priority on-equipment task, (2) when the number of personnel at a shop is reduced

8This could occur in a 66-1 type organization but not in a COMO (66-5) organization,
since the parts repair personnel at wing level in COMO are differentiated within TSAR
by means of a different identity.
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because of a shift change, (3) when the work crew must stop to rest and cool off. Jr (4)

when the airbase is attacked and shop personnel are lost. At those times the subroutine is

entered at the entry point ST1PTSK, and the needed bookkeeping is done on the pointer

systems used with the aircraft, the shops, and the INTTSK and TASKQ arrays. When

personnel are reduced because of a shift change, the last task that was initiated is the first

to be interrupted.

If a part is available, but some other resource prevents the task from being

initiated, any alternative procedure (set of resources) for accomplishing the task that has

been supplied by the user is checked to see if those resources am available. If they are,

the task is initiated using the alternative procedure; if they are not, the task must wait in

the appropriate shop's wait queue. If the task had already been waiting, processing is

complete. If it is being checked for the first time, subroutine ACWAIT is called to store

the relevant data in the WAITSK array; the resource for which a shortage prevented the

primary procedure from being initiated is taken to be the reason for the delay. When the

task is placed in the shop's wait queue it is placed last in line if ORDWT = 0; if ORDWT

= 1.9 subroutine INWAIT is called and the task is placed in the shop's wait queue such

that the aircraft with the least time remaining before it had been estimated to be ready to
fly is placed first.

The last step for a task that is being checked for the first time is to dispose of any

part that must be removed from the aircraft. If the part is not normally reparable in the

theater, it is eliminated and another may be requisitioned from CONUS. If it is not

normally reparable at the base where it was removed, it is shipped to whatever location

has been specified for its repair (using the SHIPTO array data input from CT34). It may

be shipped directly after removal from the aircraft, or it may first have to be checked on

base.10 If the part can be repaired on base, it is sent to the appropriate repair facility. If

the repair facility has been closed by damage from an air attack and it is not projected to

be repaired before the part could be sent to another base for repair and returned, or if the

AIS stations needed for repair have been lost in an air attack, the bases specified for

lateral repair are checked to see if they have an open shop and/or the needed AIS station;

if so, the part 4s shipped to another base.

9See CT3/1.10Any part, LRU, or SRU with a NRTS rate of 101 is shipped directly after removal
from an aircraft (or from an LRU); if the NRTS rate is from I to 100, the part must
undergo the administration delay before being checked for NRTS action.
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The part is removed from the aircraft when the task is first checked, even though

the resources were not available to start the on-equipment task at that time; it is assumed

that the overall resource demands for the task are adequately approximated by the task's

resource requirements whether they are used then or later. The repair of the part is

delayed by a time equal to the sum of the nominal task time and the backshop

administrative delay time (see Sec. VI).

If the task started in NITSK is a task that had already been started but had been

interrupted, or is a task that had already been checked but had had to wait, the necessary

bookkeeping for the pointers is accomplished before control is returned to MANAGE.

Of the many data maintained for each aircraft, two are flags used to rapidly

identify each aircraft's current status; the first flag (stored in the 12th position-

ACN(-, 12)) of the aircraft array defines the aircraft's location within the overall sortie

cycle, while the second flag (ACN(-,16)) defines the degree to which the aircraft has

progressed through the several steps in the preflight process. The states corresponding to

various values of the first flag are:

ACN(-, 12) Aircraft Status

1 In flight
2 Inactive for the postflight delay
3 Unscheduled maintenance before final mission assignment
4 Inactive for the preflight delay and final mission

assignment
5 Maintenance following final mission assignment
6 Ready for flight
7 Undergoing deferred maintenance tasks

The several preflight states defined by the second flag are outlined in Sec. V.

12. CANNIBALIZATION

When a part must be replaced on an aircraft and a replacement is not immediately

available, TSAR may be directed to cannibalize the needed part from another aircraft in

certain circumstances,3 1 and the part that is cannibalized may itself be broken in the

1'Parts cannibalization may be selectively prohibited by entering -1 for a specific part

type in the CANNTM array using CM35/1. if the value is less than -1, the part may only
be cannibalized when at least DOCANN aircraft at that base already need that type of
part.
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process. 12 The rules governing cannibalization are managed by the user with his setting

of the control variables CANMOD (cannibalization mode), MXHOLE, DOCANN,

DOWNTM, and CDELAY. The basic user choices are (1) whether a part may be canni-

balized when there are reparables on base, and if so (2) which of the aircraft may be con-

sidered. The aircraft that may be considered must be Gf the same type and must also be

undergoing unscheduled maintenance. Four possible categories are defined: (1) aircraft

with parts missing, whose criticality for the designated mission would not be affected; (2)

all aircraft that have parts missing; (3) aircraft without holes, if the criticality would not

affect the designated mission; and (4) all other aircraft. If cannibalization is selectively

restricted to aircraft in either of the first two categories, the donor aircraft must have at

least as many missing parts (i.e., "holes") as the recipient aircraft. No matter which

category is chosen, aircraft that already have a part missing are checked before the others

are checked. When an aircraft has two or more parts of the same kind at different loca-

tions on the aircraft, each may be cannibalized unless cannibalization is restricted for

certain of the locations; when two or more may be cannibalized, priority is given to th:

part with the shortest cannibalization times. Parts not normally cannibalized can some-

times be cannibalized if sufficient aircraft already need the same part (see footnote II

above). The user may also prohibit cannibalization of the part from any aircraft that

already has had MXHOLE parts removed, or whose estimated ready-to-fly time is within

DOWNTM hours; for aircraft without "holes" TSAR has a built-in minimum constraint

of 90 minutes for this time.

These optional constraints are defined for various values of the control variable

CANMOD as shown in Table 3.

Cannibalization is done by subroutine CANNIB. When an aircraft is checked for

the needed part, the waiting tasks, required tasks, and deferred tasks are checked first in

that order. If the same task is found to be required on the aircraft but the part is not

required (is not broken), it is assumed that the pan can be removed; if the part may be

required in a subsequent segment of the task network, it is assumed that the part is not

available. If the task is not found in any of those categories, the in-process tasks are

checked; if the same task is not being processed, the aircraft is considered suitable for

cannibalization.

12The probability that a part is broken when cannibalized is read into the BADCAN
array using CI35/12; no part will be cannibalized if the probability that it will be broken is
greater than NOCANN (see CT412).
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Table 3

CANNIBALIZATION CONSTRAINTS'

Cannibalization Eligible Aircraft
Permitted with (none with ready-to-fly time less

CANMOD On-base Reparables than DOWNTM hours -> 90 minutes)

0 None

1 No Aircraft with parts missing whose
criticality for the designated
mission would not be affected

2 Yes Ditte

3 No Aircraft with other missing parts

4 Yes Ditto

5 No Aircraft whose designated mission
is not affected by part

6 Yes Ditto

7 No Any aircraft

8 Yes Dino

'Parts that may be caranibalized only when the DOCANN constraint iz satisfed
are distinguished by an entry in the CANNTM array that is less than -1.

When a part is removed from an aircraft, data regarding the new "hole" is stored

in the NORQ array using the NORRPT subroutine (see Sec. XIV) and is recorded with

the task status flag associated with the task (see below). And when the part is removed

from an aircraft for which the related task wis not already outstanding, a notice to

replace the part must be added to that aircraft's list of required or deferred tasks. If the

task criticality of the root segment of the network in which the part is located is negative

(i.e., has some probability of being deferred until night), the part is assumed to be

mission critical for all missions and the task is added to the aircraft's required tasks.

A task status flag is used to keep track of the state of an aircraft's tasks and is

carried along with all references to each task. The values of this flag deaine task status as

follows:
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Task Status Flag Status

0 No part required
I Part required, not yet recorded in NORQ array
2 Part required, recorded in NORQ array
3 Part required, part removed, not yet recorded
4 Part required, part removed and recorded
5 Replace part only, ignore network, part

removed, recorded

When a part is cannibalized from one aircraft to permit work to be carried out on

another aircraft, the time required to get the part and to complete the basic task on the

receiving aircraft is the sum of the time normally required for that task, plus either the

time for cannibalizing a part of that specific kind (from the CANNTM array), or the

default cannibalization time; the latter is equal to one-half the true time selected for the

task plus CDELAY minutes, as defined by the user with the control variable CDELAY.

13. CHECK FLIGHTS TO VALIDATE MAINTENANCE ACTIONS

Under some conditions it is nf.ccssary to test the adequacy of maintenance actions

by flight-testing an aircraft. It is possible to simulate such flights in TSAR and the

demand they place on airciews ar 1 aiircraft. The CT15/88 card is used to specify the

numbers of dJe simple tasks and task-network root-segments for which such flights may

be required, and the probability (xlO000) that the flight is not required when the specified

task is scheduled. Such requiremtents can be entered with the C1715/88 cards for

unscheduled maintenawice networks specified with CT7 cards and in the shop-task

s"tqi!ence lists entered with CT29 cards; they may also be specified for any of the battle

damage task nutworms specified with Cr15/2 and CT15/3 cards. This check flight option

will no: function for subsequent task elements in a task network. These features are

activated for those aircraft types for which a "1" has been entered for the control variable

in colurmn 45 on CT15/5.

This feature is mechanized as follows: After an aircraft has landed and an initial

determination of the next mission has been made, the tasks are divided between

"deferrable" and "required before the next combat sortie"; the required tasks are then

checked to determine if a check flight will be required when that maintenance has been

completed. If a flight will bei required, a special aircraft flag is set. Subsequently, as

aircraft maintenance is carried out, munitions tasks are emitted. When all other required
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maintenance is complete, an aircrew is sought to fly the aircraft; if available, and the

runway is open, etc., the aircraft is flown (for 45 minutes). If the aircraft cannot be flown

at that time, it waits until conditions permit the flight; conditions are checked every two

hours at the same time that checks are made for aircraft transfers that have been delayed

for lack of aircrew or runway, etc. If a check flight is required when a previously

deferred task is carried out, ary munitions that have already been loaded are first

downloaded. When the check flight is accomplished, additional maintenance may be

generated; if it isn't, the aircraft is loaded with the appropriate munitions and is ready for

a combat mission.

For aircraft that must be moved to another airbase (either a host base for DOB

aircraft, or a rear maintenance base) the test flight is flown from the airbase where the

task that required the flight was carried out. For check flights on aircraft that are to be

transferred to another base, no additional maintenance is generated by the check flight.

14. POSTFLIGHT INSPECTIONS AND MORNING PREFLIGHT

INSPECTIONS

With TSAR, the user may specify distinct postflight inspections (tasks) that

depend upon the mission just completed. The number of the root element of the

inspection (task) for each of up to five missions is entered for each type of aircraft with

the CT15/5 card. The time during the maintenance cycle at which this work is to be

performed is defined by the location of Shop #25 in the CT29 cards. Thus, postflight

inspections may be designated by mission type, for each type of aircraft, at whichever

bases the user chooses.

In addidon to the other preflight activities that may be simulateed with TSAR, the

user may also require that a scheduled inspection be imposed early in the morning before

the aircraft are to be launched. The nature of the task is specified for each aircraft type

by entering thc task number (or root-segment number) on the CT15/5 card, and by

specifying the times 13 in the morning (hour and minute) at which the inspections are to

be started at specific bases on the appropriate Cr17/3 cards. Thus, one can impose a

unique task for each type of aircraft, and can initiate the inspections at different times at

13The inspections will be started on day I if an hour less than 24 is specified. If the
user wishes to start these inspections on a later day, the hour counting from time zero
should be entered: e.g., to start at 5:15 AM on day 3, the user enters 53 hours and 15
minutes, or 5315.
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different bases, if desired. And if a task number, or a time, are not specified, inspections

of that aircraft type, or at that base, will not be imposed. If the user wishes the

inspections to begin at midnight, 24:00 must be entered rather than 0:00.

When it is time to start the early morning inspection, subroutine INSPEC is called,

by base, from MANAGE and each aircraft is checked. The inspection is not required for

all aircraft, only those that have had a final mission assignment and have been refueled,

or are being refueled, and those that have had their mission-dependent munitions

uploaded, or are having those munitions loaded. Furthermore, an inspection is not

imposed if the aircraft ready-to-fly time is more than two-and-a-half hours hence.

For those aircraft that are ready-to-fly, an attempt is made to initiate the inspection

immediately; if sufficient resources are not available, the task waits. For aircraft not yet

available but that meet the criteria noted above, the inspection is added as a task

requirement to be carried out after the current work is completed. An aircraft will not be

launched on a mission until the inspection has been completed.

15. DEFERRED MAINTENANCE

On-equipment aircraft maintenance that has been deferred as nonessential for an

aircraft's designated mission may be taken care of in four different ways, determined by

the task criticality (CT5) of the deferred task. The first possibility (mentioned in the first

subsection) is that a different mission will be chosen for the aircraft for a subsequent

flight and the deferred task will become mission essential and be transferred from the

DEFTSK array to the required tasks in the RQDTSK array.

The second possibility is that a deferred task may be deferrable only for some

number of sorties (LTHDEF sorties) or-a third possibility-until the end of the nominal

flying day, independent of mission essentiality. In the first instance the task will be

redefined as a required task after the LTHDEF sortie, and in the other it will be redefined

when subroutine INIDEF (initiate deferred mainienance) is called after the end of the

flying day, as discussed next. In both instances, however, the maintenance will be

required at any time the task is essential for a new mission assignment.

All deferred tasks are reviewed each ewrning after the end of ';.,a' the user has

designated as the "flying day," i.e., after ENDAY. At those times, subroutine RUNAC

calls subroutine INIDEF when all other tasks outstanding for the aircraft have been

completed except, perhaps, the pv-flight task set that may have been delayed until the
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early morning hours. Subroutine INIDEF is also called at 2000, 2200, and 2400 during

the night by subroutine PLAN to check for needed resources that may have been released

by other tasks.

At these times, subroutine INIDEF redefines as required the deferred tasks that

must be done at night and also attempts to initiate each of the aircraft's deferred tasks

that are optional, if the nominal time for the task will permit it to be completed no later

than the hour specified by the user as the last time at which the rearming process must

begin (LSTTOD-last time of day). After checking that tasks aren't already waiting at

the task's designated shop, the INITSK subroutine is called to check on the availability

of necessary resources. If available, the task is begun; if not, it is left as a deferred task

rather than being redefined as a waiting task, because that status would prevent further

actions with that aircraft. When the task data have been filed in the TASKQ array, the

mission-capable status of the aircraft is updated.

The fourth possibility for working off deferred maintenance tasks occurs on those

days for which the user has specified that the weather will not permit operations at a

particular base for specified aircraft types. Subroutine MANAGE calls subroutine

DODEF (do deferred tasks) periodically, and the weather status is checked for each base

and each aircraft type at four-hour intervals starting at 0400, when it is presumed that the

day's weather conditions will be known. For all aircraft that are otherwise ready to fly,

subroutine INIDEF is called and checks whether available resources will permit that

aircraft's deferred tasks to be completed by the LSTTOD on the following day. This

processing follows the same rules as were described above.

16. AIRCRAFT STATUS PROJECTION

A simulation of airbase operations must emulate, at least in a limited way, the

scheduling and control activities that are carried out by the job-control shop at each

airbase in order to utilize the available resources efficiently. Choices must be made as to

the tasks to be performed, repairs to be done, munitions to be assembled and aircraft

assignments. In the real world these choices are made in the context of a much richer

body of knowledge regarding assets, capabilities, and requirements than is possible (or at

least practical) in a simulation. Furthermore, the procedures used and results obtained in

the real situation are, at least in part, dependent upon the skill, knowledge, and

experience of the parnicular job control managers available and therefore vary from one
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circumstance to another. All that reasonably can be expected of a simulation ame

mechanisms to allow the user to define broadly differing policies for managing aircraft

maintenance and repair jobs and to achieve a degree of efficiency in the utilization of the

available resources.

TSAR incorporates a variety of features for these reasons, a key one of which is

the periodic development of what might best be called the projection of aircraft supply

and demand. These projections provide the context within which decisions are made

regarding aircraft assignments, unscheduled maintenance, and munitions buildup for the

subsequent two-hour period.

As is outlined at greater length in Secs. VII and XIX (CT50), the sortie demand

data specify the airbase, the aircraft type, the mission, the number of aircraft, the mission

priority, the receipt time of the demand, and the desired launch time. Provisions are

included that also permit the user to stipulate that a number of aircraft of a particular type

be maintained in an alert (cocked) status, so that they may be launched whenever they

are needed for a specific mission. These data provide the information with which the

pattern of sortie demands is projected.

Since the current status of each aircraft assigned to a base is known at any

particular time, one may also make a projection of when sorties of various types might be

launched. These projections are also made every two hours for each base, each aircraft

type, and each mission for each of the several priority levels. The projections of sortie

demand and aircraft availability cover a period of several hours, out to an internally

adjusted time horizon. By comparison of these two projections, aircraft assignments are

made so as to give priority to the more urgent, higher priority demands.

These projections are developed in subroutines PLAN and PLANI and the

essence of the supply and demand comparison is stored in the SORDEF (sortie

deficiency) array for use as decisions are required. The time horizon for these

projections is controlled internally and may be made a function of the time of day;

typically the time horizon is relatively long during periods of limited activity and shorter

during periods of more intense flying.14 The projections of supply and demand within the

time horizon are divided into 16 equal time blocks for each time horizon; each sortie

14the time horizon is controlled either by the user or by the default conditions; as
currently written, the default conditions are: a planning horizon of 12 hours from
midnight to 0400, 8 hours from 0401 to 1600, 20 hours from 1601 to 2000, and 16 hours
from 2001 to 2359.
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demand time and estimated aircraft ready time is associated with the appropriate time

block.

17. PREPARING THE PROJECTIONS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND

Subroutine PLAN is called by MANAGE on even-numbered hours, and the first

step is to estimate aircraft supply. Each base and each aircraft is checked and the

estimated ready-to-fly time determines which time block is credited with an available

aircraft. The ready-to-fly time is determined either by the value that was estimated when

the maintenance requirements are determined in subroutine PSTFLT (and occasionally

updated) or, for those aircraft that are currently in flight, the ready-to-fly time is projected

on the assumption that the aircraft will be reassigned to the samne mission and will spend

a nominal amount of time in unscheduled maintenance (as specified by the user with

CT15/I). These data are collected for each mission and for each aircraft type and stored

temporarily in the SUPPLY array; they are then converted to cumulative distributiors

over time, and subroutine PLANI is called to project the demand and derive the needed

comparisons. The ACA (aircraft assignment) array is updated at the same time for the

aircraft that are currently on base and have already been assigned to specific Ilights.

Subroutine PLANI is called separately for each type of mission, each type of

aircraft, and each base. The demands for each such subset are first collected for the

highest priority demand.---Priority #1-in array DEMA1,D and cor,"erted to a

cumulative record in array SUM. The aircraft supply for that mission and aircraft type

(that was stored in the SUPPLY array) is then projected ahead on the assump:ion that

available aircraft will be launched when required for the first priority flights and will

return, and be turned around in the nominal sortie cycle time specified by the user with

CT15/1. The projected surplus or deficiency during each time interval for first priority

flights is then stored temporarily in a local array. This entire procedure is then repeated

for each of the lower priorities, with the continuing assumption that all higher priority

flights are also flown and subsequently turned around, when sufficient aircraft are

available.

Three data arc then stored in the SOR.DEF (sortie deficiency) array for each of the

16 time blocks. The highest deficient priority and the total demand at all priority levels

during and subsequent to each time interval are stored in the first position; the deficiency

at the highest deficient prioriay ;s stored in the second position; and the number of sorties
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expected to be available at the highest deficient priority level is stored in the third

position. These data are used in assigning aircraft during the subsequent two-hour

period.

When these data have been prepared for all bases, aircraft types, and missions,

four final actions are carried out in PLAN. The first is to check whether the flag that will

delay the preflight procedure should be set. If the nominal flying day is compilete-i.e., it

is ENDAY or later-the DELYPF flag is set to permit the preflight process to be delayed

and deferred maintenance to be initiated.

The next action in PLAN is to collect the total number of known sortie demands

for each type of aircraft and mission at all bases and to store that information (in

ACMDTA(12,-,-)) for use in the CIRF repair algorithms. Then, subroutine REASSG

(reassign) is called to check whether more aircraft have been readied for a mission than

are needed. if so, they are reassigned to a mission that is deficient. The last activity,

conducted at 2200 and at midnight, is to check that all maintenance that had been

deferred until night will receive attention.
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V. PREFLIGHT TASKS AND MUNITIONS BUILDUP

The preflight events dealt with by TSAR include a preflight del1ay, final mission

assignment, aircraft reconfiguration, loading of mission-dependent munitions, and
refueling. Additional munitions-i.e., the basic munitions that are always to be

carried-will normally be entered separately as individual tasks, as explained in Sec. IV.
The other tasks to be discussed in this section in connection with the preflight tasks are

the munitions buildup tasks. The procedures and resources associated with these events

are sufficiently different in detail that nine qxecial subroutines were developed. When

the basic control for aircraft maintenance is passed to subroutines STARTM and

RUNAC by subroutine MANAGE, the management of the preflight events is further

delegated by subroutine PREFLT, as was mentioned in Sec. IV; for the munitions

buildup tasks, MANAGE transfers control directly to MUNEED or DOBILD.

The preflight delay was envisioned as a period of dead time that the user might
wish to specify (CT15/1) before the munitions-related events and (typically) subsequent

to the completion of the unscheduled maintenance tasks. When it is necessary to delay

the preflight events until after the expected receipt of sortie demand information, the
length of this delay is modified endogenously. Immediately following this delay a final

determination is made as to the next mission that the aircraft will fly and a tentative

assignment is made to a specific flight, alert force, or set of spare aircraft. These

selections are based on the most recent projections of aircraft supply and sortie demand

and may involve a change of mission from that designated tentatively at the time of

postflight "inspection." After TSAR determines the appropriate aircraft configuration

required for the most effective munitions available for the next mission, the aircraft is
reconfigured as necessary and the weapons are loaded if they were not retained from the

prior sortie.

The periodic projections of aircraft supply and sortie demand are also used to

generate the demands for munitions buildup. The munitions demands imposed by the

sorties that are expected to be flown are compared with the available and in-process
munitions, and work is initiated to offset any apparent shortfall. The prescribed

procedures give priority to the earliest high-priority sorties that have been demanded.
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Several TSAR work centers, or shops, are st aside exclusively for use with the

preflight events. Shop #26 is associated with the preflight delay and assignment, Shop

#27 with reconfiguration, Shop #28 with mission-dependent munitions loading, and Shop

#29 with refueling. Shop #30 is responsible for all munitions buildup tasks. As

discussed in Sec. IV, the "flight line" shop, Shop #25, also can be used in connection with

the basic munitions and certain TRAP.

When the preflight events, or tasks, ame listed in the user-supplied task-shop

sequence data (Cr29), as described in Sec. IV, Shop #26 and Shop #29 may be listed in

any sequence with the individual tasks and other shop numbers. However, the most

logical arrangement would be to list Shop #26 (which implies mission assignment,

reconfiguration, and mission-dependent munitions uploading) as, or with, the last group

of shops. Thus, if one had designated only four maintcnance shops, and listed the shop

sequence as 1, 2, 3, 4, 29, 0, 26, 0, 0, all tasks would be processed as quickly as resources

and task incompatibilities permitted, except for the mission-dependent munitions tasks

that would be accomplished last. If, however, the sequence were listed as 1, 2, 0, 26, 0,

29, 3,4, 0, 0, the work required by Shops #1 and #2 would be completed first, the final

mission assignment and weapons loading would be done next, and the work by Shops #3
and #4 and the refueling would be done last. In general, it is advisabie to defer final

mission assignment and munitions selection as much as practical, in order to permit those

decisions to be made with the most current information.

A special ,-)ntrol variable is provided to facilitate a separation between fueling

and the rearming operations. If NOFUEL is initialized as unity, these operations will not

be done at the same time; this constraint overrides any contradictory rule implied by the
shop sequence listing.

lanagement of the preflight maintenance tasks is facilitated by a flag that is

maintained for each aircraft in the 16th position of aircraft array-i.e., in ACN(-,16).

The flag can be set to 13 different values defined as follows:
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Value When Refueling Is:
Preflight Flag ACN(-,16) Not in Process In Process

Prefight tasks (Shop #26) have not been
initiated 1 8

Preflight delay is in process 2 Not
permitted

Delay (Shop #26) complete; awaiting
assignment. or assigne'l but awaiting
2nd of Shop #27 subtasks 3 10

Recoafiguratiun (Shop #27) is in
process (one or two subtasks) 4 11

Reconfiguration (Shop #27) complete;
one subtask of Shop #28 may be complete 5 12

Munitiors loadi!g (Shop #28) is in
process (one or two subtasks) 6 13

Preflight tasks complete 7 14

NOTE: As can be seen, refueling (or any other task) may not be carried out
turing the preflight delay.

1. MANAGEMENT OF PREFLIGHT TASKS

Preflight tasks are managed by subroutine PREFLT in much the same manner as

subroutine STARTM manages unscheo.iled maintenance tasks. When tasks for Shop

#26 or Shop #29 are first identified in STARTM, control is immediately transferred to the

entry point PRFLT in subroutine PREFLT. Unless the munitions related tasks (Shop

#26) are to be delayed, or another maintenance task is in process, the preflight delay is

initiated and the preflight flag is updated before control is returned to STARTM. If the

delay may not be initiated, the task is stored in the wait queue associated with Shop #26.

When the preflight delay is concluded, MANAGE transfers control to RUNAC at

RUNAC2, and control is irn-ediately passed to the beginning of the PREFLT

subroutine, where the termination of preflight tasks is managed. The procedures for

terminating the other preflight tasks parallel those used for other tasks: Subroutine

STOPIT is called when USECW > 0 to check on the condition of personnel with

G-OREST and CKTEMP, and then RUNAC is called to release any remaining resources;

when USECW = 0, subroutine RUNAC is called directly. In both cases personnel that

have been designated as a load team ar, retained rather than released, until all jobs on the

aircraft that are waiting for a load team have been completed. The only exception is

A" ; @
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when the load team's temperature would exceed the allowable limit, and the team must

stop and cool off. RUNAC calls ENDTSK to release the resources before calling

subroutine PREFLT to check for additional preflight tasks. If the personnel are available,

ENDTSK attempts to reassign them using subroutine DOWPRE. (DOWPRE fills much

the same function as subroutine CHECK does for unscheduled maintenance; the primary

differences between DOWPRE and CHECK are that the former first checks to see that

both subtasks of the reconfiguration and uploading tasks are complete before reassigning

personnel and equipment, and it does not have any equivalent to the parts repair sections

of CHECK.)
When control is returned to subroutine PREFLT, an attempt is made to initiate the

next preflight task unless the preceding task has not been fully completed. Four distinct

subroutines are used to handle aircraft assignment (ASSIGN), reconfiguration

(RECNFG), munitions loading (UPLOAD), and refueling (REFUEL) tasks, because of

the distinctive characteristics associated with each task. These subroutines ame called in

the appropriate order by subroutine PREFLT and by subroutine DOWPRE when preflight

tasks have had to wait.

2. MISSION ASSIGNMENT

As soon as the preflight delay is completed, the final mission assignment for the

aircraft is made using subroutine ASSIGN. The scheduled ready-to-fly time is first

interpreted in terms of the '6 time blocks into which the periodic estimates of aircraft

supply and sortie demand are divided. The highest outstanding priority demand for the

mission for which the aircraft had been designated at the time of the postflight inspection

is then identified. The process by which this is done is first to identify the aircraft's

lowest permissible assignment priority, the maximum number of aircraft that are

expected to be ready, and the maximum number of aircraft to be assigned at that priority

level using data generated by the look-ahead planning process described in Sec. IV.

Next, the requirements for alert aircraft and then the requirements for scheduled flights

are each checked from the highest priority level to the lowest permissible level. The

aircraft is assigned to the highest priority demand that has not already been filled.

If the aircraft is not assigned by this procedure to the mission for which it was

designated, a check is made to see which other missions the aircraft could be readied for,

taking into account whatever maintenance has been deferred. The procedure just
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described is followed for whatever other missions the aircraft is able to fly, rntil the

aircraft is assigned. If it still !:as not been assigned to an alert force or a scheduled flight,

it is committed to the mission to which it was tentatively assigned during the postflight

inspection and is associated with the other spare aircraft configured for that mission.

In the event the aircraft had returned from its previous mission with its munitions

on board and it is assigned to a different mission, the munitions are returned to stock

without any specific delay or requirement for personnel or equipment. Since the new

mission will probably require that the aircraft be reconfigured, it is assumed, in effect,

that the munitions downloading is a part of the meconfiguration.

3. AIRCRAFT RECONFIGURATION

After an aircraft has had its next mission assigned, subroutine RECNFG

(reconfigure) is called to check whether the various racks, pylons, etc. (TRAP) with

which the aircraft was equipped for the previous mission are appropriate for the next

mission. If not, they must be removed and the aircraft must be recorfigured.

Before explaining those procedures, we will first review how the appropriate

weapons load is determined. For each aircraft-mission combination, the user may

specify up to ten different standard combat loadings (SCLs); these should be ordered

with the most desired munitions first. The characteristics of an SCL include an aircraft

configuration (a number corresponding to the entries in the CONFIG requirements

array), a heat factor, and one or two sets of munitions, each with a specified requirement

for personnel, equipment, and time for uploading. Each configuration, in turn, is

characterized by a heat factor and one or two sets of TRAP; the requirements for

mounting each set of TRAP include personnel, equipment, and time. As with such

descriptors in the other kinds of tasks, any of these requirements may be satisfied with a

null entry; if, for example, the same crew using the same equipment is to load both sets

of TRAP, those requirements and the total time could be specified for the first task, and

the descriptors for the second reconfiguration task could be limited to the TRAP, with

null entries for personnel, equipment, and time.

In determining whether a reconfiguration is required and what the new

configuration should be, subroutine RECNFG checks first on the configuration of the

SCL that is preferred for the assigned mission. A check is first made on the status of the

munitions shop if that facility has been specified as an essential resource. If that

I-
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constraint is satisfied, the munitions stocks are checked next. Only then is a check made

to see whether the specified configuration is the same as or different from the aircraft's

current configuration. If it is different, a check is made to see if either of the two sets of

TRAP is common to the two configurations; if so, it is presumed that they will not need

to be changed. When the new TRAP requirements are established, a check is made of

their on-base stock levels. If either the munitions or the TRAP required for

reconfiguration are not available, the next best SCL is checked. If these resources are

insufficient for all SCLs, the task must wait. The task must also wait when there are
sufficient of these resources for an SCL, but insufficient personnel and equipment.

Cross-trained personnel may be substituted for the normal personnel requirement on

those tasks and bases that are specified. When all resources are available the appropriate

munitions and TRAP are withdrawn from stock. The times for the reconfiguration tasks

are computed taking into account the specified heat factor when USECW > 0; if the task

involves a designated load team that can work on a sequence of tasks before needing to

rest and cool off (when USECW > 0), the task temperature of the team at the conclusion

of any prior task is also taken into account. When TRAP must be downloaded it is
assumed that it will take the same amount of time to downiload a set of TRAP as is

required to upload it, but that the personnel and equipment asscciated with the new
TRAP will perform the job.

4. MUNITIONS LOADING

When reconfiguration is complete, zubroutine UPLOAD is called to initiate the

munitions loading tasks. Because the required munitions were set aside when the

requ, irements for reconfiguration were checked, all that needs to be done is to check on

the facility itself, when specified, and the personnel and equipment required for the

loading subtasks. If they are available (substitute personnel may be used when

specified), a call to ADDTSK places them in the TASKQ. If USECW > 0, the call to

TrllME and CWTIME determines the appropriate task time for the protective ensemble

that is being worn and the expected temperature rise for the work crew. If a load team is

being used and is too hot from earlier work on the aircraft to be able to do any more, they

are sent to cool off. If personnel are not available, the tasks ar- placed in the wait queue

for the munitions shop; that queue is checked by subroutine DOWPRE whenever

resources from that shop become available. If only one of the subtasks may be initiated,

the other is placed in the wait queue.
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5. REFUELING

Refueling is included among the preflight tasks but does not have a rigid

relationship to the other preflight tasks, as they do with each other. Refueling is

accomplished by Shop #29, whose position in the shop sequence list is under the user's

control, as discussed earlier. Thus, this task may be placed where desired in the task

sequence list. Furthermore, the refueling task may have its own list of incompatible

tasks, as does an unscheduled maintenance task. In addition, the user controls the special

variable NOFUEL, which prevents fueling when any of the munitions-related tasks are in

process if it is initialized to unity.

Management of these restraints is handled by the PREFLT subroutine and, when

necessary, by the DOWPRE subroutine. When conditions pennit, subroutine REFUEL is

called to process the fueling task. The only feature unique to this task is the requirement

for a quantity of POL. The amount of fuel required is taken to be a characteristic of the

aircraft type; the other resources required for refueling are stored in the TSKRQT array,

along with those for the unscheduled maintenance tasks. When subroutine REFUEL is

called, the required POL is withdrawn from stocks and the necessary personnel and
equipment are assigned; if the resources are insufficient for the basic refueling procedure

and for any alternative procedures that are listed, the task is placed in the refueling

shops' wait queue. Control is returned to subroutine PREFLT.

When the user has specified that aircraft are to be hot- oit refueled immediately

after landing and before the aircraft has taxied to the intended parking location, the

normal fueling task is omitted if the hot-pit hydrant is used.

6. MUNITIONS BUILDUP
Although munitions buildup is discussed here in connection with the other

munitions-related activities, it constitutes a completely distinci set of off-equipment

functions that are managed independently from the aircraft-related tasks in a sepawate set

of subroutines. Resource requirements for the bjildup of each type of munition are

specified in much the same manner as simple parts repair jobs, but the procedures used to

schedule and prioritize these assembly activities are unique to these tasks. Nonready

munitions may be categorized simply as "unassembled" or may be represented by a list

of the individual components required to assemble a single round. In the latter instance,

stockage records are maintained for the individual types of componer.ts, and the

/ °
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limitations imposed by component shortages and by the use of a particuflar type of

component (e.g., a laser guidance package) in two or more weapon types can be

represented.

The periodic aircraft supply and sortie demand projections provide the basic
"operations" data that drive the weapons buildup selection and prioritization logic.

Immediately following that projection, subroutine MANAGE transfers control to

subroutine MUNEED (munitions needed) to determine munition needs (when the control

variable BUILD (CT1) has been initialized to 1). For each type of munitions assembly

personnel, a tally is first prepared at each base of the number of munitions assembly tasks

that are expected to be completed within the next two hours, and are waiting. Another

tally is prepared of ihe number of each type of munition that could be assembled, based

on the numbers of components that are available, and not already committed to ongoing

or waiting assembly jobs. Finally, a tally is made of all on-base munitions that are

loaded, assembled, being assembled, or are already waiting to be assembled. Subroutine

MUNEED then tabulates dhe sorties that are projected to be flown in terms of launch

time, priority, mission, and aircraft type, on a base-by-base basis. Flight times within the

planning time-horizon are divided into five time blocks. Demands for alert aircraft are

presumed to generate equivalent munitions demands in the first and third time blocks.

With these demand data, control is then transferred to CKBILD (check buildup

requirements). This subroutine first converts the sortie demands into the munitions

demanded by the preferred SCL for each particular mission and aircraft type and then

checks whether sufficient munitions are available or committed to be built for the various

demands. The checks are made first for the highest priority missions in the second time

period, then for the next priority, etc. Next, the demands in the third time block are

checked, etc. (Because time would not permit the buildup of munitions to meet the

demands for the first time block, they are not considered.) Whenever sufficient

munitions are not available or have not been scheduled to be built, a weapons buildup

task is defined-if sufficient unassembled munitions, or munition-: components, are

available-and control is transferred to subroutine DOBILD where the required

personnel and equipment are chccked (substitute personnel types may be designated). If

sufficient resources are available a location for assembly is selected and the task is stored

in the BUILDQ array; distinct sets of facilities may be defined for assembling guided and

unguided munitions. If tasks cannot be initiated they are placed in the wait queue in the
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BACKLG array, until the number waiting equals the number of tasks that are expected to

be completed before the muwitions requirements are checked again. If sufficient

unassembled munitions aie not available, or the necessary personneJ are not available,

the adequacy of munitions for the next lower priority SCL (for that particular mission

and aircraft type) is then checked. I If no munitions tasks can be started, the demand is

dropped. This process contdaues for all priority levels and time blocks for each base in

turn.

If the munitions assembly resources are not fully committed to the immediate

demands, they may be used to build up a reserve;2 the choice of the munitions to be

assembled is based on the existing supplies and the history of the demands for munitions

(as generated during the simulation).

When a munitions buildup task has been completed, subroutine MANAGE (or

STOPIT) transfers control to subroutine ENDBLD where the task is removed from the

BUILDQ heap, the shop pointers are updated, and the personnel and AGE are returned to

stock.

When control is returned to MANAGE, it is immediately transferred to the

DOWBLD (do waiting buildup) c~itry point in subroutine DOBILD (if the CW features

are not activated), where a checkc is made to see if the released resources can be used for

another weapons assembly task; when job termination is handled by subroutine STOPIT

(to deal with the CW effects), that subroutine calls DOWBLD if the personnel were

released.

'Advantage may be taken of this logic to avoid committing all personnel on
abnormally long assembly jobs and to give priority to more rapidly assembled though
less-desirable munitions, thus obtaining some kind of ready munition for the aircraft. To
take advantage of this option, the assembly personnel must be divided into two groups:
some appropriate for the hard-to-assemble munitions and the remainder capable only of
assembling other kinds. Furthermore, the first group of personnel should be specified to
be cross-trained to do the work of the second group, and the assembly tasks for the more
readily assembled munitions should be flagged so that the cross-trained personnel may be
used. When these things are done the personnel that are used to assemble the better
munitions will be used on the less effective munitions when there are no longer any of
the better munitions to be assembled. The resource against which aircraft waiting times
are charged will not be a munition type that is not available for assembly, but rather will
be the first type of munition that could have been assembled, given the other resources.

2See columns 31-35 on CTI7/1.
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VI. OFF-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE-PARTS AND EQUIPMENT REPAIR

TSAR provides the user with features that permit the examination of a great many

questions related to parts stockage and parts repair policies. Indeed, various questions

concerning autonomous and consolidated parts repair capabilities within the theater were

central in shaping TSAR's theater characteristics. In its present form, TSAR may be

used without any consideration of aircraft parts, with autonomous airbase parts repair

facilities, with repair in whole or part at other operating bases, with a centralized parts

repair facility in the theater, or with a combination of the last three modes. The

constraints imposed by faulty support equipment may also be reflected.

A specialized set of subroutines handles the several elements of the parts and

equipment repair procedures. The first three of these subroutines can be used to initialize

the parts stockage data and the spare-parts pipelines from CONUS to the theater, and,
when there is a CIRF, between the CIRF and the operating locations. The first subroutine

used for parts and equipment repair determines the appropriate adrministrative delay to

simulate before initiating the repair process. Following tat delay, other subroutines

check on the availability of resources, store the repair jobs that are iritiated, and

conclude the repairs; another special subroutine is available to disassemble LRUs to

obtain SRUs. When parts repair is done at a CIRF, other subroutines come into play.

These procedures will be outlined briefly later in this section and discussed more

completely in Secs. X and XI.

1. INITIALIZATION OF PARTS INVENTORY AND PIPELINE DATA
Althcegh the initial parts inventory ard pipeline data may be entered for each

base, much as for the other classes rf resources, the user instead may elect (by
initializing OUTFIT) on CT3/3 to have those data generated as an integral part of the

input and initialization process. When this option is elected (for some or all bases), the

nominal quantities of parts that should be procured for each base are determined

according to the standard computational procedures outlined in Chap. 11 of Air Force

Supply Manual 67-1 [9], or, for WRSK kits, with an approximation to the cost-sensitive
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DO-29 [10] procedures. For in-theater units, both POS and BLSS are assessed.' In their

most basic form, those procedures estimate the number to be procured as the sum of (1)

the expected number being repaired on the base, (2) the expected number undergoing

repair off base, and (3) an additional number to hedge against stochastic variations in the

demand.

After all data have been entered, subroutines COMPRT (compute parts) and

IPARTS (initialize pans) are called by subroutine TRIALS to carry out these

computations if the control variable OUTFIT is not zero. The estimates are made on the

basis of (1) the pans-procurement-policy planning factors that the user enters using

Cr23170 and CT23/72; (2) the expected daily demand rate for each part based on the

task and parts-repair probability data entered with CT5, CMF, and Cr8; (3) the NRTS

data entered for each part 2 with CT2I3/20x (and CT23/30x); and (4) parts cost data

entered with Cr23/66. If desired, the user may specify different safety stock factors for

LRUs and SRUs, and for those tasks that may be deferred indefinitely and those that may

not.

For units that are deployed to the theater, the nominal parts allowance or WRSK

may be computed by either of two procedures. In the first procedure, the allowance is

computed on the basis of 30-days supply at the planned wartime sortie rate for the RR

(remove and replace) items, and the same as for BLSS for the RRR (remove, repair, and

replace) items. A 30-day supply of SRUs that are not reparable is included for LRUs that

are RRR; stock levels for RRR SRUs are computed in a manner analogous to the LRU

computation. With the second procedure, used when the control variable PMODE

(Cr3/3) is greater than zero, the WRSK allowance is computed in accordance with an

empirical algorithm that approximates the cost optimization procedures used in the

AFLCM 171-46 [10].

'The user may modify these computed stock levels to reflect stock shortages or
expected battle damage, etc., by entering the additional stock with the basic C723. As
now structured, 500 part types may be modified in this manner at each base. The NRTS
rate specified with these cards will override any value entered using the CF23/20x or
CT23/30x cards if the control variable CHNRTS on Cr3/3 is initialized to unity; a null
entry on the basic CM23 cards will be interpreted as a zero NRTS rate.

2When the same type of part is used in more than one location on an aircraft (e.g., a
left and right tire, a left and right engine), a different part number is assigned to each
location. Parts in the several locations are identified as the same part with the C135/4
cards; data pertaining to procurement and repair actions need only be provided for the
part identified as the "prime" part. Equivalent procedures are used when the same SRU
is used in multiple locations in one or more LRUs.
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If the user desires to define parts shortfalls over and above those that are in the

pipelines, three options are provided. In the first option, the actual number of each type

of part that is procured for a base can be reduced by a fixed percentage that the user

specifies with the control variable SHORT. A second option permits the user to simulate

shortfalls differentially for various part types, and the third option is to employ the two

options together. Either or both types of shortage may be used to simulate the parts

environment that the user judges to be most realistic. The actual shortfall for each type

of part will be the expected value of the shortage if RANDM is zero, or will be drawn

from a Poisson distribution if RANDM is unity. If NEWPRT is initialized, the parts

initialization computations, including these considerations of shortages, are redone each

trial.

The number of serviceable items on base for each part type is set equal to the

number procured, minus the nominal number that would be expected to be in the

pipeline. In other words, it is assumed that there are no on-base reparables. The number

in the pipeline (i.e., being repaired off base) is the largest whole integer in the value

developed in the prior computation or, if RANDM is unity, a number drawn from a

... Poisson distribution with a mean equal to that value. If the number estimated for the

pipeline is larger than the number that had been procured (taking shortages into account),

the pipeline number is either reduced to the number available or (when ZNORS = 1) the

difference is made up by removing the parts from on-base aircraft at zero time (thereby

generating NMCS aircraft).

The actual formatting of the parts stockage data generated by subroutine

COMPRT is that for CT23 and CT31--i.e., as for user-specified parts inventory data and

for shipments from CONUS.

Under some circumstances a user may not want to use the automatic parts

generation routines for all runs but may wish to take the results of those computations

and reuse them as input for the model. This could be useful either to avoid repating that

calculation for a large number of runs or to permit him to combine parts computed in two

different ways at a single base.3 Whenever PPRINT is set to 30 or more, model execution

3On some occasions the user may wish to represent a base that has one unit of aircraft
stationed there in peacetime and an additional unit deployed there before hostilities start,
the former would have POS and BLSS stocks and the latter would have brought along
their WRSK. Normally, the automatic parts generation routines will not accommodate
the required calculations if both aircraft are of the same type, Wut it can be done if a CIRF
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is terminated at the end of the parts initialization computations just after the results of

those computations have been organized in the format specified for the basic CT23 and

CT31 cards. By storing the card-image copies of the appropriate part of the output, the

user can have the needed CT23 and CT31 cards available for subsequent use.

As discussed in Sec. V.9, aircraft spare parts for rear maintenance bases are either

entered directly (with the basic Cr23 cards) or, when the automatic parts generation

feature is being used, they are provisioned by redistributing the spares that have been

calculated for the operating bases. For tasks that must be done in the rear, all parts are

placed in the rear. An estimate is also made of the fraction of the other tasks that will be

accomplished at the rear base at the same time the mandatory work is underway, and a

like traction of all parts is placed in the rear. If aircraft are also sent to the rear whenever

the ready-to-fly time exceeds MNTLMT, etc., the fraction of the parts placed in the rear

can be increased by the user's specification of RPARTS.

When the user is examining CIRF operations, other considerations affect the parts

initialization process. For the procurement computation the user may (1) neglect the

effect of the CIRF on NRTS rates and (2) ignore any advantages of scale in the SRU

computation, or may take one or both into account. These choices are controlled by the

value of the control variable OUTFIT. If OUTFIT is unity, the NRTS rates that are used

for computing the number of parts to be procured for each base are those that would

apply if there were no CIRF; and the number of SRUs is the sum of those computed for

the individual bases, even though all the LRUs may be repaired at the CIRF. This mode

(OUTFIT = 1) permits the user to stock a set of bases at levels identical to those that

would be estimated if there were no CIRF. If OUTFIT is set equal to 3 or 4, the

procurement computation presumes those NRTS rates that apply with a CIRF (the data

entered with CT23/30x); if it is set equal to 2 or 4, the safety factors in the SRU

procurement computations reflect the scale advantages to be expected when the demands

for several bases are consolidated at a CIRF.

is not being represented and if the TSAR storage area has been dimensioned for at least
one more aircraft type than is being used in the simulation. When these conditions are
met, the second area of the POLICY array (i.e., the CT23/3xx cards) may be used to
store the required NRTS data for the second of these units; in addition, a CT23/70 card
should be entered that specifies the base "kind" to be 3, and an aircraft type that is
otherwise not used. The user must then also duplicate the CT7 for the aircraft type that is
to be stationed at the base, but mark them as though they were for the "unused" type
specified on the CT23f70. If the user wishes the nominal breakrates to be mod'fied
according to entries on CT44 cards, the CT44 must be entered for both the nominal
aircraft type and for the "unused" type.
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The authorized level of stock computed for each base assumes that all serviceable

LRUs are at the operating locations. SRUs, however, are allocated in the same

proportions that in-theater work is accomplished on their parent LRU. Thus, without a

CIRF, all parts are at the operating bases, but when a CIRF is introduced, some of the

SRUs will be at the base and some at the CIRF for LRUs that are partly repaired on base

and partly at the CIRF. When certain aimraft maintenance tasks must be carried out at a

base in the rear, any parts used with those tasks are emplaced at the rear base;

furthermore, if the user's choice of JOBCON indicates that other tasks are to be done in

the rear whenever the aircraft is there, the portion of the parts that are appropriate for the

tasks expected to be done in the rear are also retained at the rear base.

After the nominal parts level and the available number of serviceable parts have

been computed and stored for each type of part at each base, the parts pipelines are

initialized. When there is no CIRF, the parts that are in the pipeline are scheduled for

delivery within the user-specified (Cf23170) order-and-ship time, with the actual day

picked at random for each item. When a CIRF is assumed to be present, there %ill be

some items in the base-CIRF-base pipelines and others in the CIRF-CONUS-CIRF

pipeline. The mean numbers in each pipeline for each type of part are estimated on the

basis of the user-supplied data regarding the various times and the daily demands

generated at the operating bases. Items are then positioned in both pipelines for delivery

after the simulation is begun.

2. INITIALIZATION OF STOCKS FOR BATTLE DAMAGE REPAIRS

Parts also may be stocked automatically for repairing battle damage sustained in

air operations. The quantities stocked at each base are based on a specified number of

sorties for each of a specified number of aircraft, and on the battle damage rate expected

on the average during the first 30 days of conflict (assuming the various mission types are

flown equally). The number of aircraft is the initial number on base or, when OUTFIT is

not zero, the number of aircraft specified for the spares stockage algorithms. The

number of sorties is enterd with C715/2. The condemnation rate for parts removed in

connection with battle damage repair tasks is assumed to be 100 percent.

The stocks of these battle-damage spares allocated to the various operating bases

take into account any task specifications that mandate the task be accomplished at a rear

base. The allocation also takes into account (at least approximately) the likelihood that
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some tasks normally done at the operating base will actually be cleaned up when an

aircraft is in the rear for mandatory rear-area maintenance.

3. ON-BASE PARTS REPAIR

Whenever an attempt is made to initiate an on-equipment task and a faulty part is

found, or a faulty SRU is found during the repair of an LRU, parts that are never repaired

on base may be NRTSed immediately; otherwise, parts are set aside for a delay time

before. the actual repair process may be initiated.4 The delay is determined in subroutine

ADMIN and is equal to the sum of the mean time for the on-equipment task (to simulate

the time for removal) and an administrative delay. (The user specifies the mean and

distribution for this delay by shop and by base, using CT47.) When that delay is

completed, the NEWREP entry point in the INIREP subroutine is called. (If the variable

EXPEDite is initialized on CT4/1, and there are no serviceable parts of the required type,

the administrative delay is reduced to 1/EXPED of the nominal value, orto zero if

EXPED exceeds 10. This feature permits the user to simulate an organization in which

the time required to process a reparable can be expedited when necessary.) However, if

the shop has been closed by an air attack or if the needed AIS stations have been lost in

an air attack, alternate repair locations are checked; if appropriate, the faulty part is

shipped to another location.

When the entry NEWREP is called, a check is first made to see whether the part

will have to be repaired elsewhere (is to be NRTSed), or whether it can be repaired on

base; this is done by comparing a random number with the NRTS rate. The resources

required for the repair process are determined next. One or more procedures may be

specified for each type of part and each procedure can be composed of one or more

sequential steps. The first procedure is assumed to apply when it is determined that the

part is to be NRTSed, unless it was NRTSed immediately on removal from the aircraft.

If the part is to be repaired on base and has two or more possible repair procedures, the

identity of the required procedure is determined with a random number using the data

provided on the CT8 cards as to the relative likelihood that one or another of the

procedures is required. One of these repair procedures could be used to represent the

4 1f the NRTS rate for a part, LRU, or SRU is 101, it is shipped immediately upon
removal from the aircraft (or from the LRU); if the rate is from I to 100, any decision to
ship the unit is made after an administrative delay.
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checks that are required even when the apparent fault is not found (i.e., CND--could not

duplicate-parts). Each step of each parts repair procedure can specify requirements for

a number of one type of specialist, one or two types of equipment (including a particular

AIS station), and time; if the part is an LRU that may have a defective SRU, each SRU is

specified by including it as an additional requirement in the first step of an LRU repair

procedure. The specifications for each step of a parts repair procedure may also include
an indication that cross-trained and/or task-assist qualified personnel may be employed,

reference to a substitute procedure, and a heat factor.

The next step is to check whether the shop has been closed by air attack and, if

not, whether the necessary personnel5 and equipments are available. If the normal

resources for the repair are not available, and the resources for any alternate means of

accomplishing the job are not available, the repair must wait; when the resources are

available, parts that are to be NRTSed are consigned for shipment with a call to

subroutine NRTSIT, and the required personnel and equipment are committed for the

specified time (the timing error in dispatching the part before the time has expired is

neglected for convenience in coding). When the effects of chemical protection 4re being
considered, the length of time that the repair personnel may work before stopping to cool

off is determined with the call to TTIME and CWTWME; this determination takes into

account the workers' MOPP (dictated by the agent vapor pressure within the facility) and

the temperature and humidity at the work place.

If the part is to be repaired on base and an SRU is defective, the faulty SRU is

withdrawn during the first step of the LRU repair procedure and is placed in a two-hour

administrative delay. Then checks are made to see if a serviceable SRU is in stock. If

none are available and an aircraft is NORS for the LRU, the user may specify (by setting

CANSRU > 0) that another LRU of the same type may be sought in the wait queue and
/ disassembled to obtain its serviceable SRUs if it doesn't require the same SRU-i.e., it

may be cross-cannibalized. Subroutine SALVAG searches the wait queue and carries

out the cross-cannibalization. If the repair job still cannot be started, because of the

shortage of an SRU, it is placed in the wait queue of the appropriate shop. If the user has

specified that jobs that must wait are to be prioritized (by initializing ORDWT = I), the

51f the data base differentiates between flight-line specialists and back-shop repair
personnel, and repairs are to be conducted at a base where the personnel are not
organized in that manner, the personnel requirements are interpreted in terms of the
equivalent flight-line specialist.
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/ repair job is placed in the wait queue (using subroutine WAlT) according to the

magnitude of the variable RANK.

To determine RANK, one first computes the current value of

VALUE = 2 x (HOLES - SERVicables) - ENROUT

using the on-base values for the part. He also computes IMPORT, a function of the total

number of mission types for which the part is critical. For positive values of VALUE,

RANK = -(100 + IMPORT) x VALUE

and

'RAN =-VALUE x MTBF

fýrr zero or negative values, where MTBF is the average number of sorties before failure

of the part.

When parts repairs are ranked in this manner, the parts needed for the most

"aircraft on the most missions have the most negative number, and the parts least likely to

be needed have the most positive number. Equipment repairs are given a RANK = 0, on
the assumption they are less necessary than parts needed to release an aircraft, but more

necessary than a part that is not yet needed. When resources are available to begin a

repair, the queue is searched from the smallest value (most negative valued rank) to the

largest (most positive).

This procedure is followed, with two exceptions. First, if the required resources

are not on-base, the part is placed in the queue with a RANK of 32750, at the end of the

queue. Second, if the repair requires an AIS tray that is not functioning, and it is the only

station on base of that kind, the RANK is set to 32600. Then, when repairs are checked

in subroutine CHECK, the search through the queue is stopped if the RANK is 32600, or

after 100 parts have been checked if the RANK is as great as 1000.

When the necessary resources are at hand to initiate the job, subroutine DOREP is

called and the repair job is entered in the time heap associated with the REPQ array. If

the part for which the resources have been committed is NRTS, the repair job is flagged

by specifying the negative value of the repair procedure. The DOREP subroutine is also

used when it is necessary to interrupt an on-going repair job. When that occurs, the job

is transferred from the REPQ array to the INTFSK array, the SHOPS array pointers are

updated, and the personnel and equipment that had been engaged are released. A special
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provision is included to deal with the problem of terminating a repair for which the part

itself was destroyed during an airbase attack.

The INIREP subroutine is also used when resources are released and an attempt is

made to start parts repair jobs that have been interrupted or are waiting. The resource

requirements are checked, and if the job can now be started, the INIREP subroutine

updates the various pointer systems related with the INTTSK, WAITSK, and SHOPS

arrays.

When the administrative delay for an SRU is completed, entry NEWREP is called

and checks are made to see whether it is to be NRTSed or may be repaired on base, much

as for an LRU. Checks are next made to see if the required personnel and equipment, or

the personnel and equipment for substitute procedures, are available to start the repair

procedure. If they are not, the repair must wait; if they are, then the SRU is NRTSed

when approl iate and the personnel and equipment committed for the specified time,

again much as for the LRU.

When a step of a parts repair job has been completed, control is transferred from

subroutine MANAGE to either subroutine RUNSHP (run shop), or, if USECW > 0, first

to STOPIT so that the condition and needed rest for the personnel may be determined. If

the repair procedure has additional steps, a random number is compared with the

probability that the subsequent step is required. Then, after a call to subroutine ENDREP

to release personnel and equipment and to update the pointer systems used with the

REPQ and SHOPS arrays, subroutine INIREP is called to initiate any subsequent work.

If none is required, the part or rebuilt LRU is puit into stock. Unless the special parts

disposition logic is applicable (i.e, unless SHPREP > 1, see Sec. XI), the repaired part is

retained if it was removed on base or returned to the base where it was removed. When

it is retained on base, and when there are aircraft on base that require a part, subroutine

CHECK is called when control returns to RUNSHP. If an aircraft is still waiting for the

part, the appropriate on-equipment task is initiated. When the part was not removed on

base, or if the special parts disposition logic selects another base, the part is shipped to

the appropriate base. Similarly, when an SRU repair is completed, resources are sought

to repair an LRU requiring that SRU. When control again returns to RUNSHP,

subroutine CHECK is called again with the shop number to be sure that the newly

released personnel and AGE are reassigned if they are needed.
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The RANK of each waiting repair is reevaluated twice each day in subroutine

REPRTY. As each waiting part is checked and its position in the queue adjusted, the

number of HOLES that is used in the computation for that part type is reduced by one, so

that all parts of the same type will not all be at the top of the queue. The periodic -anking

of a pait at a CIRF sums "VALUE" for that part type across all airbases and ranks the

repair in a manner analogous to that described above. Intratheater reports of resource

status are used in these algorithms when they are generated.

4. OFF-BASE PARTS REPAIR

When a fau!ty part is found to be NRTS, a check is made as to where it is to be

shipped for repair. Based on the data supplied by the user with CT34, different

destinations may be specified for:each type of part, subject to the data limitations outlined

for that Card Type in Sec. XIX. If there is a central repair facility in the theater, TSAR

assigns it the base number MAXB. If a part is to be NRTSed to a depot outside the

theater, the destin-ation should be entered as (MAXB + 1)-i.e., one greater than the

largest numbered base.

For RR items (an item with NRTS <100), an option has been provided to permit

the nominal shipping instructions to be overridden when the number of serviceable LRUs

falls below a specified percentage (ADAPTR) of the base's initial number of LRUs.

When this occurs, the list of bases specified for lateral resupply is checked to find a

location that is able to repair the item (NRTS < 100) and has an undamaged shop. This

option can be used, for example, to simulate an adaptive parts repair doctrine that

discontinues reparable shipments to the depot and attempts to accomplish the repair in

theater, when parts stocks are low.

A faulty part may also be shipped to another operating base, even though it would

not normally be NRTSed, when the shop in which the repair must be done has been

closed by damage from aihbase attack. When this occurs the lateral resupply base list is

checked for a base with the shop open and a lower NRTS rate for tha part in question; if

a base is found, the part is shipped to that base if the two-way shipment time is within

one day of the reconstitution time for the damaged shop.

If the part is -hipped to another operating base for repair, the part is treated just

like any other job generated at that base and begins by undergoing an administrative

delay. The number of the originating base is preserved so that the part may be returned

, /



be shipped to yet another base; if it is repaired at that base. it will be shipped back

directly to the orginatng base wh= repairs amb comnleted, unless the disposition logic is

operative and selecs a different destination. It is left to the user to design the CT34

inpas uxd that a faulty part ,il' not be NRTSed from one base to another until it arrives

a the originating base.

If a part is condemned or is shipped out of the t==. its replacemen, when one

is specified. is =%signed for delivery directly to the base of origin even though a CI

may be operating. w*-s t co v2aribLe CONSIG is iridalized to unity. In the latter
case. all narts e fror " CON'S are corsigned to the CIRF for transshipment

accr•ding to t uswr-specifed theater resource mranagement algorittuhs.

Whmen a parn is shipped to a centralized intermediate repair facility in the theater, it

•s subjected to 3n admiistraive delay but is then managed by a differem set of rules that

govern the priority it receives and its disposition when the repair station is completed.

These will be outlined fully in Sec. XI after the properties of the tasportation an

information nets used in comecio with these operations are explained in Sec. X. Parts

repairs c2nnot be expedited at the CIRF. but the user can control administrative delay

times and parts repair times on a shop-by-shop basis to account for the different working

conditions at a CIRF, using CT47 and CT48.

5. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REPAIR

Many special kinds of support equipment are needed for the specialized jobs that

must be conducted on a modem military airbase. And most of these equipments are both

complex and expensive; malfunctions are fairly frequent, and their maintenance and

repair constitute an essential set of activities. Such malfunctions and the repair of faulty

equipment may also be simulated in TSAR.

Support equipment repairs are handled in much the same way as spare part

repairs, and with many of the same subroutines and procedures. However, TSAR

provides two quite different representations of equipment failure and repair. The simpler

representation is used for all equipments other than the AIS--Avionics Intermediate

Shops-those complex test equipments that are used to test and repair avionics on late

model aircraft. The basic distinction is that in the simpler representation, equipments are

7
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either serviceable or they are not; AIS equipment may be partly mission capable as well.

Both representations are described below.

Equipment Repairs Other Than AIS Sets

Whenever a task that has used support equipmeat (other than an AIS set) has been

completed, each item of equipment is checked to see if it needs mainteaance by

comparing a random number with the probability that that type of equipment will require

maintenance following a job. If maintenance is required, the equipment first undergoes

an administrative delay, much as for spare parts although the length of delay is different.

When that administrative delay is completed, the attempt to initiate the repair is

processed in the same subroutines as d faulty aircraft part. Each type of equipment is

associated with a particular shop, and the repair procedure may either be specific or

chosen at rand~m from among a set of alternative procedures. And as with spare parts,

each repair procedure may consist of a sequence of steps. Each step of an equipment

. repair procedure may specify a type and number of personnel, one or two pieces of

repair equipment, and a duration; substitute personnel and/or alternative procedures may

be specified for consideration when the normal resources are not available. But these

specifications do not include the spare parts that might be needed to repair the equipment;

such problems can be approximated, however, by specifying that equipment repairs can

be carried out without delay for parts on some occasions, while on other occasions they

are subjected to a delay equivalent to the order and ship time for spares.

If resources are available when an equipment repair is first attempted, the

resources are assigned to the repair, the completion time is established, and the job is

placed in the repair queue, REPQ; if resources are not avail2 Ae, the job must wait.

Equipment repairs that must wait currently are entered in the shop wait heap with RANK

- 0; if equipment and parts are competing for the same repair personnel and equipment,

the equipment repairs are given priority over spare parts for which serviceables are

available but they will follow the repairs for parts needed for work on aircraft. As

currently structured, all equipment repairs are performed on bae; equipments are not
NRTSed to other bases.

S• . .. . . / -4 .
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Simulation of AIS Maintenance and Repair

The specialized support equipment used for testing and repairing avionics on late

model aircraft--the AIS-also may be simulated in TSAR. A full "string" of AIS will

normally have several different complex electronic test equipments, or "stations," and

each type of station is used for testing several different LRUs. Each station is composed

of many hundreds (thousands) of submodules, and these stations are themselves subject

to various malfunctions that can require substantial maintenance. Furthermore, when any

of the numerous low failure rote (and therefore unstocked) AS paris fails, it is necessary

to order one from another location, and that station will then be able to test only some

portion of its normal LRUs. Thus, a statiom: will be in one of three states: fully mission

caipable, partly mission capable, or inoperative. If two or more stations of the same type

are available, partial mission capability generally can be minimized by consolidating all

missing parts at one station.

The manner in which these characteristics are modeled in TSAR is adapted from

the work of Jean Gebman and Hnman Shulman at RAND. Whenever an AIS station is

used to repair an LRU or SRU, the nominal part repair time is increased to allow for

maintenance of the station itself. Because such maintenance may actually occur either

before or after, or even during, the repair of the part, it is assumed that the part is not

released until the job is completed. At that tCme, the LRU is released for use and a check

is made to see if any piece part needed for maintenance on the AIS was not in stock. If

so, the station's residu3l capability to repair LRUs is estimated on the basis of statistics

that indicate how frequently each LRU repair capability is lost on the average when an

AIS part is back-ordered. To do this, we imagine that each station is divided into several

sections or "trays," with one tray for each type of LRU; when a part is back-ordered the

mission capability of each tray is determined on the basis of the statistical experience.

During the simu!ation, a cl., is made following each LRU repair to see whether

during maintenance on the AIS station it was found to reed .a part trt is not in stock. If

one is needed out !here are two or more stations of that type on the base, it is assumed

that the needed part will be cannibalized from another station if necesary and that all

missing parts are consolijated at one of the stations. Thus, when ap AIS part fails at any

station, checks are made for each LRU tray as.sociated with that type of station and a list

is generated of all LRUs that cannot be repaired until the needed part is obtained. A

sample is then drawn from the user specified order-and-ship-time distribution, and the
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appropriate receipt time is entered in the LIMBO aay; not until that time occurs is tpe

capability restored for repairing those LRUs.

As will be noted, there are no specific repair procedures or specific personnel or

equipment used to repair AIS equipments. Instead, the repair time of each part that is

processed is increased to account for AIS maintenance, and AIS repair capabilities are

probabilistically curtailed to simulate a shortage of pans to repair the AIS.
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VII. AIRCRAFT SORTIE DEMAND AND AIRCREW MANAGEMENT

The ultimate objective of an airbase is to provide combat-capable aircraft when

they are required, and a base's capability for meeting that objective can depend

importantly upon the pattern of the demand. In TSAR, that demand pattern is controlled

by the user's input data (CT50). and the user is provided sufficient options that most
plausible requirements should be readily simulated.

A demand for a flight of aircraft specifies the type of aicraft, the mission, the

mission's priority, and, normally, the base; it also specifies the number of aircra-ft to be

launched (and the miinimum acceptable number), the time they are to be launched, the

time that the airbase is informed of the demand, and the recovery base. If desired, the

user may also specify that a specific number of aircraft will be maintained on alert at a
particular base for unscheduled demands. In addition, he may define a composite flight,

made up of several sets of aircraft, or flights, each with a differing configuration, as

would be required, for example, for representing coordinated attacks by defense

suppression aircraft, CAP, and BAI aircraft.

Except for composite flights and specified alert forces, it is not mandatory that the
launch base be specified. If the con: "ol variables "STATE" and "SELECT" are both

greater than unity, a daily forecast is made of each base's sortie generation capabilities,

and these forecasts are used to designatc a base for any sortie demands for which a base

has not been specified. However, since TSAR does not include geographic concepts,

such selections are not constrained by range-to-target considerations.

For user convenience the demand data may be stated either on a day-to-day basis

or in terms of demands that recur each day with a stipulated probability (or any

combination of these techniques). For the recurring demands (the periodic demands) me

launch time may be entered as a precise time or as a time block; when a ti-e block is

specified, the program picks a time at random from within the block. Furthermore,

several such flights (up to 32) may be specified with the same entry; when this is done,

the launch time of each flight is selected at random from the time block. With these

features a few entries suffice to represent a rich and varied pattern of flight demands.
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1. GENERATING SORTIE DEMAND DATA

The initial day's sortie demands are entered before the simulation begins. They

are entered after all other data are input and after subroutine LNLIST has provided

whatever listings of input data were requested. Subroutine READIFT (read f ight data)

reads and organizes these data with the assistance, of subroutine SORT, which orders t4e

flights by their specified launch times (or required shelter deparvure times, when a taxi

time is specified) and manages the pointer system used with the FLTRQT (flight

requirements) array. If the launch base has not been specified for any of the sorties

demanded, subroutine FRAG is called to select the base best able to fulfill the demand,

the one with the lowest current level of demand relative to its estimated sortie generation

capabilities. When all data have been entered, flights with common chanacteristics

(launch base, aircraft type, mission, and priority) are interconnected with the pointer

system associated with the M array.

The sortie demands for the next day and for subsequent days are also managed in

the READFT subroutine. These demands are reexamined each evening at 1945

simulated time when this subroutine is called by subroutine MANAGE. If the user

wishes to specify new flights or to change specifications for alert forces or periodic

flights, these da'a are read at this time. If there is no new information, the following

day's demands are based on the periodic flight demands or other flight data submitted

earlier. As before, any flight demands for which a base has not been specified have a

base choser with the FRAG subroutine, using updated estimates of the bases' sortie

generation capabilities, which are created daily at 1930 by subroutine BASCAP (base

capabilities).

If, whcn the sortie demands ajr organized for the following day, an airbase is out

of operation because its runway is closed, the demands on that base may be reassigned.

If the runway is projected to remain closed for any part of the following day and other

bases have aircraft of t.e type specified, demands that are required to be met before the

runway is to open are reassigned either by subroutine FRAG, just as though the launch

base had not been specified, or, if SELECT, is zero, in proportion to the numbers of

aircraft on base. Demands to be met after the runway is scheduled to be opened are not

reassigned.

Provisions have also been made for entering endogenously generated flight

demand data. These provisions would be used if and when the resource management
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logic is expanded to permit endogenous decisions regarding sortie demands. Such a

decision would be cormnunicated by calling the entry point SORTIE in the READFT

subroutine where the flight would be entered into the sortie demand pattern. If the base

is not specified, subroutine FRAG selects the base best able to fill the demand.

2. LAUNCHING THE AIRCRAFT

When the time specified for launching aircraft occurs, subroutine MANAGE

transfers control to subroutine FLIGHT. After checking that the flight need not be

canceled because of weather conditions or runway damage, a check is made to see if

aircraft have been assigned for a scheduled flight or are available in the alert force when

the demand is unannounced. Each aircraft is checked to see if it has actually been

readied for flight and has r,ot suffered a grourd abort. A check is also made for each

aircraft to see that its access to the runway is not prohibited by bomb damage to the

taxiway network. If aircrews arc to be accounted for, subroutine FLYERS is called to

locate a crew that is then tentatively assigned to the aircraft.

If fewer than the requi:ed number of aircraft are ready among those assigned to

meet the specific demand, and if the demand has a priority at least equal to the highest

deficieni priority (as defined in Sec. IV. 19), the spare forces, later flights of the same or

lower priority, and alert forces of lower priority are each checked in turn for a ready

aircraft of the appropriate type and mission configuration. If, after all these sources are

checked, the number of aircraft available to meet the demand is less than the minimum

permissible number, the assigned aircraft and then the spare aircraft are checked to see if

aircraft are available that will be ready within whatever time is allowed for late takeoff

for aircraft of that type on that mission. If the minimum permissible number of aircraft

have still not been located, the flight is canceled. If their number is sufficient, the

constraints imposed by air traffic control will be checked when the user has initialized

DOATC. If the runway is already scheduled for arother flight to take off or to recover a:

the same times, a check is made (with subroutine USEATC) for a takeoff time slot within

the allowable late takeoff time. If one is found, a check is made of runway availability

when the flight would be expected to return, or within a user-specified time thereafter. If

times ai- ývailabie, the flight is launched with a call to subroutine LAUNCH that updates

all the appropriate tallies and pointers. If times cannot be found when the runway will be

available for takeoff and recovery of the full flight, a check is made to see if fewer

aircraft (but at least the minimum number) can be handled. If not, the flight is canceled.
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If an aircraft is designated to recover at a diferent base, that bookkeeping is also

accomplished at the time that the aircraft is launched. When it has been determined that

the aircraft may be launched (or depart from its shelter), it is placed in .he aircraft delay

heap with the appropriate landing time. The flight times for each aircraft in a flight are

determined independently, unless r2covery as a unit has been specified on CT16 for that

type of aircraft and mission, or unless the air traffic control featture is in use.

Composite Flight Requirements

Certain additional complexities will be noted in the FLIGHT and LAUNCH

routines as a consequence of the options for composite flights arid for late t3keoffs.

When the minimum forces arid takeoff and rýovery times must be found for each of

several different flight demands to prevent all from being canceled, it is necessary to

withhold all launches until all flights have been checked. Furthermore, if, after checking

several flights, it is found that at least one cannot be satisfied, it is necessary to modify

various aircraft assignments and to release all tentatively assigned air crews. Similarly,

when an aircraft is going to be launched late, it is necessary that certain data be retained

until that time. To facilitate the latter operation the aircraft is placed in the aircraft delay

heap until one TSAR time unit after the aircraft's expecterd ready-wo-fly time; if it is still

not ready to fly at that time, the sortie is canceled.

Air Abc rts

/.s each aircraft is launched it is checked for an air abort; if one is to occur, the

a~rcraft is scheduled to land with a Mull load of munitions at the liunching base after a

six-minute flight and the base is not credited with a successful sortie. It is hanaled like

any other aircraft in the ensuing postflight inspection except that munitions are not

required and attrition and battle darnage are not assessed.

3. AIRCREW MANAGEMENT

TSAR's provisions for accounting for aircrews are controlled by the control

variable CREWS; when initidized to I on CTI, these features are activated.

Aircrew members are accounted for on an individual basis, much like aircraft.

Each aircrew is qualified for only one type of aircraft. Their assignments are managed so

that each crew will receive a specified minimum amount of uninterrupted sleep during
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each 24-hour period and at least the specified minimum rest between sorties. These two

times are specified with the control variables SLEEP and REST. In addition, the required

time between sorties may be increased for particular missions to account for the

additional time required to study target data and take intelligence briefings. To avoid

unnecessarily long shifts and early exhaustion it is presumed that aircrew assignments

can be managed such that they remain off duty until they are needed and will retire early

whenever the demand permits.

Aircrews are managed with data stored in the PILOTS and PILOT arrays.

PILOTS maintains a record of the number of aircrews on base and pointers to the first

and the last of those crew members who are on duty and off duty; these data are

maintained separately for each aircraft type on each airbase. The PILOT array maintains

status information on individual aircrews and pointers to the other crews with the same

duty status.

The several operations required for aircrew management are carried out by

different sections of the FLYERS subroutine. An aiicrew is located for a tentative

assignment by calling the entry point GfETPLT (get pilot) or SAVPLT (save pilot) for a

late takeoff. When the aircraft is launched, the assignment is finalized with a call to the

entry point FLYAC. When the sortie has been completed, crew data are updated with a

call to LANDAC; if the aircraft is recovered at a different base, the pilot "billeting" is

rearranged at that time. If the crew is due for a sleep period, they are placed off duty; if

the aircraft was lost but the aircrew was not, it is assumed that the crew cannot be

reassigned for a minimum of four days.

In addition to these operations, entry point RELIEF is called at two-hour intervals

by MANAGE to check the on-duty crews and to relieve them as required. If the control

variable RELIEV is zero (CT4/!), aircrews are available for the full shift once they are

called for duty; if RELIEV = 1, airt-rews are. pre-sumed to go off duty immediately after

their last flight of the day. When the airbise has been attacked and the user has specified

the location of air crews in the TSARINA data base, subroutine DISABL is called by

subroutine BOMB to inflict whatever losses were inflicted and to update the aircrew

information. If the aircrew are located by TSAR default location assumptions (see Sec.

VIII.2), subroutine REORGN handles the necessary accounting at the time of an attack.
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VIII. AIRBASE Ai i-ACK AND RECOVERY

The most serious disruptiun that an airbase can experience is undoubtedly tha,

associated with a heavy airbase attack. The lack of any generally agreed-upon e.timate

ot the effects of attacks on a base's capabilities to recover and generate useful aircraft

sorties were prime motivations for TSAR's development. And the highly variable

damage patterns and chemical deposition patterns that would be experienced on bases

that are subjected to attack contributed importantly to the decision to create a model with

sufficient detail that the critical effects of these highly variable patterns could be

captured. Without considering the alternative procedures that could be used and the

bottlenecks that could arise when resources are lost, one could hardly hope to represent

the probable behavior of an airb'-.e during the crisis following an attack

1. ATTACK EFFECTIVENESS ESTIMATED WITH TSARINA
In TSAR, airbases are attacked and resources are damaged or destroyed based on

t&e results generated by TSARINA calculations. The user is free to schedule attacks at

whatever times and at whichever bases he chooses, and TSAR is structured to accept

fairly detailed input damage data.
The companion TSARINA airbase damage assessment model uses detailed

descriptions of the location, contents, and vulnerability to conventional weapons of

various airbase facilities, as well as detailed specifications of enemy attacks and weapon

characteristics.[3J This Monte Carlo model estimates damage and casualties due to

conven .onal weapons and computes the surface contamination and vapor concentration

that result from chemical weapons. The current version of TSARINA permits

assessments of damage to an airbase complex composed of up to 1000 target elements
(runways, taxiways, shelter buildings, etc.) with up to 2500 packets of resources. The

targets are grouped into as many as 30 different vulnerability categories; and the

locations of the different types of personnel, equipment, munitions, spare parts, TRAP,

building materials, and POL can be distributed among the target elements.

A single attack may involve as many as 100 weapon-delivery vehicles and up to

20 different types of weapons. Point-impact weapons (such as GP bombs, precision-
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guided munitions, and BKEPs), UXO, and area weapons (such as cluster bomb units and

mine dispensers) can be represented, as well as chemical bombs and warheads delivered

by surface-to-surface missiles or aircraft, and chemical sprays released from aircraft.

TSARINA determines the actual impact points of point-impact weapons and the

centroid of area weapons by Monte Carlo procedures--random selections from the

appropriate delivery error distributions. Conventional weapons that impact within

specified distances of each target are classed as hits, and estimates of the damage to the

structures and to the various classes of support resources are assessed using "cookie

cutter" weapon-effects approximations.

For chemical weapons, TSARINA estimates the time of arrival of the first

chemicals at each target, as well as the distribution of surface contamination and vapor

concentration for each of up to three chemical agents that may be used in a particular

simulation. These estimates also use Monte Cardo procedures to reflect uncertainties in

the direction and velocity of the wind, as well as in the delivery accuracy.

2. REPRESENTATION OF AN AIRBASE IN TSAR

An alrbase is represented in considerably more detail in TSAR than in the Early-

TSAR formulation. Although neither version of TSAR incorporates airbase geometry

explicitly, TSAR now captures many of the location-dependent effects. And the

interdependence of TSAR and TSARINA is substantially greater than with the earlier

versions.

A primary difference is that the network of taxiways that interconnect the runways

with the aircraft shelters and parking ramps on an airbase is now treated explicitly in

TSAR. User-supplied input information specifies the arc-node structure of the taxiway

network (C717/4), and the nodal location of each aircraft shelter (CT17/5) and parking

ramp (CT17/6). Each segment (arc) of the taxiway network, each aircraft shelter, and

each parking ramp is entered as a target in the TSARINA data base, and the user also

specifies a set of monitoring points in the TSARINA data base that are used in

ccnjunction with the chemical attacks.

To simplify creation of the needed input data and to minimize the possibility of

errors, a detailed sketch should be drawn for each airbase. The taxiway arcs. aircraft

shelters, and aircraft parking ramps should be numbered consecutively and the

corresponding TSARINA target cards should be entered into the TSARINA data base in
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the same order, Arc #1 would be the first taxiway segment in the data base; Shelter #1,

the first shelter, and Ramp #1, the first parking ramp, etc. The nodes must be numbered

consecutively, and each taxiway intersection and the end of each taxiway stub should be

assigned a unique node number, starting with #1, but the order in which they are

numbered is arbitrary. One target type applies to all taxiway segments and another target

type applies to all aircraft parking ramps; three different types of aircraft shelters may be

designated at each base.

The airbase sketch for the sample problem outlined in Sec. XX of Vol. II is

presented in Fig. 8 to illustrate these conventions. If the effects of chemical attacks are

to be evaluated, a set of monitoring points must be selected, remembering that the

ambient conditions at a monitoring point will serve as the ambient conditions for all

targets closest to that monitoring point for assessments of the persistent effects of

chemicals between attacks. Clearly the monitoring points should be selected near those

on-base locations of importance to the evaluation; a uniform grid will generally be

inappropriate and wasteful of the substantial processing associated with updating the

chemical conditions at each monitoring point.

The new data requirements imposed on TSARINA are the consistent ordering of

the target cards, as just described, and the specification of the monitoring points when

CW attacks are to be evaluated. Other new data input options include specifications that

define the delivery of UXO and mines, the delays before the UXOs are to detonate, and

the characteristics of chemical weapons. Another option permits specified attackers, in

attacks subsequent to the first, to be targetc.d at the MOS selected in TSAR after the prior

attack, thereby simulating effective post-attack intelligence gathering by the attacker.

The on-base layout of the target elements is specified for TSAR by entering TSAR

card types that define (1) the numbers of the nodes at each end of each arc and the arc

length (CT17/4), (2) the number of the node that each aircraft shelter (CT17/5) and

parking ramp (CT17/8) is nearest to, (3) the numbers of the arcs that jointly constitute

each runay (CT17/6), and (4) the proportio's of unsheltered aircraft that would be

parked on each ramp (CT17/8).

Location of Aircraft

At the beginning of a TSAR simulation, each aircraft will be assigned a shelter, if

sufficient shelters are available. This assignment takes into account (1) the number of

user-designated "alert" shelters, for which "alert" aircraft are given priority, (2) the
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average number of aircraft permitted per shelter, and (3) whatever types of aircraft the

user has designated as not able (or not to be permitted) to occupy a sheltcr. Aircraft not

assigned shelters are assigned to a parking ramp, based on the capacities of the parking

ramps. When DOSHEL has been input as 1, aircraft vacate their shelter when they are

launched and are reassigned a shelter, if available, when they return. Unsheltered

aircraft are moved to an empty shelter when it is vacated if they are not a prohibiwd

aircraft type.1 If an aircraft is parked at a hot-pit fuel hydrant after recovery, that location

is also known (if designated by the user). Thus, at the time of an attack, TSAR knows

where each on-base aircraft is located (unless it is taxiing to or from the runway).

Lo-,ations of Activities and Resources

The on-base locations of the various sortie generation activities and of the

supporting resources are used to determine damage at the time of an attack and, when

chemical protece~ve ensembles are worn, to define the working enviromernt for the

activities. For most resources, their locations can be specified only by describing the

percentage of each type of resource associated with each target in the TSARINA data

base. But for personnel and equipment, resources that move about an airbase in doing

various tasks, the user has the option of letting TSAR determine where these resources

are located at the time of an attack (and subsequently determine the damage to these

resources), based on TSAR's knowledge of the ongoing activities. This latter option-to

use the TSAR "default locatiorn"-is used whenever the on-base locations for certain

types of personnel and equipment are not specified in the TSARINA data base.

When the locations of various percentages of particular types of resources are

specified in TSARINA, TSARINA is able to assess the total fraction cf those types of

resources that have been lost to conventional effects in an air attack and to transfer that

information to TSAR, wheie that percentage is applied to the then-existing stocks of

those types of resources. This procedure for locating resources is the only option

zvailable for assessing losses to munitions, TRAP, serviceable spare parts, buildin;

materials, and POL. Since each type of resource (e.g., MK-82 bombs, AM-2, TERs)

may be distributed in several locations, each with its distinct vulnerabilities, the

vulnerability of these resources can be represented rather realistically (assembled

muritions can even be distinguished from their components).

'When DOSHEL = 0, aircraft are always assumed to be in teir initial location
whenever they are not in flight.
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Personnel and equipment locations at the time of an air attack can also be

specified in the TSARINA data base, instead of TSAR determining their locations as the

defatilt condition. But the distribution of personnel or equipment that is specified in a

TSARN,'A data base is assumed to be appropriate at any time of day and at any activity

level whenever an attack occurs. There is no way of changing the TSARINA percentile

distriu.utions to account for the distinctions between personne! that are working,

pVrsonnel that are awaiting sssAgnment, or personnel that are reting in a collective-

protection shelter. One set of d'stribution ass umvors w'IL be applied for all attacks,

tunless a completely new set of TSARINA target -ards is entcred for different attacks.

The TSAR default-location assumptions were developed to overcome these constraints

for personnel and equipments. And these TSAR-si.-ecific default locations are always

used in determining the environmental c.-arct.:ristics of the work and resting places

whn the effects of chemical protection are to be assessed (i.e., USECW > 0). Properly

applied, these default locations provide v realistic repre.en.ation of the on-base

distribution of th"se nonstationary resotrces. When TSAR uaes the default locations for

the personnlel and equipment, their loss rates are those passe., to TSAR from TSARINA

for the facility to which they ate assigned at attack time.

In brief, the TSAR d:fault location assumptions presunme that personnel for each

of the several generic type, of tasks will be found at their wek, place when they are

working, and in other s•rccific locations when they are off duiy, when they are on duty

but unassigned, or when they are cooling off. On-equipmr--'n' 'asks occur at the aircraft,

parts and eqcliplmnent repair ak the responsible shop, guided munitions asseuzbly at Shop

#36, unguided munitions assembly at facility #44, and civil engineering activity at

whate-,er facility or surface is being repaired. Furihemore there is a mechanism (see

CT37) with which the user ca;n specify that each nonaircraft activity is actuilly carried

out at a !ocation randomly selected from a set of locations, according to t!,c work load

capacity of the locations. This noton or dscnrbing a "distribted" capability for an

activity can also te used in defining the locaLton assumnptsons that TSAR should irply foa

other personnel states (i.e., off duty, zoolir.g off, and awaiting assignment). The next

section will define these ,ptiom in greater detail.

As suggested earlier. tha user may choose to specify the locations at attack times

of somne types of personnel in his TSARINA data base anid to dpe-nd on the TSAR

default locations for the other typc.s of personnel. this is perfectly permissible, but the



user &hould remain awa.e that it is the default assumptions that will define the work and

resting places between attacks for all pe,-sonnel types, insofar as defining the

environmental conditions for CW assessments.

The user has the same two optioni for specifying the location (and vulnerability)

of support equipment at the time of an attack, except that thc means of distinguishing

between equipment that "s a.s;signed to a task and the equipment that is unassigned are

somewhat different. When the location of a type of equipment is indicated in TSARINA,

the percentage loss estimate from TSARINA is applied n TSAR to all serviceable picces

(but not to reparable pieces) of that type of equipment, whether they are in use or not. If.

howevcr, the user has set CNLYUE = I (only unassigned equipment) on CT2/1, the

damage calculated for equipments located in TSARINA will be applied in TSAR only to

unassigned equipment; equipment- that are in use will sustain the equipment loss rate for

the location where they are beLig used. Equipment no! located in TSARINA is assumed

to be at the shop to which it is assigneed when not ;n use and to be at the work place when

it is in use, and damage is evaluated at those locations.

The only additions to these general rules are that the vulnerability of reparable

spare parts and equipments and of munitions already committed to an aircraft are

determined by the damage susLained at the location of the appropriate tasks, rather than

being based on damage generated at locations specified in TSARINA (the damage

fraction estimated for "spare pans" at facilitics engaged in munitions assembly are

applied to the munitions).

TSAR Default Locations iind Distributed CUpabilltles

TSAR assigns all job- and equipmr:nts to speciric locations. These locations

determine the work cnvironmerm as well as the location for damage eWtiriation of

personnel and equipy.•ent (except that 0,e location during an attack may be overridden by

a location specified in the TSARINA dat_). The loed Icawi,.n may be a specific

building or ou.tdoor arp, a. -ar it may be a !et of locations where a pudcular type of activity

would be expected to be careec .,n. A particular "ficility" number is set aside by TSAR

for each .,f vaiious possible activitie •-'d fuctions that the user may wish to represent;

all "4acilhti&" fmrn #! thrtugh v.O haive TSAR-&aisý.gtcd ru!ve that will b•e explained in

thrs section. The uscr may specify that the car-lbility of .ny of Lhese activities is actually

"distribu~ed.• in wh.ch case !he T'1AR assipted fac;!iy/ is W1liy the fi.-it of a set of

faithties to which thlIttartviry wil hre i,,7red; the user rnust dcine the ostler members
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of these sets (using facility numbrnrs between #51 and NOFAC) and trust define the rela-

tive capacity of each m.mccr of the set (or for backshops an absolute capacity for jobs

may be speci~ied-sce C737 in Sec XIX, Vol. 1i).

The Early-TSAR capabilities for representing distributed furicticns still apply but

have been expanded. As before, facilities #31, #32, and #33 are assumed to be the

locations for on-duty flight-line personnel (from squadrons #1, #2, and #3, respectively)

when they are not assigned to work on an aircraft; when assigned, they are either in the

appropriat aircraft shelter or on the ramp where the aircraft is parked. Also as before,

on-duty backshop personnel who are not working are assumed to be in the shop with
which they are associated (Shops #1 to #24); wing-level munitions personnel are in

Shops #27 or #28, and guided munitions assembly personnel are in Shop #30. In all

cases, the facilities with the same numbers as the shop numbers may each be the parent

location of a set of locations into which that capability Is "distributed."

Additionally, facilities #40, #41, #42, #43. #44, and #50 are now understood to be

the parent locations for the foilowing resource categories:

Facility #40 Aircrews: either all on-base crews, or if facility #441 is used (see
CT17/9) only tlios aitrcrews that are on duty awaiting flight
assignments

Facility #41 Off-duty aircrews, when they are to be ass.med to be at different
locations than on-duty crews

Facility #42 Unassigned on-duty civil engineers

Facility #43 Unassigned civil engineering equipment

Facility #44 Location where unguided mudiitiot•s are as!enbled

Facility #50 All off-duty personnel except airc.ews

Table 4 summarizes thes. default location asswumptons that are used by TSAR.

The s•orage locations in the FACLTY array for facilitie•s #36 through #38 are

re.served for specifying the repair p.,cedures for the three types of aircraft shelters.

Facilities #46, #47. #48, ard 04 are reserved to represent the buildings and equipment.

used to ýacilitate the rapid launching arA recovery of aircraft. Facilities #34, #35, and

#45 have not had a function dcsignated.

Any of the facilities numbemed from #1 through 050 (except 036 to #39 and #46 ,t

#49) may be designated as the parent of a distributed set of facilities, each widi its own
physical and chemical chauracteristics .3nd its own reltive capacity (specified by the user

with the #37 Type Carnj5,. The numbers for ,ny of th additional faclliie. that jointly

form a distributed capability must he selected from within the range 51 t: NOFAC.
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Table 4

TSAR DEFAULrT LOCAT7ON ASSUMMPTONS

Personnel Location

Awaiting
Personnel Types Assignients Working Cooling Off Off Luri

Aircrews #40... In flight NA #41 ...
(optional'

.Plight line A... raft .shewlt Work location

Squadron#l #31 ... or
Squadron #2 #32 ... or #31...
Squadron #3 f 33 ... or #50...

CP...
n1

Wing-level load crews #27, .. #28,,, Parking ramp

Backshops Shop 01 ... Specific facility Work location
and wing-level through or

maintenance #24... CP... #50...
bs

Munitions Asscnbly Specific facility Work location
Guided #30 ... or
Unguided #44 ... CP... #50...

ma

Civil Engineers Personnel Specific facility Work location
#42... or or

Equipment Taxiway segment CP... #-50...
#43... cc

NOTES: Locautons scifird in TSARINA data fer specific personnel types override these azumptions at
attack time.

Shop #5. . implies Shop #5 and any locations to which the capability is distributed.
Locations #51 to NOFAC (<399) may be used g.o designate CT's arnd distributed capabilities.
Repair of specific par types may be restricted io "prrnt" shop.
Facilities #46, #47, #48. ad #49 are reserved for use in conjunction with air traffic controL
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Other facilities in this range may be designated as collective-protection shelters, as

discussed later in comnection with the CT43/6 card. T1"he user must exercise care that

none of these additional facility numbers is defined in more than one way or appears in

more than one distributed set, and all such facioties must be present '-i the TSARINA

database so that the relevant "damage" data will be trainsferred to TSAR.

3. DATA TRANSFER FROM TSARINA TO TSAR

With the new TSARINA input data, along with the data prevyS ly required,

TSARINA generates and passes to TSAR the following results for each attack:

0 An estimate of Lhe conventional damage to all specified facilities and to the

personnel, equipment, and spare parts in that facility.

0 Estimates of the conventional damage to each aircraft shelter and to the

aircraft, personnel, equiontent, and spares in the shelter at the attack time.

0 Estimates of the fractional damage by conventional -,,eapons to whichever

types of personnel, equipment, spares, munitiors, TRAP, building materials,

and POL have their location• specified in the TSARINA data base (including

a damage estimate for fuel trucks that are being refillcd at attack time at

targets designated as truck refilling locations).

a The numbers of UXO, mines, ar.d craters that prmhibit aircraft passage on

each segment of the taxiway network.

, Detonation delay times for each type of UIXO, and damage estimates for

EOD and civil engincerng activities at and near the detonations.

0 The locations and radii of all craters on each runway and, by virtue of the

data noted above, the numbers of UXO ý•nd mines on each segment of the

taxiway network that is also a segmntrt of a runway.

• The locations, relatidve to the MOS, and i-adii of those crawers created by

attack weapons that wcre designated as aimed at the MOS determined after

the prior attack.

4 The time of arrival and the intensity of the ihitia! surface depcs.iticn for each

of up to three types of chemical agents, and the initial vapor concentication

due to that deposition, at each deisignataed facility, aircraft slhiter, taxiway

segment, aircraft parking ramp, and monitoring point.
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"* The number of the monitoring point that is close.st to each designated facility,

aircraft shelter, taxiway arc, and pariing r.mp.

"* A record of any groups of facilities that actually occupy the identical location

on the airbr-se (and hence need to be re-A red oniy once).

"* The percentages of each personnel type represented in the TSARINA data

base that are associated with each TSARINA target type and with each

monitoring point.

"• A projection of the future surface and vapor intensities for each chemical

agent at each monitoring point.

The transfer of these TSARINA results to TSAR invoives a substantially more

complex process than did the previous versions of these simulztion models. In the

original TSAR, the C740 cards were used for enterirng all attack damage data, and the

formatting rules were straightfoiward. The data pertained only to conventional attacks

and permitted the user to specify damage to each of the several classes of supporting

resources (personnel, equipment, parts, munitions, TRAP, FOL, and building materials)

and also to specify damage to whatever base facilities were designated. To account for

CW attacks as well as conventional attacks, the data tra"sferred with the Cr40 cards are.

now much more complex. Except when a user wishes to represent the simplest kind of

conventional damage that does not involve damage to the runways, taxiways, or aircraft,

users should not attempt to prepare CT40 cards themselves but rather should depend

upon TSARINA to generate the appropriate input for TSAR. The data now called for

include not only the conventional damage data mentioned above but also the amount of

surface contamination from each chemical agent at each shelter, on each taxiway

segment, on each aircraft parking ramp, and at each of a set of monitoring points that the

user has specified in defining the TSARINA data base. The CT40 cards are also now

used to transfer the fraction of each personnel type that TSARINA associates with each

monitoring point and each target type.

The user can no longer use C740 to specify the number of repairs that must be

made to open a runway, because Nhis determination is now made withir TSAR, rather

than being trrtsfened to TSAR from TSARINA. TSARINA generates an entirely new

daraset that is stored on disk and includes location data for all craters on each runway for

each attack at each base (or the locations, relative to the prior MOS, for those attackers
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designated as attacking the MOS). By storing data for the several attacks and ther.

interpreting them within TSAR, a record can be maintained of all craters, and a crater is

eliminated only when it has been repaired. This new dataset stored by TSARINA also

contains a compact record of all the dcemical deposition data for each of the monitoring

points specified in the TSARINA data base. These include the time from the begirmi'g

of the attack until the chemical arrives at the monitoring point and the density of

contaminants of each agent type that are deposixed at each monitoring point.

Furthermore, these data include a compact representaion of tlx ,imewise variation of

surface contamination and vapoz concentration aft.r the attack at each of the monitoring

points. These various chemical data are stored for each component of each chemical

burst that is assessed in TSARINA.

Because there is really no practical way for a user to generate the chemical

deposition data without the help of TSARINA, instructions on how those data are

formatted are not provided. Users who wish to use the new runway/taxiway features of

TSARINA and TSAR, or to use the features that permit the analysis of chemical warfare

and its effects on operations at airbases, must plan to use the TSARINA model to analyze

the attacks and to generate the required TSAR input data.

4. OVERVIEW OF ATTACK 11ME COMPUTATIONS

With these data from TSARINA and the knowledge of the taxiway network

provided by the new TSAR input data, TSAR generates the following results at the time

of an attack:

"* Selection of an MOS on one of the flight surfaces, taking into account the

UXO, mines, ard unrepaired craters that remain from all prior attacks, as well

as those added in the present attack.

"* Determination of which undamaged airtraft shelters and which airc-aft ramps

can access theL MGS.
"* Determination of the preferred taxiway repair schedule to maximize the rate

at which undamaged aircraft shelters can gain access to the MOS.
"• Casualties due to conventional and chemical effects for personnel or

equipment that were working on any of the taxiway segments at the time of

the attack.
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a Determination of which aircraft have been damaged and the losses to

personnel and equipment being used for cn-equipment tasks at the time of the

attack.

• Determination of damage and casualties, both conventional and chemical, at

all of the designated facilities.

• Determination of the priority for repairing damaged shelters by ranking them

starting with the least damaged shelter.

* Determination of losses to equipment, munitions, pare parts, TRAP, building

materials, and POL.

The procedures and assumptions used for these determinations are discussed in the

next several sections.

5. DATA PROCESSING FOR ATTACKS

The TSARINA-genenated CY40 cards are read by TSAR during initialization.

The scheduled attack times are placed in the ATTACK array heap, the CT40 damage

data are storred in the DAMAGE army, and the other data transferred on the CT40 cards

are stored in the MPPERS, ARC, SHELT, SHELOS, R4MPS, UXODTA, EXPLOD, and

DUFFAC arrays.

At the time of an attack, subroutine MANAGE calls subroutine BOMB where

several temporary arrays must first be zeroed and the plealtack numbers of on-base

personnel stored temporarily;, the attack characteristics then are determined. If the attack

includes chemical weapons, the effective warning time is determined, and if it is the first

attack to involve chemicai weapons, subroutine CWHITS is called to initialize the

chemical hit data that are stored on disk Unit 18. The next steps for chemical attacks are

to update the residual preattack dosage estimates at each monitoring point with a call to

CWDOSE and to estimate the percent casualties for each personnel type associated with

one or another monitoring point in the TSARINA data base. These estimates are

developed ;n subroutine CWLOSS and take into account the MOPP dhat the individuals

are wearing at the time of -he attack and the warning time; the casualties and the portions

that would be hospitalized due to the chemical attack are stored for all personnel types

whose locations were specified by TSARINA.
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When these several preparatory calculatiodws are completed (or skipped for

conventional attacks), subroutine BOMB unpacks whatever conventional attack damage

results are stored in the DAMAGE array. Estimates of personnel casualty rates due to

conventional effects are added to whatever chemical casualty rates were estimated by

calling subroutine TRIAGE, where it is assumed that the cause; for the casualties are

independent events; if the special CT39/99 cards are used to specify that additional

percentage casualties are to be assumed among off-duty personnel from unspecified

causes, those losses are also included. Furthermore, if the user has availed himself of the

convenience provided in TSARINA of describing an "all other" category of personnel

and has also chosen to assume that these personnel are distributed other than uniform.l

by type in the various locations (i.e., has used the option offered with CI7/9), the

nominal casualty percentage is adjusted for each perso;-nel type.

When the percentages of the personnel that are to be casualties have been stored,

the numbers of aircrews and the numbers of off-duty support personnel that are affected

are determined using calls to DISABL (for aircrews) and ASSAY (for others). On-duty

support personnel are checked later, and for those personnel rypes whose locations were

spec'fied for TSARINA, losses are based on the percentage casualty data stored in the

temporary SHOPEO array (except for those en~gaged in on-equipment tasks). Whenever

casualties are sustained, personnel may be required to provide "buddy care" for a

specified period of idme. Other members of a work team are used if they are not

themselves casualties, or if they are, other members from the same squadron or wing

organization are used; off-duty personnel are assigned to assist off-duty casualties.

Subroutine BOMB also applies whatever loss rates were generated in TSARPINA

for support equipment, aircraft spare parts, munitions, TRAP, building material, and

POL. Unassigned equipment losses are assessed immediately, whereas equipment that is

assigned to a task is handled later. As with personnel, the user may use TSAR's default

location assumptions for equipment as well as for personnel or may specify their

locations in the TSARINA input on a type-by-type basis. An additional option can be

used for equipment; when the user has set ONLYUE to 1 on CT2/1, the TSARINA

generated loss rates for equipment are applied only to the unassigned equipment, and the

TSAR default location assumptions contr)l the losses to equipment that is assigned to a

task. With this option, all facilities at which TSAR may assume the equipments are

assigned will themselves need to be cntered into the TSARINA data base, so that the loss

estimates for equipment at that facility can be computed and transferred by TSARINA.
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Locations must be specified in TSARINA for serviceable spares, munitions,

TRAP, building, materials, and POL if these types of resources are to sustain losses. As

with personnel and equipment. these resources may be treated type by type, or many

types may be treated as a group using the "all other types" feature for specifying their

storage locations in TSARINA. '11- option for assigning variable loss rates to each of

the "all other" types that is outlineA for Card Type #17/9 may be used with any of these

classes of resources and is taken into account in subroutine BOMB as these resources are

decremented for losses.

For POL both the fuel storage capacity and the residual amount of fuel are

decreinented by the percentage loss specificd by TSARINA, on the assumption that the

fuel would be distributed in proportion to the capacity of the various storage tanks.

Whenever TSARINA results include POL losses, the POL tarnage feature in TSARINA

should be activated by initializing the entry in the fourth field on the REDO Card, so that

the POL losses transferred tu TSAR for a sequence of atazIks will be based only on that

percentage of the original tankage that was still intact at the time of the attac!.

The last data to be acted on in BOMIB, before the aircraft are treated, are those for

taxiways, aircraft parking ramps, and facilities other than aircraft shelters. TSARINA

generates data for each of these entities that are defined in the TSARINA data base and

transmits a record of zny physical damage or chemical contamination to TSAR (for

facilities, data are passed only for those targets that have had their TSAR "facility"

number entered on the TSARINA TGT Card). The physical damage and estimates of the

combined conventional and chemical casualties among personnel and equipment zt each

particular facility at attack time are computed and are stored in the temporary FACDAM

array; the amount of chemical contamination, the numbers of UXO and mines on each

taxiway, and the numbers of craters that must be repaired for aircraft to transit the

taxiway are also recorded; and finally, the expected fraction of aircraft that could be

damaged and the chemical contamination are stored for each aircraft parking ramp. If

detonation delay times have been specified for UXO, a specific time is selected for each

UXO with a call to subroutine BANG, and the relevant information is stored in the

EXPLOD heap.

The last TSARINA data to be extracted from the DAMAGE array are those that

define damage to on-base aircraft and to aircraft shelters. When these data are

encountered subroutine ATITKAC is called, where the level of damage to each aircraft
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shelter, the loss rates for personnel, equipment, and spares in each shelter with closed or

open doors, and the chemical deposition data for the individual shelters are stored in the

SHELT, SHELOS, BSIIELT, and CWSHEL arrays. If shelter repairs are ongoing at

attack time, and the shelter is redamaged, losses to the personnel and equipment are

assessed, and the total shelter damage is computed.

A check then is begun for each aircraft assigned to the base. If an aircraft is in

flight, it is skipped; if it is on base its location is determined to be either (1) in a particular

aircraft shelter, (2) on a particular parking ramp, (3) refueling at a hot pit located on a

specific arc, (4) being decontaminated on a taxiway, or (5) taxiing. TSARINA provides

data for estimating damage that is specific to each location for the first three items and a

single estimate for aircraft in the open or "aircraft taxiing," which is the average of the

damage expectancy for an aircraft iocated at random on the taxiway network.

For those aircraft that are not taxiing, a record is available of all ongoing work,

and the maintenance personnel and eq,'dpmert that are at risk with each aircraft are

known; and, because the nature of the activities are known, a determination can be made

as to whether an aircraft shelter door would have been left open on the basis of the user's

specification of that likelihood on CT18/i. The condition of the door and the TSARINA

data permit estimation of the damage to each aircraft and the casualties and losses among

the assigned personnel and equipment; both conventional and chemical effects are taken

into account in judging casualties. On-equipment tasks are the only instance in which the

TSAR default location assumptions are imposed automatically, and any location

specifications in TSARINA for these persG-nel and equipment are ignored. If the

aircraft is damaged but reparable, the repair tasks are determined. If the aircraft is

beyond repair but parts may be salvaged, a random number is drawn for each part on the

aircraft's parts list ard compared with the product FSALVG x "the parts survival rate";

those that may be salvaged are placed in stock. Flight assignments and preflight tasks for

damaged aircraft are canceled, and the record of tasks required to ready the aircraft for

flight is reorganized. Records of destroyed aircraft are purged from the data base with a

call to subroutine ENDAC.

When all the data have been entered that had been stored in the DAMAGE array

for an attack, subroutine BOMB calls subroutine DOSURF where several specialized

computational activities associated with the base's runways and the taxiway network are

handled.
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Effects of Damage to Thxlways and Runways

TSARINA provides TSAR with the numbers and locations of bomb craters and

the numbers of mines and UXOs that are on or sufficiently close to runways or taxiways

to cause damage, or threaten aircraft using the runways or taxiways. For craters on

runways, the runway number, the crater coordinates relative to the runway, the crater

radius, and the attack number for each crater are kept in a single table. As the craters are

repaired they are purged from the table, but unrepaired or partially repaired craters

remain to be combined with those from later attz-ks. For the remaining damage (UXO

and mines on runways and craters, mines, and UXOs on tzxiways), the runways and

taxiways are divided into sections and only the total numbers that are still unrepaired in

each damage category in each section are maintained, not their precise coordinates.

After an attack, RWYTAX tests to see if operations are possible from an MOS

that is of sufficient size to provice emergency flight operations. To do this, the runways

are searched (in RUNWAY) to find if there is a clear area of the prescribed minimum

size. The MOS may be restricted such that it is parallel to the sides of the runway, or a

location that is skewed may be sought (see CT717/). This area may be either rectangular

or rectangular with a superimposed triangular area needed for cable clearance with a

mobile aircraft arresting barrier. If no such clear area can be found, the area that would

require the minimum amount of work to clear is located and designated as ,he runway

strip to be cleared, or MOS.

The user may select one of two alternative metrics to deternine the runway MOS

to be cleared: the MOS with the smallest number of craters to be repaired, with ties

settled by choosing the MOS with tLe srailest nu-ber of man hours, required to clear

mines and UXOs; or the MOS with the smallest total number of manhours needed to

repair all craters and clear all mines and UXOs. The former is used when TSKRWY is

set to 0 and the latter when it is set to 1. If both manual pickup and sweeping procedures

are available for mine clearance, the procedure actually used to determine the MOS is

the one requiring the smaller number of manhours to clear all the mines frt-m the MOS.

Clearance of the designated MOS ha-s priority over other ba.-re pairs, and aircraft

operations are prohibited until the MOS is clear-ca. It is assuned that UXOs must be

cleared first, then the mines are cleared, and finally craters are repaired.. The runways are

divided into sections (see the discussion of the runway/taxiway nctwork beiow) and the

repair ordering holds for each section of the designated MOS.

-, I.. I.
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The procedures for removing a UXO depnd on the munition typ,-, and :.he

procedures for repairing a runwzy crater depend upon the crater size; each of these

procedures and those for repairing a taxiway crater may involve a sequence of steps,

each with a time and its own requirements for personnel, equipment, and material. At

night, specific task times may be increased to account for the difficulties of working

under nighttime conditions. For crater repairs, a succeeding step may be permitted to

proceed at the same time as the preceding step. These requirements are controlled by the

user's specifications in CM37/66, CT37/77, CT37/88, and CT37/99. When data have

been provided from TSARDIA to define the detonation time of an UXO, and a UXO

"detonates," the entry point DOBANG in BANG is called. One of the UXO remaining

on the appropriate taxiway segrment is picked at random, and if any personnel are

working on it at that time, a specified fraction are casualties; and a specified fraction of

those are killed. If personnel are working on any other task on the same taxiway

segment, another specified p.rcer:tage are assessed as casualties; if personnel are

working on adjacent taxiway segments (i.e., segments that share a node), another

percentage are casualties. When any of these repair teams sustain cZsur!ties, the task is

stopped and the injured per.onnel are placed in the "hospital." The UXO is then

removed f'rom the EXPLOD heap.

The repair procedure used to clear mines on a runway section depends upon the

types of resources available (personnel, equipment, and materiel) and the, magnitude of

the job. If ith inanual and sweeping procedures are specificd (see C3 $,',9,'X, the

procedure requiring the smaller number of manhours to clear the sectior, is u.ecd if

resources are available. If resources are not available (either hbecuase ,he re,'ourccs are

being used for clearing other ranway sections or have been damaged by attacks), any

alternative procedure specified for the given procedure will be used if resou'ces are

available. The alternative procedure must either be of the sate type as thc primary

procedure-sweeping if sweeping, manual if manual) or be the pTimary proce.0ure of the

opposite type. If resources for the primary or alternative procedures arc not available.

then any alternative speiified for the aitermiuve -pr.ocdure is usdi ,f resources are

available, etc.

If only sweeping is availabie, the prim.nry sweepi,', ,:,c-dure is ýsed if resources

are available. If re-sources are not avai!able, a3ny altem-Adve proced-ure specifietd will be

used when the resources are available. If ermy mariuzl :., s a.r ,p1.if.z c
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Cr37/99, then the m: ; are cleared with manual procedure irresources are available. If

resources are not available for the primary manual procedure, any alternative procedure

is used when resources are available.

After, an atack the system of taxiways that conrects the aircraft shelters and

parking m•'n to the runways may be so da.a-iý that U some of the aircraft cannot reach

the desigratez IOS. Th.,=e aircraft are then unavailable to fly missicns until paths are

cleared to thai MOS.

It is not usually necessary to clear all of the i:.xi A;ay =-.ions to prjyid, acccss to

the MOS for all of the aircraft. For the purpose of det.imiir:ing which section~s need to be

repairwe and the preferred order to repair them, the sy::tem of nrnways and taxiways is

treated in TSAR a, a single ;ombhcmJ net,.:k. The arcs of 'hc .,erwck are sections of

taxiways or runways. The ncxes of the network are the locations ,her-e tie sections

meet. TSARINA %eports ihc dzamagc (numbers of craters, mires, and UXOs) to eaih arc.

In TSAR the aircraft shel4-3s and parking ramps are associated with the nodes at

which they are located. AircraAf are assigned tra specific shelters and parking ramps, and

repair times (for clearing mines and UXOs and rept ring craters) are determined for each

arc. As part of the 2ljorithm described below for determining the preferred repar

schedule for clcriing the a-cs (rinplemcntcd in TAXIWY), the mirdmum-repair-time path

to the designazd nrurway MOS is determined (in PATH) for each occupied sf.ciýer ,and

parking area. T7,-hse with minimum-repair-time paths equal to zero are aWle to reach the

designated MOS without repairs.

A heuristic ruic was developed for determining near-opt.a- izxia vy repair

schedules f%: TS/AR, usk-g as a criterion "lha -niimum average tire tai-t aircraft do not

have access to the de.;ignatzd MCJbS. The steps of the heuristic rale are:

1. For each node k -t!: without access to the MOS, pcrfrn, the following
calculat3ions:

a. By using a shortest path a1,ýcrithr, d'termine a minimitm-repvii -time path
from Ihe given node to Lhe MCrS.

b. Set Tk equa' t3 the zial remaining repair rirre '.or the arcs on the path of
step l .a ar.. set Ak equal to the total numt-er o, -a.rcr.mt at nodes on this
path.

2. Find K, the value of k that rna.imizr,4 Ak/Tk.

3. Working outwr-d ticin the nodes at tfie enrfz of ,te MOS to node K along the
minimum-repair-time path to rc4e K, f nd :h- fi t . on the path that has not
yet been repaired. This is me r.cxt arc to be repaired.
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The repair schedules selected by tl.s heuristic ruJt¢ cmrnpared very favorably (ax

average increase in rep-,ir time of less than I pe-rcent) w; l' the optimal rcp.ir schedules

in a c.-t involving I C) sample problems on a typical NATO airbase.(4]

For taxiway sections, we assume tthzt UXOs are cleared arst, then mires ae

cleared, and finally craters are repaired. Clearing :he MCOS has priority on repair

resou.ees over taxiway ,pairs. so that the MOS will ge.erally be cleared first. Then, as

the .cs are repaired oyef time, moie and -nor- airc-aft -wi!l have access to the runway

and be able to fly missions.

When the MOS has been clear-d to perrn't ffight opceitions and a sufficient

ljumlcr of taxiway segm.;nts have been cleared to perrmait all sheiters and ramps to access

the MN' , the user may specify that additional ruaiway clear7.nce; be made by specifying,

a aonzero value for the runway repair xmn;<e (RRMI. on the C71717 card.2 The

permissible values of RR.M and the riinwa, clea-ance actorns taken asn:

0 Stop rtvn.vay clearancc. after the MOS has been cleared.

-1 When the designated MOS andr 'z-iway s•ecions have been cleared, continue
c!earance of the M$S runway by first ener.ing its Ilength to X. b,.dn extending
its widtn to Y (X and Y are dminensicns input on thtr CTII7 cards for the
Extend-e MOS). Fir,,ly, if "Limited Extension" on Ci717,17 is not ini':ali. d,
Oxe entire r=N-'ay cozitaining the MOS is c~osed.

I When ite design.trd MOS ant t•uwaj iection• have been c'eared and h:.
MOS is not ,n the main runway. cle-warn MOS on !tir main runway and
sufficient taxiway secti'ns to orovide access to the new MOS for all shelters
and ran-ps. Thn exterd tf, MOS on the main runway as wlh-n RRM = -I.

2 Clear the main runway ., when KRM = 1, after leng.g,hening the original MOS io

3 Clear the main runway as when RRM I, after lerithening the original MOS to
X and then widening it to Y.

4 Clear the main ranway ac when RRM = 1. after lengthening the origlr, ;MOS to
X, then widening it to Y, and finally (when "I.imited Extension" ;s n•t
initialized) clearing me entire runway containing the original MOS.

The MOS on the main runway and the additional taxiway repair ,chedule to

provide access to this MOS are s!cctcd by the same criteria used to select the original

MOS and taxiway repair schedufle.

21f the ,40S is so short th:it a mobile aircraft arresting system (MAAS) is necessary
for recovering aircraft until th-e clear slirface is extended furher, the substaitiahy
increased intervals required between recovery ac'zraft can also be simulated (sec the
discussion for CT17f in Vol. 1I).

;41
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If, when extending the MOS on a rnaway other than the main runway, less work

would be required to clear the same size suarface on the main runway, the clearance task

is switch.ed to the main runway, and all further MOS extersions take place on the main

runway.

When the runway clearance tasks determined by the value of RRM have been

comp!eted, civil engineering repairs on the runways stop until a subsquent attack

requires further work.

Other Assessments at Attack Time

When the damage to the base's horizontal surfaces has bten updated, the location

of an MOS selected, and the preferred taxiway repair shedule detvlrmir, conurl is

returned to subroutine BOMB. BOMB then calls subroutine REGRON to begin a series

of other computational activities.

The first step taken in REORGN is to calculaie for each element of earh

distributed function the fraction of the surviving capabilihy that is associated with each

such element. These data are used in subsequent ca,-ulations to determine the losses of

certain sets of resources. The first set of resources considered are off-duty support

persommiel whose loss rates were not specified by the TSARINA locations. As described

in Sec. VIII.2. the default location of off-duty .xeronncl is Facility #50 and any other

faciliues the user has joined to this facility as members or a distributed set The numbers

of each type of personnel, the piopornions at each of the facilities, the chemical

protection charactcristics at each of the faci!ities, and the damage and chemical

contamination at the facilities are, uwed to estima:e the casualties am fatalities at each

facility. Personn'1: who arm to be hospitalized from convenJiona) or chemical effects are

placed temporarily in the SICK array, and the numbers of pcrsonnel that ame casualties

are withdrawn ;ram the on-base counus of healthy persorncl in the PEOPLE ray.

The casuaities to on-duty and off-duty airrrew, are evaluated next, and then thott
for unassigned on-duty groud,"- persvflflci. Ea,=h of these categories of porsonnel has a

nominal facility that may bc a disitbuted set of facilites. each with its owui relative

capacity and chemical protection characteristics.

Unassigned equipments .. iocatns art not spr:cified in the TSARINA data

3re treated next. As with pr,;onncl. equipinents may be a•xiitcd with a squadron. wiih

a backshop, with ,nunicins aswembly, or with the civi! engineers.; each of these groups

has a TSAR dcfault facility (Tah.e 4). whiich rnmy be the first of a distributed sm. The
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damage estimates for "equipment," passed from TSARINA for each of these facilities is

applied to deictcmine equipment losses.

Pans and equipment repairs going on at the time of the attack amt evaluated for

losses next. Because a facility is selected when each such task begins, the personnel and

equipnienrt loss data for the specific facilites can be applied to estim.nc the losses. The

loss fraction for "parts" at each facility is used to devermine if the part being repaired was

itself destroyed. If losses are sustained, the task is canceled; if loses are not sustained,

t,: job is interrupted and suryiving perstennel are taYen off the job and sent to -33XREST

by STOIT when USECW > 0; if USECW - 0, th.- length of the job `.s extended to

simulate the specified postattack delay. Reparable pans and equipment in the

administrative delay are checked next; a facility is seleced for each, based on the

capacities of the undamaged shops, and their destruction is dezermined from thc parts

loss rate (or equipment loss -atc) est.mated for that facility (the "p3rent" shop is assumed

for those pnrt types that must be repaired in tha shop-see CT35f2).

Parts and equipmcint repairs that have been waiting or were interrupted someime

before the attack are checked next: their losses are bazed on logic paralleling that for

items in an rim!nistrative delay.

in•rn.pted and ongoing munitions assembly jobs are har.led next; task facility

loations aix assigned when the task is started, so the losses among the associated

personnel and equipment are derived from the appropriate damage data for those

facilities. Fcr munitions jobs the "damage to parts" datum from TSARINA is applied to

estimate &strsction of the munitions; the mean ama of effectiveress (MAE) information

entered into TSARINA for pars obviously must reflect this usage of the TSARINA

"damage to parts" output.

When the effects of chemical warfare are not being .,imulated (i.e., when USECW

= 0), the projected completion time for ongoing on-equipment tasks (other than preflight

tasks) and munitions assembly tasks are increa-sed to account for the postautact delay

discussed earlier. This approximates the need for personnel to take cart of emergency

postattack jols for ,Žiis length of time, before they can return to their work. When

USECW > 0. all fasks are intcrrupted and personnel disposed of with the STOPIT

subroutine; jobs are then restarted after the appropriate delay using whatever p'rsonncO

are then available.
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Civil ergineering repairs on facilities other than rur.ways and taxiways are trcated

next. The first step is to interrupt each ongoing job and estL-nate how much of the facility

repair task remained at the time of the attack. .o.e' ,mong persor'nel ••d equipmcnt in

ust on each job are estimated as for most other types of work: The loss rate a.soci-.ed

with the work place is applied, unless personnel and eqNipment loss raute were passed

from TSAPJNA for the particular types of personnel and equipmet in.volvtd on the job.

It is assumed that building materials are consumed at - uniform rate during construction

and the unused materials am returned to stxk when a task is interrupted for the attack.

If the building has received additional damage, some unused twilding materials are also

lost; the fraction of the unused materials lost is .issumcd equal to the square root of the

new damage fraction. After decrementing the assigned personnel, equip, ent, and

material for any losses, the job is interrupted and the residual personnel ar-e either added

to those available (when USECW = 0) or disposed of by STOPIT. and the equipments

are returned to stock. New damage to the facility is added to what remained unr,:paired

from previous attacks assuming that the dami.ge f[sm past and present attacks are

independent; that is, the total damage is tak,-.n to be D - 1 - (1 - DI) x (1 - D2) where

DI and D2 are the damage fractions from the previous ýnd latest attack, respectively.

ADl on-base activities have now been ,hecked and all losses have been establish-ed.

A call is nxext made to ADDAGE to check the rj-srri'buUon of the surviviing equipments

among the wing and squadron organizations; equipmeniws are reassigned so that the

numbers possessed by each organization arc in the same pioporions a&, the "target" levels

for each organization. When USECW = 0, the same action is carried out for personnel

with a call to subroutine REDPEO, but when USECW > 0, personnel are only

redistributed among '.he several organizations at the time the shifts change. (Too much

processing would be entailed if organizaiions were reorgaii!zed -'very time pern'onnel

numbers rose and fell and it would not be particularly realistic.) A record is maintained

in the eighth element of the PEOPLE array to indicate that reorganization wil! be

required when shifts are changed. In either case, personnel that ,"equire hospitalization

are handled with a call to subroutine CLINIC (if RECUP * 0). and replacements for

fatalities are ordered if specified with C!'33.

O.!y a few steps remain to compk.te the atiack analysis. Summary damage data

are flied and then three pseudo-civil-cngineering tasks are schedulcd for _,mpledon

when (1) the iv.nway cin first be used. (2) runway and taxiway repair work can be

L I II Ii ,
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restart.d, and (3) other on-base tasks may be restarted. 1The user can intrmuce these

delays, as explained -in Vol. 11 in connection with 01 17/9, to atccount for the various

emergency problems that would need to be tested fWllowing an zirbare attack but have

not been simulated, such as fires, emergency utility, and road repair. When these "tasks"

have been stored in the CEJOBQ array and control has been returned to BOMB, the

dosages at all monitoring points are updated and the MOPPs appropriate for all facilities

are determined. Finally, the air traffic control performance factors are updated in light of

the current damage at the base.

6. POSTATTACK RECOVERY AND RECONSTRUCTION OF BULDINGS

AND OTHER FACILITIES

The base engineers and other civil engineering resources also are called upon on

carry out other emergency repair. e,-sential for restoring critical functions. The

procedures and o-dorgs for handling these repairs art different from those explained

above for runways and taxiways.

The options the user has available for repinsenting on-base facilities other than for

runways and taxiwvays will be explaired in the context of the following sketch:

"All "8" c"

The siadcd blocks are icttnded to repre-Ftnt actual f..ili,'s and all bloks epresent

repair procedures. Thus, "A" depicts the situation in which the activitics of a given shop

are carried out in a sing'e location, and damage! to that facility can be repaired using
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either a basic repair procedure or--the backup block-an alternative procedure. The

nature of the bzsic procedure is define-l with the FACLTY array data for this shop, and

the altemarive procedures are Jefined by entries in thc CE•RQTS (civil engineering

requirements) array. The "B" depicts another shop whose activities also are carried in a

single location, but three sequential civil engineering procedures are required to re.store

slop operations. Data defning each of these steps occupies a column in the FACLTY

array.

Situation "C" is a Astributcd shop whose activities are carried out in three distinct
locations, each of diffenr it size and capacity;, the main location requires a three-stcp

rrocess to restore operat ons, whereas the auxiliary locations require only two steps.

Ez h of these locations a ad each of the subseqqur.it pr,_ceaures occupies a column cf the

FACLTY array.

The time for the repair or restoration cf these on-base facilities is related to the

amount of damage, the type of structuvre involved, the numbers of ciil cngnetring

personnel and equipment that can be brought to bear or, the job, and whether the work

must be done at night. Each faci!iry is described with the C-37 entry by a faciliy

number, a size, and the nature of its construction (or more correctly, the nature of the

reconstruction or rporstitution requihed). The "facýity" nuvibr is identical to the

location of these descriptive daia in the FACLTY array. The first 50 numbers are

reserved for the appli,iations no'ed in Table 4; other locations in the array are to be used

for dato that describe alternative lccations of dastrihited -hops and subseque nt steps in a

repair process. Thus, when more than one civil engineering repair procedure is mquired

to restore a paiticular fLcility to operational sra"us, the desciptive data for the subsequent

phases of the process are to be stored in otherwise unused colvemns of the FAC!,TY
array. When the facility susta~ns damage, •A]J steps of such a repair nequence will be

assumed to sustain the same percentage damage.

Ihe imsource requirements for Jhe procedures u:ed in repairing facilities ,)f the

differing tyves are filcý in the CERQTS array. For each procedure some number of each
of two types of civil engineering personnel and equipment may be specified. The

quantities specified in the basic procedlure entered fLr each type Cf strclum. sbculd

represent the largest-sized force Ciat can reasonably be put to work en that type of job..

For most types ofjcbs, alternitive p"ocedures shnu!d also be included (and defined in the

CERQTS array) so .hat they may be adopted when insufficient resources are available

for te basic procedure.
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The overall magnitude of a repair task is given by the product of the 'size" of the

building and "perceni damage." The time to carry out the repair and the quantities of (up

to) two types of building materials that are required for the repair procedure are specified

in terms of the requirement for one "unit" of reconstruction, where the "unit" ih defined

with the same metric the user chose in specifying the "size" of the facilities of that type.

For materials, the quantities required for the repair are simply the amount for "one" unit

of repair times the overall magnitude of the job. For example, if 10 items of material

type #1 are required for a unit of reconstruction, and a building of "s•ze" 80 sustains 50

percent damage, 400 items of material would be required for the repair.

The user is given greater flexibility to specify recorstruction time, however,

because of the possibilities for nonlinear relations bc:,.veen repair time and the magnitude

of damage. In general, the time !o repair a facility is expressed as:

Constant + t x (Damage Percent x Facility Size)b

or

T = Constant(B) + r xN (1)

where we define t as the time for one unit of construction and N as the number of units of

reconstruction that are required.

On the CT37 card, appreciation of the variation of repair time witch damage level

is specified with the compact code number C, where C is defined as:

C=(B- 1)+ 12 xP (2)

By choosing C, the user specifies one of the 12 choices for Constant(D) ranging from 0 to

48 hours

0, 1. 2, 3, ,6, 8, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 ho't.rs (3)

and one of se'!nn choices for the exponent "b," where b = g(P) and

gtP) = 0.5. 0.75, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.25, and 1.5 (4)

for P from I to7.

The cede, C, that designates the components cf the repair time in functional form,

is interpreted in FT1MW, as:
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P = C/12 the largest integer multiple of 12 in C, (5)

where 1 P < 7 and

B=C- 12xP+ 1, where : <B < 12 (6)

If, for example,

C=48

then from (5) (6)

P=4

B=I

and from (3) the constant is zero hours, and from (4) the exponent is 1.0, orT tN.

Thus, for this example the facility repair time equals the nu.nber of construction units

times the repair time per unit of construction, týat is, a linear rlationship between

damage and repair time. The number of units of reconstruction required, N, is the

product of the TSARINA-generated damage fraction for the specific facility and the

facility "SIZE" defined on the CM37 carn (for aircraft shelters SIZE > 25). The user's

choice among the seven possible values for the exponent b specifies the ,hape of the

resulting function 2s illustrated in Fig 9. Likewise, choosing the time for a "unit of

repair," t, and choosing among the 12 vaiues for B permits the selection of a repair time

distribution appropriate to the user's needs. Table 5 provides illustrations of how facility

repair tinve can be specified to vary with the amount of damage to a facility of size = 100

and for unit repair time, t = 60 minutes. Since the time required for certain civil

engineering tasks is greater at night, the user may stipula.e this additional time by noting

the task time at night as a percent of the task time during daylight in the task description

on Cr38.

When subroutine REBILD is called after the appropriate postattack delay, all

damaged aircraft shzl:e,"s are ,r, crzd from least damaged to most damaged in anray

DAMSIIL, so that the least damaged get priority when shelter repairs are conside.red.

Then, all damaged facilities are checked in the order of priority the user provides for

each base. If the civil engineering personnel and equirment that are available a.re

sufficient tEr initiate impairs of all damaged facilities on the priorty list up to trhe facility

designatted as the base's CRBLDG, subroutine INICON (initiate construction) ;s called
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Units of reconstruction

Fig. 9-Variations of facility repair tiume

for each damaged facility to allocate the personnel znd equipment and to withdraw

sufficient building materials from stock to complete each job. The job completion times

are placed in the heap in the C"EOBQ aramy. This proccss continues until all damage is

under repair or the resources are exhausted.

If the civil engineering resources are insufficient io start all the critical tasks, the

ailocation starts with the hignest prionty facility t&at is d'amaged und pi'uceeds Lim*i

resources are exhausted as was just described, except that the first alternative repair

procedure is used when one has been identified. Aircraft shelters are treated when

fac;lity #45 is enccuntered in the CEPRTY array (Cr39).

When resources arc exhausted, and when a central repair facility (CIRF) has been

idex'ified, one final Lask remains. For each shop that was damaged in the attack, a rough

check is made to see if the pants could be shipped to and from the CIRF in less time than

//



it is projected to repair the shop; if so, the faulty parts are shipped. This las.t task is

carried out in the subroutine SHCIRF (ship to the CIRF1).

7. CCMPLETION OR INTERRUPTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERING REPAIRS

When a civil engineering repair task has been complated or must be interrupted

because the task personnel must rest, control is transferred to subroutine ENDCE directly

when USECW = 0, or, when USECW > 0, by subroutine STOPIT, where the con~ditionn

of personnel is checked using GOREST. Those perzc-anel determined to need rest by

GORESIT are assigned to their rest location for the appropriate rest period. Those

personnel determined to be casualties during the work period either to heat prostration or

chemical effects are hospitalized if sick, or removed if ki!ldd.

For sl,-uctura! repair tasks, the equipmen and any remaining personnel are

released from the task and a call is made to E.XSUR to see whether resources are

suff zient to start any remaining runway or taxiway repaxir tasks (runway and taxiway

!epawrs have priority over other civil engineering repair work). Ten, if the structural

repair task has not been completed bu~t resources are available to continue the work, the

-4 Table 5

EXAMPLE REPAIR TIMES FOR A FACIIJTY WITH SUZEM 100

Hours

Code Components Percent Damiage
rCode,

Number Delay
C B P Hrs b 1 10 25 50 75 100

12 11 ! 0 0,55 1 3.2 5 7.1 8.7 10
48 1 4 0 1.0 1 10 25 50 75 100
84 1 -7 0 1.5 1 31.6 125 354 650 1045

16 5 1 4 0.5 5 7.2 9 11.1 12.7 14
52 5 4 4 1.0 5 14 29 54 79 104
88 5 7 4 1.5 5 35.6 129 358 654 1049

21 10 1 24 0.5 25 27.2 29 31A.1 32.7 34
57 10 4 24 1.0 25 34 49 74 99 124

193 10 7 24 1.5 25 55.6 149 378 674 1069

(t Unit Time = 60 min)
Repair Time =Delay(B) + t x CPercenunge x SIZE)b

C= 12x P +(B- 1)
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task is continued. If the repair task has been completed but subsequent repair tasks are

needed to complete the repair, the next task is started if resources are available. If no

additional work is required, the facility repair status is updated and INICON is called to

start any remaining strucmiral repair tasks; when the repaired facility is a maintenance

shop, subroutine CHECK is called to initiate the various activities th.t were held up

because of the damaged facility; when the repaired facility is an aircraft shelter, it is

entered in the available shelter queue.

If the task being completed or interrupted is a runway or taxiway repair, the

number of tasks remaining on the runway or taxiway segment is updated (data on the

number of mines and the percentage comple.ion for each UXO and crater repair on cach

taxiway and runway segment is stored to account for tasks that have only been partially

completed when they are interrupted). If the task lbeing completed is a runway repair and

no runway repair tasks remain, then the runway closed indicator is set to zero (.ircraft

that have access to the runway can then fly missions). If the task being completed is a

taxiway repair and no repair tasks remain for that taxiway segment, the runway

nonaccess indicator is set to zero for any nodes of the taxiway network that have access

to the runway because this taxiway was clear-,d (aircraft in shelters or on parking ramps

associated with these nodes then have access tc the runway).

Whether the taxiway or runway repair task has been interrupted or completed, thf.

personntJ and equipment are released in ENDCE, and if any ruMway or taxiway repairs

remain, FIXSUR is called to try to start the remaining work. Then INICON is called to

try to start any remaining structural repair jobs ,ith the remaining resources.
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IX. AIRBASE OPERATIONS IN A CHEMICAL ENVIRONMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

There is widespicad concern that airbises may be attacked with chemical and

biological weapons, as well as with conventional weapons. Many initiatives have been

taken to limit the effect that such attacks might h:ýve on an airbase's sortie generation

capability and many more are under consideration. Chemicals delivered to an airbase

with surface-to-surface missiles like the Soviet SCUD, or by aircraft with bombs or

dispensed from aerosol spray tanks, or (particularly for BW) by covert agents can be

expected to very seriously disrupt, if not terminate, sortie generation at an ill-prepared

airbase.

Special clothing and related equipment are needed to protect persornel who must

move about -n such an environment, and specially prepared facilities are needed if

personnel are to work and live in a contaminated area without individual protectioa.

Chemicals of the kinds that might be used could remain a threat for several days or, with

highly volatile options, could blow away in minutes. Most of the chemicals of concern

are highly toxic even in minute quantities and great care must be exercised to avoid

liquid droplets or (in some cases) vapor from penetrating into an individual's system

through the skin (percutareous poisoning), and to avoid inlhaling the highly toxic vapors.

For persons working in the open, heavy suits with poor heat transfer properties

and limited permeability are currently worn to limit the percutaneous hazards, and

awkward masks are worn to limit the inhalation hazards. Personnel attempting to carry

out the many kinds of tasks required to prepare an aircraft for in effective sortie engage

in many strenuous tasks and frequently have to perform tasks that require considerable

dexterity. The cumbersome ensembles that must be worn to protect these personnel from

chemical hazards inhibit sortie generation because mobility and dexterity are limited 3nd

interfere with the worker's vision and ability to communicate effectively with fellow

workers. These constraints can have several effects, but the primary measure of these

MVDC (mobility, visibility, dexterity, communications) constraints ,. to lengthen the

tume that is required to successfully complete a task. Work under ttese conditions can

also lead to a rapid buildup of body temperature., excessive perspiration, and possible

dehydration, so that jobs will have to be interrupted before they can. be completed to

' d
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permit work crews to recuperate. lI other cases, the tasks will be completed but the

individuals will be severely stressed and will also nieed a special zest peiicd to recuperate

before they can commence another task.

Recuperation can occur by resting at one's work, place, by gr:ng to an on-base

location with conditions more faverable for recuperation, oz by going to an off-base

location where, possibly, the effects of chemical.s are absent. T7.e necessary reciperation
will depend on many factors. an.d a simulation shouki be able to represent a range of

possibilities. Somr:e bases may have many on-base collective protection shehers (CPSs)

with a large capacity that permit personnel to enter and leave quickly, but the CPSs on

other bases may have a very limited capacity or require a lorig time for processing

personnel that are entering. In the latter instance many of the personnel may either need

to go off base or remain at their wo&5 place under environmental conditions that may

slew recuperation.

In some circumstances personnel r, ay work unt'I !Oney coll3pse from heat

prostration or from excessive dehydration (or othzr problems) and may need to be

hospitalized; other personnel may need to be hospializJ Wbecause. of the toxic effects of
the chemicals, and some may die from such effects. The likelihood of these serious

effects will depend in a complicated way on the quality of the protective ensembles, the
warning time available to don the protective ensembles, and the ambient environment in

which they are worn.

Features have been included in TSAP.NA and TSAR that provide mechanisms for
simulating many of these various complications; tiese features are activated! in TSAR oy

initializing the control variable USECW (CM3/4). The user may simulate a sequence of

conventional and chemical attacks on one or several airbases and compute the surface

deposition and vapor concentration at all points of iz.xzrlst at the time oF an attack, and
account for the effects of agent evaporation and vapor transport after the attack. Coupled

with user-prescribed rules regarding the level of personal protection required for various

agent concentration levels and da= describing the heat retention properties of each of

three different persor.nel ensembles, the work time and required rest time as well as

casualties and fatalities are computed for the various tasks under the various

enN'ronmental conditions.
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2. CCrOPU1ATION OF s LLOW.APL3 WORK TIME AND REQUIRED

REST TIME

Body Temperature

The predictive equations for body temperaturc response to en,4rcrmental factors

that were developed by Dr. R. F. Goldman et al., in the Military Ergonomics Laboratory

of the U.S. Army Researc'h Institute of Environrr.c:i•A Medicine, Natick, Massachusetts,

are summarized in [11 1, where the combined effects of metabolic and heat stress on a

human's rectal temperature is evaluated as

TF = 36.75 + TM + TRC + TE + TA

where

TF = final equilibrium rectal temperat-.ire

36.75°C = basal metabolic rate

TM = adeed temperature due me:bohlic !cad

Tic = temperature change due radiation and convection

TE = added temperature due evaporation

TA = added temrcrature due a 'ck of ull acclimatization

.and the variation of rectal temperature with time was formulated as:

T = T7 + (TF- TI{I -exp(t(td - t)) })

where

T = the temperature at time t

T, = the initial temperature

TF =final equilibrkzm temperature

"-r= the tirre consta'rt*C/hr

=0.5 + 1.5 exp(--.3q - TO)

J/
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td = initial temperature time lag

= 58/M (M = metabolic heat rate), and

t = duration of work, hours

These equations, and the equations presented in [11] for TM. TRC, TE, and TA, have been

implemented in subroutine CWTLME and CKTEMP.

Excessive Dehydration and Sweating

A different group, the Working Group on Thermal Environments of Sub-

Committee #5, "Ergonomics of the Physical Environment," of the International Standards

Organization. proposed new standards for work in hot environments [12). That paper

suggests analytic procedures for computing limits on the permissible working time when

(1) the required evaporative heat loss is not achievable, (2) the required cutancous

wetting is excessive, or (3) the requiired sweting loss involves an excessive dehydration.

Although specifically noted in [12] as not yet being applicable to the case in which

persormnel .%r wearing special protection clothing, thesc procedures have been

incorporated into TSAR (in bubroutine DEHYDR) on the basis of AF/AMARL'".

suggestion that they represent the best procedure currently available for assessing these

effects. The constraints implied by the.se three criteria under the existing environmental

workirg conditions are each checked in subroutine DEHYDR and the shortest worAking

time and longest required rest times az- estimated; these are subsequently compared with

those derived from the Goldman formu!ation of tie ra:es at which te rectal tcmperature

will rise and fall.

The examples in [12] an'd the rcults of the simulation caried out to da•r. with

TSAR suggest that the wetting and dehydration criteria will be of importa.nce primarily at

extreme ambient temperatures as might be expected in Southwest Asia but will seldom

be imp•rtant in NATO's Central Region, Therefore, the user is provit'ed a switch to

deactivate the extra processing that will not be relcvant in many situation-s; the name for

the switch, NOVOGT, (C-,-3/5), was chosen to reflect t0e fact that Dz. 3. J. Vogt of the

Cenwre d'Erudc;i Bioclmatiques du C.N.RS., in Strasbourg Cedex, France, is credited

with being the primary contributor to the formulation incorporated in subroutine

DEHYDR.

H-
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Since the codes that cthcck the Emiri~atons impos-:d by the excessive sweating and

dehydration criteria and by tht: to;;.,p-cra;:urc rise c-titerion are each ccnifined to a single

submuruine, it will probably be quite easy to rcpjiýce these an.alytic exprezsions with

improved represent:tionms if thcy become available.

3. APPLICATION OF WORK TIE R!EIA TO TSAR TASKS
Whenever a task is to be starxed in~ TSAR, a call ii mad,: to subroutine IMTME

with th~e mean timei and the time distribution that is slpxcified for thc task; a sariple task

time is chos.enr (if thenc is a time distribution). anid wher, the cor~zrl variable USECW is

0, control ism~turned to t-hc calling routine. But whexn USECW > 0, subroutine CWTIME

is called by 7711ME withi te "heat factor" for the )ob, the job location, and the total task

timec. Based on the typc of cha-mical ensemrble used at Lnx! base arnd the MOPP that is

aippropriate for that worlk locati"on undcr tie prevatiling chernicai conditrios, the task time

dc-gradation corresmi-iding to that task's NIVIDC factor is appiied to obtain the tota work

tim!:.

A call is then rzadc to subroutine CKTEIMP to determine now long a crew of

average persotnnel could work before their rectal tempe-rature rose too high. Since the

amhient temperature, humidity, and wind velocity art stipt;ited for each two-hour

pvriod, CVITIME actually makes ;t sequcncc of c;6ls to CKIEMP for each timc periond (a

step-wisr iraegrntion) until tie taz.k must be stopped because of eixceisive teprtr.or

until thet temperature has been delerm incd for the end of the job. Wl-cn the ui-.er also

wishcs to check thc litniLs that may be imprxcd by excessidve cu anecois weting or

excessive dehvdiration, subro-tine DfEHiYDR is cillcd wh::i M13nmiinc CKITEM1P is first

e-ntered, where the lenigth of time t..;i! tlý.e cnew coul:d work and the letne1 of time they

would need to rest is computed in ligh~t or these cntc:riA- Thcrn, whcn the pernrissitle

work,' time based on temperature has be-en detcm~ined by CK'FEMPN and CWTIME. that

tinne is compared with the time limit implif-d by the we!mn& and dchydration critcrili. and

the smallest allowabie worir. time is chosecn. Similarly. thc rrrt-uric requimmenu~ implied

by the several criteiia are compasez.d and the lonpgest oine i- selected.

The value for the limiting tcril era1mu;- is sp-cc',iiic by tUhe user (on CT!5). either

dir-ectly as a temperature or irdirectly as the a!!ow~.h!c prm b.ai~ity cefeell.1pse;- the

limiling. crn pcnature is derived from the a'llowaIDle co!!apýc pro-ba~'Hily on tie basis of t.he

Straight iffic 'LeljtinoShip prroporxcd by MO~c~k. tr.and McrEraid, Icin which the
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collapse probability is zero below 38.38°C and 100 pcrcert at 41.14°C (101.1 and

106.M.
When a task is stopped, either because it has been completed or the work limit has

been reached, subroutine MANAGE calls subroutine STOPIT if USECW > 0; this

su -':utine manages the disposition of the work crew and either restarts an unfinished

task with a fresh crew or interrupts the task if personnel are not available. Subroutire

GOREST is called to check the released crew; a check is first made to see if they would

have suffered from tihe toxic effects of chemical contaminatlon under the existing

working conditions, or if they would have collapsed from an excessive temperature or

from er.cessive wetting or deh)ydration. If they have, they are hospitalized in accord with

th., time distributions specified tbr hospitalization due to these different effects; if not, a

check is made to see where they are to rest and cool off, ard slibmutine CKTEMP is

again called to determine how long the crew must rest. As expla;ned below in the

subsection on collective protection shelters, the user has a variety of options for

describing where work crews will go to cool off; they may remain at their work place,

they may go to some building, or they may go to a collective protection shelter.

Whichever choice is made, the environmental conditions at the rest location determine

the MOPP that must be worn during the rest period and the Uime it wiU take before the

temperature has fallen sufficiently for the crew to be available for reassignment.

Since the exponential rise and fall of rectal temperavire woui'i theoretically lead to

an infinite cooling time if the crew's temperature were to be required to fall to the

equil~briiim temperature at the rest location. the crew is required to wait only long

enough for thei r nominral rectal temperature to fall to within the user-specified DELTA

hundredths of degrees Cen:.igradc of that temocrarure before being reaasigned (exclusive

of any ad.dional time imrn.mcd by the collective protection entry delay logic). If the

crew wee reassigned immediately, the ,,.pproptiate initial crew tenpenrttu.e wruld be

DELTA above ,be eqlilibrium tempe•.ratur, for that facility, but if they were reassigned

later, tlh--ir tenperatm-ure would be sornewhat lower. By keeping track of how long lt has

been %ince tre last person of each .artcular personnel type was assigned and how many

aie currcntly avJi1ab1e, a rough corrction is made to account f'or this additional cooling

whcnever a task is txgan or rrv.•icd.

TSAR is releved cf the rcquirmmen" to keep a record o' the current iemper.,ture of

all individuals because the tc pcr'ature ai the beginning r;f a task is not allowed to
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deper.i on each individual's history but only on this equilibrium temperatur. This is

possible because crews in TSAR are niot brokcn up and rea~ssgned as par's of other

groups until they have rested sufficiently for their temperature to fall to the required

level. Although thzs requirement is not co mpletely m'alistic-crews might be required to

work on some taisks until they collapsed--it represents what is believed to be a

reas:onable cornp.'mise between a trore realistic tmateaLnt and the substantially greater

dvtai! thiat TSAR would have !o dal with to maintain a continuous record of dte

telp.?ratires of Wl individuals.

Having said~ all that, there is an important eAcepdon. For tlhose groups of people

who are designated (on C715/1) as munitions load crews, who are required to carry cut a

series of tasks to pn".pare an aircraft foe flight and will be the only such crew prrsent with

the airc-raft, a series of task-s is permitted. Under these conditions, it is practical to use

the temperature of the crt.w at the completion of onc task as the initial temnperature for

the next, and thereby allow one load crew to carry :;j a sequence of tasks without an

interruption for a mandatory rcst period. As explained elsewhere, all such TSAR

preffight mi~nitions loading tasks must go to comnpletion and cannot Ie inteirupitA-. so the

load c-ew's. final temperature is estimatcd when they begin each task. if the tempcrawure

will exceed the specified limit, they amc not permitted to start unless it is the firit suchi

task.

4. SURFACOE CONTAMINATION AND VAPOR FROM CHEMICAL ATTACKS

AirfcIeds may be attaked with cncmical agents by aircraft or surface-to-surface

missiles. Aerial-delivcmed chcmiiv'l munitions include modified c.-nventional unitar'/ ani

cluster bombs, specially designed spray bombs, sp-my tznlct, and air.*to-surface missiles.

The chcmi-Al weapons would generally be airburst (over or upwind of the airficid).

creating 3n immediate vapor and liquid hazard from the fallbi~g, evaporating agent

droplets and a residual haz~ard from both the iiquid dmnpkts on the ground and vapor

from evaporation of those droplets.

Surface deposition patterns cf the droplet depcnd upon agent reltease panameters

(e.g., alt'ude, shape, sizc, and orientation of the initial agent droplet cloud),

meteorological parameters (e.g., wind velocity and direction as a fi.vnetion of height.

am bient air temperiture, irmnospheric st;ýbiljty parametcrs), nd ag~rnt p.!arineters (e.g.,

density, diffu~iOity, saturation concentration. droplet diameter distribution). The
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contours of surface deposition pattenz vary from the nearly rectangular shapes of

aircraft spray tanks releasing an agent perpendicular to the wind direction to the cigar-

shaped patterns created by ballistic missiles.

Each of the delive-ry systems has constraints on ihe delivery parametes (e.g., the

nearly vertical trajectory of ballistic missiles or a requirement for low-altitude

penetration of air defenxses by aircraft). However, within the constraints imposed by the

delivery system, chemical munitions will generally be designed to release their agent fill

at altitudes that tend to maximize some value of area coverage by agent deposition on the

ground (e.g., to maximize the area covered by a density of 100 mg/M2 of agent).

Deposition patterns can be obtained frnm test data or from computer models of

atmospheric transport, dispersion, and evaporation of liquid droplets. Two such models

are NUSSE2 (131 and the model described in [14].

In TSARINA, a d!positiJn pattI-,n is repmsented by a set of up to 17 rectangular

or elliptical "layers" (see Fig. 10). The pattern has a wind velocity associat..d with it and

a teference point (usually the burst point of the chemical weapon) from which the

3 -
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rectangles are offset. The rectangles (ellipses) are perrendiclar to the wind directiov.

but otherwvise ar;bitrary relative localoons and sizes. Each rectangia (elfipse) represents a

constant surface contaminaton dertsty and the total contamination density at a point is

the sum of the densitics for the rectangles (ellipses) coniaing the point. in the model

we use to predict vapor concenirazic-n over and downwind from the surface pattern, the

vapor concentration depends upon the mass median diameter (MMD) of the droplets or.

the surface. Each rectangle (ellipse) has two MMDs, one for thc upwirid .half o•' the

pattern and one for the downwind half (large droplets fall faster than small droplets so

that the average MMD in the upwind half of the pattern is larger than that of the

downwind half).

Delivery parameters for each weapon delivery pass include the attack heading, the

desired mean point of impact of the pattern reference point (for a single weapen or for

the middle of a stick of weapons), the aiming enror, and the ballistic error. The location

of the arriving weapons and the "actual" wind direction and velocity at the time of the

attack are determineI using Monte Carlo procedures. The downwiad offsets and

dimensions of the pattern rectangles (ellipses) am scaled by the ratio of the sampled wind

velocity to the nominal wind velocity for the pattern.

Monaghan and McPherson Rough Surface Evaporation Model

There are several models for estimating surface evaporation of chemical agents

[15, 16]. For use in TSARTSARINA, we have adopted a version of the rough surface

evaporation model developed by j. Monaghan and W. R. Mchersonr [161, which

provides estimates of both the residual surface deposition and the evaporation-createfi

vapor threat over and downwind of the contaminated area.

Meteorological conditions (temperartre, wind velocity arid direction, and

atmnospheric stability), chemical/physical proper•ies of the agent, type of surface, and the

liquid loading are the primary factors affecting evaporation rotes and the resuting

downwind vapor. Higher temperatures and wind velocity increase the evaporation rate

but higher wind velocity may actually decrease th2 downwind vapor concentations. The

other factors affect evaporat.on or absorption rates or the downwind dispersion of the

vapor.

Although the Monaghan and McPherscn model could be used for evapcratior

from other surfaces, it has been applied onily to grasslands. The versicn of the model

used for TSA1RI'3SARjNA contains model parameters selected to fit test data for
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evaporation from grasslands[16]. Liquid droplets sprayed on grassland impazt at various

heights above the ground surface and form liquid illns cn the grass and underlying

debris. The thickness of the films decreases with increasing height and is an order of

magnitude thinner near the top of the grass than at the bottom. Ventilation of the surftace

by the turbulent atmosphere inc:eases from the ground to the top of the grass. The

evaporation ratc is proportional to the area covered by liquid film and is constant until the

thinner films at the top of the grass are completely evaporated.

Surface Deposition Densitles snd Vapor Concentrations

TSARINA determines suriace deposition densides at aircraft shelters, aircraft

parking areas, taxiway segments, and designated buildings by adding up thz surface

deposition densities for each rectangle cf each chemical weapon that contains the

location coordinates of those facilities. These are output for TSAR on "40" cards for

each attack.

In addition, steady-state surface deposition densities and vapor concentrations and

parameters for determihing residual deposition dcrsiiies and vapor concentrations over

time are output for up to 150 arbitrarily selected rmonitonng points on the airbase. For

each attack, TSARINA creates an output dataset that summarizes the characteristics of

the vapor produced by each half-rectangle of each weapon at each monitoring point. The

characteristics include the steady-state values of surface deposition density and vapor

concentration, the arrival time of the surface deposition (the downwind distance of the

moritoring point divided by the wind velocity), and key time constants of the decay over

time. TSAR then determines surface deposition densities and vapor concentrations at

each monitoring point by adding up the contributions from each half-rectangle.

TSARINA also outputs on "40" cards the closest monitoring point to each aircraft

shelter, aircraft parking ramp, taxiway segment. and designated building. At attack time

TSAR uses the "40" card input of surface deposition density at the facility and the vapor

concentraton at the closest movitoring poN-int, but at all other times TSAR uses the

residual surface deposition density and vapor concentiation at the closest mor.,torng

point.
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5. INDIV!DUAL CHEM!CAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

WMen the effects of chemical protection and chemical aaacks are to be assessed,

the user must specify what chemical ensembles are worn at the different airbases, and

what portions of these ensembles (MOPP) are worn befoie any attacks are sustained.

The value for the preartack MOPP for each of up to three chemical ensembles is

specified individually for each of the five generic task types and for off-duty personnel

(entered using CT3/4 and CT3/7 and stored in the MOPPOL array). These choices,

together with the atmospheric conditions that die user has specified for each base (on the

CT17/1), the heat transfer and permeability characteristics of the ensembles (entered

with CT43/1), and the temperature of the work place (a property of each facility's CW

Type as defined with the CT44/1), determine how long each task may be continued and

how long each crew must rest when they stop and, ultimately, how many sordes the

organization is able to generate. Even in the absence of an air attack, the inefficiencies

induced by wearing portions of the ensemble in anticipation of an attack can appreciably

diminish an organization's sortie generation capability.

When an airbase is attacked, TSAR carries out a long sequence of calculations

based on the data supplied by TSARINA, to reflect the physical damage from

conventional weapons and the toxic effects of chemical weapons, as is discussed in Sec. :7
IX.7.

The information transferred by TSARINA includes an estimate of the number of

minutes it will take before the early, heavier portions of the surface chemical deposition

will arrive at each on-base location of interest. These times are compared with the user's

specification of the warning time that on-base personnel are to be assumed to receive and

the time that it takes individuals to don various portions of their ensemble (specified with

the C743/4), to generate an estimate of which personnel will need to be hospitalized and

which will be fatalities. For the first attack with chemicals the user may stipulate

(CWRISK on CT3/5) that some fraction of the personnel masks do not fit well, and

add~tiorn-•l cazuaties will be assessed from this cause.

When the on-base disutioution of the surface depositions of,:hemicaj 2gents and

the iesultant agent vapor have been determined, TSAR uses the threshold data (from the

CTr.4/4 inputs) to determine the MOPP that .e.ronnel must wear at various on-base

locations in the open, in aircraft shelters, or in any of thz. many facilities. If the user

wis• .es to represent poor monitoririg equipment he sNl;uld set tlhose thresholds so as to
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imply that most of the ensemble must be worn even at quite low concentrations and to

keep well suited when there is contamination anywhere on base. TIe control variable

VARMOP (CT3/4) facilitates the latzer constraint; when set to 1, personnel am assumed

to wear the portion of the ensemble that is appropriate for their immediate work place

(though still con-atained by the intensity thresholds), but when VtaMCP = 0, all or,-

base personnel must wear the MOP? that would be appropriate for the most highly

contaminated on-base facility of the same CW Type in which they are tr, work. By

raising and lowering the threesholds relative to the actual safe levels, and by use of

VARMOP, the user can substantially vary the implied c,,racteristics of an airbase's

measuring, monitoring, and notification capabilities.

The on-base surface contamination and vapor concentration at each monitoring

point are updated periodically every CWFREQ (C-3/4) hours after an attack, and tie

required MOPP at all work places is adjusted accordingly, on the assumption that the

ambient conditions at the work place can te approximated by the conditions at the

monitoning point closest to each work place. With these data, TSAR is able to represent

the variation in working efficiency as the chemical and weather conditions vary

throughout the day and the effect of these conditions on sortie generation.

Thse same consideratio:ns also affect the times for personnel rest and cool off.

When a crew stops a task, a decision is made as to where and how long they are to cool

off. They may be sent to a collective protection shelter, or they may stay at their work

place as explained fully in the next Section. The ambient conditions of the resting place

and the ensemble that they must wear to be safe determine the time required for the;r

temperature to fall to the required level.

6. REPRESENTATION OF COLLECTiVE PROTECTION SHELTERS

When personnel get overheated as a result of working in their IPE, it is necessary

for them to stop work and cool off if they are to avoid collapsing from heat exhaustion,

excessive perspiration, or dehydration. In general, pensonnel could relax at their work

place, seek a facility where they can doff part or all of their IPE, or even go off base to

obtain conditions conducive to achievLng the recessary cooling and relaxation. The

TSAR simulation has been designed to permit the user to represent most of the diverse

behavior patterns that might be experienced at different airbases.

A _,,.... .
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The user deszribes the conditions that are to be simulated -with three distinct sets

of controls: (1) the basic control variable USECP (Cr3/4); (2) the locations ol spec'al

CPS, along with data describing their nominal entry delays (Cr43/6); and (3) indiv.dual

facility data (when available) that defines the simultaneous entry capacity of the entry

portal (CM37) for eacn building and the time to process an individual through that portal.

By manipulating zhese controls, the user can specify a diverse set of situations, as

explained below.

Values for the basic control variable, USEOP, are defined as follows:

USECP = 0 Personnel remain at their work place to cool off: no collective
protecton shelters are available

USECP = I or 2 Personnel seek CP shelters with a frequency and extra delay
time as specified with the CT43/6 options

USECP = 3 or 4 Personnel seek CP shelters as defined by the CT43/6 cards but
may have to queue at thz entrances when too many seek
admittance in too short a time; queuing chmacteristics are
specified on the CT37 card for each sneiter

USECP = I and 3 CP shelters are not used if the base is not contaminated by
chemicals

USECP = 2 and 4 CP shelters are used without regard to the chemical
contamination

The CT43/6 cards permit the user to define up to four distinct groups of collective

protection shelters. A separate group may be specified for the personnel that carry out

each of the four generic types of work: (1) flight line, including weapons loading and

refueling, (2) backshop repairs of equipment and spare parts; (3) munitions assembly;

and (4) ninway, taxiway, and building repairs. Alternatively, two or more of these sets

of personnel may be assigned to use the same group of CPSs, and so-me personace! may

not need to be assigned special shelters. (Also, the flight line personnel will use

"buildings" #.31, W32, and #33 if special CPSs are not assigned for these persronie!.)

Each group of CPSs is a collection of buildings, each of which has distinct location,

capacity, constniction, and chemical protection characteristics.

As noted on the format for Cr'43/6, the uaer must specify (1) the building number

of zhe first member of the CPS group that each set of personnel are to use, (2) the

nominal entry time, and (3) the entry time distribution for that group of CPSs. "henever

a work crew must stop a job and cool off in a CP'S, one building in the CPS group is

selected for each five personnel; normally the location is selected at random, based on
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the relative capacity of each of the members of the CPS group (as specified with CT37

for each building). The time required for personnel to cool down is calcula:ed on the

basis of the ambient environment within the selected building and on the assumption that

the personnel will remove whatever components of their IPE are safe under those

circumstances (the cooling time is the time it wo•ild take the rectal temperature to fall

within DELTA degrees of the current equilibrium temperature within that building).

When USECP = I or 2, a time is added to the cooling time that the user specifies as his

estimate of the time that would be needed to get to the CPS, to get into the shelter, and to

begin to cool off. The personnel are considered to be unavailable for a time that equals

the calculated time to cool off, and the delay time, or "entry time" (unless the normal

shift change intervenes, in which case the cooling off is assumed to be completed as part

of their off-duty activities). A different procedure is followed when USECP > 2, as will.

be described in the next subsection.

The user is given several options for representing this entry time delay when

USECP equals I or 2. In one of the simpler options, the user may specify that the added

time is approximately the same for all buildings in a group of CPSs; the "Entry Time"

entry on CT43/6 is used in that way when USECP < 3. Other options permit the user to

capture some of the variability likely to be experienced by specifying that the actual

delay time for each set of personnel that stop to cool off is to be selected from a

distribution whose mean is the "Entry Time." The distribution to be used can be either a

number less than 20, which refers to the correspondingly numbered distribution stored in

subroutine TT'IME (see App. I in Vol. III). or it can be a number equal to or greater than

20, which invokes a quite different set of options.

If the user wishes to simulate the situation in which personnel will always go into

a CPS to cool off and will always stay only long enough to do that, a distribution whose

number is less than 20 (including zero, of vourse) should be specified. If personnel will

sometimes need to spend a longer time in the CPS for eating or performing other bodily

functions, a distribution equal to or greater than 20 should be specified. When the latter

is done, and the distribution number is formed by the two digits "X" and "Y" (where 20 <

XY < 100), the nominal "Entry Time" delay will be added to the cooling time in

(X - 1)DDX of the events, and it will be Y times as long in i/X of the events. If it is

desired that this long delay always occur in some particular location-for example, at

some distant building with Uetter accommodations--the user should set REMOTE to

J. / 4
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unity. When that is done, all personnel who are to experience the longer delay will be

assigned :o the first memlx r of the CPS group, independent of the relative capacity of the

members, if that building has not been damaged; if it has been damaged, the selection is
as though REMOTE = 0. (Also, if the capacity of the first member is zero, only those

with the longer delay will be sent there.)
A related option permits the user to simulate the situation in which personnel will

go into a CPS only on some occasions and will cool cff 5y relaxing at their work place

on others. This behavior is represented when XY Ž 20 and Y = 0; in this case the

personnel select a CPS to cool off in for I/X of the events, and cool off at thf'ir work

place, without any special delay, for the others; the nominal "Entry Time" is added to the

cool-off time when they go to the CPS.

Under some conditions the user may wish to place personnel in a CPS only

occasionally but may also wish to assume that those who cool off at their work place will

take some additional time to get them, in addition to the ccoling off time. For this option

the building number ente:red as ,he "1st CPF" on the CT43/6 st'zuld have a minus sign in

front of the building number-, that acts as a flag to identify this option. When this option

is chosen (with XY >Ž20 and Y # 0). the personnel cool off at their work place in

(X - 1)/X of the events and are assumed to sustain the delay of "Entry Time"; for the

other I /X of the events the personnel select a CPS to cool off in and have an added delay

of Y times the "Entry Time." (When Y = 0 this option defaults to that described earlier

for Y = 0.)

Explicit Simulation of Queuing at Collective Protection Shelters

The several CPS options described above do not simulate the queuing that could

develop at the CPS entries but assume that the user-specified "entry time" in conjunction

with the several possible distributions approximates the effects of whatever queuing

might occur. When USECP is greater than 2, queuing at the CP shelters is simulated

explicitly, using the entry-portal capacity and processing time that may be entered for
each building on ithe Cr37 card. (If these data are not entered for a shelter when USECP

> 2, the processing time is assumed to be the "Eutry Time" from the CT43/6, and the
portal capacity is assumed to be one.) These data specify that N persons may be

processed into a CP simultaneously and that it takes an average of M minutes for each

individual to enter, hence, when P persons must cool off, it is assumed that they take

T = IA x P/N minutes to be processed into the CPS. If additional work ciews attempt to

, d
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enter the same CPS during that time, it is assumed that they will not begin to process into

the CPS until the T minute pericd . complete. The total time that a t'.im of personnel is

unavailable for work is the time they take to get into the CPS, including any queuing

delAys before they may be processed, plus the time required within the CPS to cool off
(we assume that no cooling occurs during the queuing and entry process).

If the user has specified a time distribution less than 20 fcr a CPS group (with the

CT43/6), all work crews that must cool off select a CPS, and the processing time
considered in the queuing computations is varied in accord with that distribution from

one work crew to the next. If a distribution of XY is spec;fied, where XY >Ž20, a CPS is
entered for only 1/X of the events, with all other work crews cooling off at their work

place. If Y = 0, only the queuing and processing times are added to the cooling time as

just described; if Y > 0, an additicnal delay is added for IfY of the occasions that a CPS

is used, and the total time that the work crew is assumed to be unavailable is taken to be

the sum of (1) the queuing time, (2) the processing time, (3) the .me to ccrl off, and (4)
the additional time spent in the CPS for eating or other bodily functions, which are equal

in magnitude to the "Entry T;ime" on the CT43/6. If REMOTE is I and Y > 1, all work

crews with the additional delay will be assigned to the "1 st CPS" if the building haw not

been damaged. When USECP > 2, a negative sign on &,-e building ntmiber "1st CPS"
will have no effect on the simulation (but it does when USECPI 2; see previous

subsection).

7. ESTIMATION OF CASUALTIES FROM CHEMICAL `FFEZTVs

Typically, chemical weapons release their agent fill az fairly high alttudes. The

resultant agent spray droplet rain falls to the surface where it begins to be abttw.,,ed by

the surface material and to produce toxic vapor by evaporation. Both the residual surface

deposition and the vapor concentration decrease over time as the liquid drmplets are

absorbed and evaporated and are gone after a few hours, the actual time deperding

primarily on the persistency of the agent, wind velocity, temperature, and the surface

material. During this time toxic doses of chemical egent can be received either

percutaneously (through absorption of the agent from the droplets or vapor by the skin or

eyes) or by vapor inhalation.

In TSAR, casualties from chemical artack. are evaluated ot the times of tha attacks

and at certain times between attacks. At the time of an attack, it is assumed that the
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pcr, nnei receive warning of the attack, stop their current activities, don their attack

MOPPs (see Sc:. IX.5), and then are released from their jobs if they are working. The

evaluation at attack time assesses ca.sualties from the percutzneovs effects of thc agent

rain from the attack and the percutaneous and inhalation effcts of the agent vapor up to

the time the attack MOPP has been donned. In addition, at the time of the first attack a

crude estimate is made of the number of casualties caused by ill-fitting masks. Then,

whenever a personnel state changes by being released from a job or by finishing a rest

period, an evaluation is maec of casualties to the personnel involved during the elapsed

time in their previous state. However, the evaluation of casualties between attacks

underestimates the actual number cf casualties since TSAR dots not currently evaluate

all personnel states or accumulate vapor dosages over time for individual personnel (a

preliminary design for a procedure to do so has been made but has not as yet been

implemented) and uses only :he dosage accumulated while in a particular state, Itn the

applications to date, this has caused no serious undereztimation of casualties because the

attack MOPPs specified have provided sufficient protection that essentially no casualties

would have been produced between attacks.

At the time of the first attack, personnel are assumed to be in their preattack

MOPP. Then, upon being warned of the attack, the personnel don the protective Llothing

of their attack MOFP. 'Te actual warning time deptnds upon the value of an input

warning time pvrameter and the timL ta,:cri for the chemical ,moray droplets to reach the

ground. The warning time parameter (7WARN for the first chemical attack on a base and

WARN for subsequent chemical attacks--C3/5) defines the time (in minutes) before

/ -J the attack at which all personnel are r,-atified to don treir attack MOPP (negative warning

times imply that the personnel are notified that many minutzs after tle chemical weapons

burst).

The personnel first put on their protective masks (if part of t&-. attack MOPP) ard

then don the rest of the protective clothing. The total vapor dosage received is the sum

of that received before and after donning the protective mask. The dosage received

before donning the mask is the integrated vapor concentr-aticri at the facility where tha

personnel are located. This depends upon the outside vapor concentration and the

filtering and air exchange charac:enstics of the facility. In TSAR, we assume a simple

air exchange model between the inside a.id outside air leading to tie equation

A• t
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Cý.(t) = (I - F)C.A + [C.(0) - (I - F)C..] exp(-:/M(1

where Ci,(t) is the vapor concentration inside the building at time t after the droplets

reach the ground, C,,, is the outside concentration (assumed constant for the first few

minutes after the attack until tee protective clothing is donned), F is the fraction of the

vapor filtered from the outside air as it enters the building, and T is the time for one air

exchange between the inside and outside air (see Fig. 11).

Defining time zero to be the time after the attack at which vapor first arrives and

tm :o be- the irne when the mask is in place, Jie dosage, D,,, received befoie the mask is

in place is then the integral of the concentration from zero to tin, or

D. = t(l - CFC + [Ci(0) - (1 F)C.jT [I - exp(-,t/t) (2)

The mask acts as a filter between the vapor in the local environment and the irtside

of the mask. Defining Fr to be the fraction of the vapor filteied by the mask and t, to be

the time at vhich the protective cloth:ng has been donned, the dosage, D,, received by

the individual between the time ihe mask is in place and the rest of the protective

clothing is donned is

D, = (0 - F., {W(, - W,, (0 - F)C.,, + (3)

[C,,n(t,) -- (l-F)C.,j T [exp( 6M') - exp(--T,/) J

The tofal irthalation vapor dosage D received after thc attack until the Potective

clothing has been donned is then D = D, + D,.

The percutaneous vapor dosage, Dp. received be-fore donning the attack MOPP is

obtained by replacing t in Eq. (1) by t,. The effect of this dosage is then evaluated

assuming that the personnel are in their preattack MOPP.

The pereuvaneous effect of the initial surface contamination created by the failing

chemical spray droplets depei7ds upon the actual amount of droplet spray impinging upon

the individual and the MOP? being worn. We ýssume that the MOPP is either the

pre.attack or the attack MOPP, depending upon wlether the warning time is sufficient that

the attack MOPP is in place by the time Cie sprmy droplets reach the Eiven location (i.e.,

we give no credit for p,4 of the aiditiona!i protective clothing to be on when the droplets

arrve).

For pcrsonruel in the open, we use the relationship between the dose on the man

and the agent density on the surface given i t 171, as modifled by the Aerospace Medical

Research Labocatory,
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Fig. 11-Indoor and outdoor vapor concentration for a een~ilation
rate of one air exchange per hour

DM = DG DG < 10 mg/m2

1 .62D10(So 10 mg/m 2 < D j < 15,ng/iM2

= 17.8DG°46 DG > 1152 mg/M 2  (4)

where DM is tdhe dose on the man (mg) and D; ;s the agent virface densi:y (ingim2).

For personnel not in t-ýc open (i.e., with some :yp of overhead cover), we ust. the

same man do-w/surface d,.n.ity re'.ucions•hip above e;.ccpt that the surface density is

replaced by the denrsity beneath the ovcr`;cad cover. To cbtain the iurfac, depcsition

densiry hneath the overhead c•over, the outside surface dcposition dern-siy is multdpl-ed

by a ftctor repretnting the fii-cioo of the overhead deposition ictually getting under the

cover (this fraction is gcner±ily zem for -most boidi;igi but may be a itonzero for

buildings t-hat are parally open--e.g.. aw aircraft shelter or hanga: with an open door).

To represent one possibility for accidental exposur: to to.ic agents a crude

representztion of the ef.fect of ill-fittirng rnsks is included in TSAR. The parameter

CWRISK (CT3!5) specifics the fraction of the prcmonrncl that nave ill-fitting masks at the

time of the first chemicaJ artz[k. This f.-c-cn of the personnel is then assumed to

receive four hours of inhala;ion dodsge, assuming the chemical environment of their

work or rest place at the time of the atrack (the four-hour time perid was chosen

arbitranly as a typic;J time before the fauhy mask is discoverted and coiitctcei).

_ - . : ' , , , I I I I
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Betwe--n attacks, die agent surface de.sity and vapor concentrations at the

monitoring points ?r updated every CWFREQ hours. This includes an update of the

vapor concentration inside each building typc (i.e., CWTYPE) associated with each

monitoring point. A version of Eq. (1) is used for this update, by setting tm equal to

CWFREQ and assuming a cons:ar," value of the outside vapor concenzration over the

time period. Whenever a crew is ireleased from a job or has firnished a rest period, the

vapor dosage accumulated during the time, t6, in that state is taken to be the current

vapor conccntration in the corresponding building type for the closest mr.ntoring point

times 9,

Combining Perr.utaneoius and Irhr tVon Doses

When an individu•a is subject to both pemuta.-ous and inhalation doses from a

toxic agent, some method must be used to combine the toxic effects. Very little

discusvion of this pmeblein was foumd in the literature on toxic agents, and evidendy few

data exist.

The method vie have adopted to combine pcrcu.aneous and inhalation doses !s

from I18]. it has reportedly produced reasonably good ?esults for fth combined respynse

for doses of two similar poisons administered toge.her to insect populations and for the

same poison applied to different locations on tie insects.

Each individual in the popi1lation is assumed to have tolerance doses for the two

different forms of the agent represented by a tivariate probability distribution of

tolerance doses for the populadio., as• a whole. If Z is the toletince dose for onr: form of

the agen, an individual responds if the applied dose z is greater than 7., and fals to

resp.nd if z is less Lhan' or equal to 7. For two diffevent forms of the applied dose, the

fractions QI and Q2 of the population failing to resprnd to separate applications are

Qi =P(zl • Z)=P(zl/Zl : 1)

and

Q2 = P(z2 < r2) = P(z2/7"2 : 1)

where P'zi -< Zi) is the probability that the zo!erance dose 71 for an individual is greater

iian or equal to the applied dos: zi.

It is next assumed that an individual a!Ols to respond to a combined dose if the stum

of dic individual fractions, opplied dose/ tolerance dose does not exceed unity. Then, the
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fraction of the popuwation Q failing to respond to the combination of doses is

Q = P(zI/ZI + z2/Z2 < 1) (5)

Two further assumptions lead to a unique solution for Q: (!) the standard

assumpticn of lognonnal distributions for each of the two tolerance doses, and (2) a

bivariate !ogznormal distribution with complete correlation for the joint distribuzion of the

tolerance doses. By the first assumption, log(Zi) has a normal distribution (with mean

log(ui) and sandard deviation Si, say). Let

Xi = (1/Si)log(Zi/ui)

so that Xi has a nomal distribution with mean ?ero and unity standard deviation.

Equation (5) may then be written as

Q=p(i(xl -X)SI + IO(x2- X2)s 1) (6)

whexe xi = (1/Si)log(zi/ui).

Since ZI and Z2 are perfcctly correlated from the second assumption, XI and X2

are also perfectly correjated so ,.hat XI = X2 with probabi!ity one. Let X = XI = X2.

Then Eq. (6) may be written as

Q = P(lOtxt - X)sI + l0tX2 - XMS (.5 1) (7)

Define f(x) as

f(x) = 1OI' -x)SI + ox-,)sI

Since f(x) is monotonically increasing, Eq. (7) may be written as

Q = P(X -I-(l)) = N(f-'(l)) (8)

where f-t(l) -s the value xO satisfying f(xO) =1, and N( ) is the cumulative normal

distribution with mean zero and unit standard rieviation. The value xO is clled the NED

(normal equivalent deviation) for the combined doses zI and z2. From the definition of

f(x), xO ratisfies

10(%I - xO)sI + 10(2 - 1OM = 1 (9)

,'nd Eq. (8) reduces to
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Q = N(xO) (10)

In the literature on toxic substances, 1/SI and 1/$2 are called probit slopes for the

responses of the population to applied doses of the two different forms of the agent

When the probit slopes are identical, let S = S! = S2. Then Eq. (9) may be written as

10(z3l -xo)s+ l0(x2-%O)s= I

so that

xO= (I/S)log(ltOX + 10o)

= (1/S)log(zl/ul + z2/u2) ( 1)

In the literature, the toxic effects on humans are quantified in terms of the dosage

required to caise a given effect in '0 percent of the popu'ation being considered (the

median dose-ui in the above development) and the probit slope (the reciprocal of Si) of

the distribution of response tolerance.s, usually assumed to be the lognormal distribution.

For toxic vapor, the median dosages for personnel incapacitation or lcthality are

denoted by ICT50 and LCT50, respectively, where CT stands fob" concentration x time,

and the usual measurement unit is mg-min/m 3. For toxic liquid, the corresponcing terms

are ID50 and LD5O for incapacitation and lethality, respectively. Here, thr D stands for

dose; the usual measurement unit is mg.

The values of ,he median doses depend upon the toxicity of the agent and the

MOPP--even very light clothing can incrase, the dose required for a given effect $I an

order of magnitude or so over that required when the dose is applied to the bare skin.

In TSAR, the devclcpment above, resulting in Eqs. (9) to (11), is used to ev.luatc

the combined effects of percutaneous vapor and liquid and inhalation vapor. We assume

that tie probit slopes for pe-cutaneous liquid and vapor effect-s are the same and combine

the doses as

Dp = Dq/ED50 + Dv/ECT50

where Dp is the effective percutaneous dose (assumed to have a median value of ,nity

arid a probit slope equal to the c-'rmmon probit slope), Dq is the liquid dose, Dv is die

vapor dose, and ED50 and ECT50 are median doses for the effect (incapacitation or

lethality). This pnxsedurc is consistent with the development above (in Eq. (I1)) for

combining dosages. Then, the fraction of personniel suffering a given effect
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(incapacitation or lethality) from the joint effect of the (combined) percutaneous dose

and the inhalation dose is obtained from Eq. (10). after using the (combined)
percutaneous and inhalation doses in Eq. (9) (along with the corresponding median doses

and probit slopes) and solving for xQ.
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X. COMMUNICATIONS

TSAR allows for the representation of scheduled sbipments of material from

CONUS to the theater, special shipments from CONLUS in response to theater requests,

intratheater shipments of resources, and the transmittal of aironse status information.

The schedules for each of these types of transfers are contrcdled by the user's

specifications, as are the contents of scheduled CONUS shipments; the contents of the

other trnsfeer are generated endogenously.

1. SCHEDULED SHIPMENTS FROM CONUS

The user must initially specify resources scheduled to be delivered from outside

the theater after the beginning of the simulation. These data are entered with CT31; the

deli very times are arranged in a time-ordered queue in the CONUS army, and the cargo

is stored in the CARGO array at the time of entry. The destination and time of delivery

should be mentioned on the first of a set of cards when all the commodities on those

caids are to arrive together.

The only resource classes that may no' be shipped from CONUS are aircraft

shelters and other facilities. No more dhan 99 units should be entered, except for

munitions and TRAP, for which the limat is 6250. If more are required, enter the

commodity twice for the same delivery. For POL, TSAR assumes that the unit of

measure for shipments is hundreds of thousands of poutids, whereas fuel normally is

stored and used in thousand-pound units. (Storage capacity for rOi. may b-. enhanced by

specifying a shipmcnt of Type #100 POL; units of nmeasure are the same as for POL.)

When an arrival is noted in subroutine MIANAGE, control is transferred to the

RECSUP (ieceive supplies) ertry potnt in the DOSHIP subroutine and the resources are

added to the stock levels at the appropriate base. When new ground personnel, sup!ort

equipment, or aircraft parts arrive, subroutine CHECK is called to check whcther they

may be used immediately; for ground personnel, the new personnel are added to thf, day

and night shifts to maintain the ratio of the slift sizes in the same proportions as specified

by the "target" levels for each personnel type in the initializing dita for each base. When

m'initions arrive tiat hawe been shipped disasscmbled and the components required for
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assembly have been specified, !he shipment is broken down and stored in the form of the

appropriate components.

When aircraft are ferried to the theater from CONUS, they are added to the

inventory at the appropriate base and undergo a normal postflight inspection, except that

attrition is not checked. The aircrew is attached to the base's flight staff and given 24

hours to rest before their first assignment. Aircrews that are ferried to the theater (arrive

without aircraft) are treated in the same manner.

2. RESPONSIVE SHIPMENTS FROM CONUS

The user also may simulate !he requisition and resupoly of resources from

CONUS for any class of resources except shelters and the other facilities. When

activated (CT33), a requisition is submitted for resources that are lost in combat or

during an airbase attack and, in the case of parts, for parts that may not be repaired in the

theater. The resources requested are. delivered after the delay specified by the user for

each of the various resource classes. Arriving resources are treated identically to those

described above.

3. INTRATHEATER SHIPMENTS

Resources (except aircraft, aircrews, shelters, and facilit.cr.) may be transferred

from one airbase to another using an intratheater system.' The description of this system

is controlled by the user's specifications of the schedules and the statistics governing

their delays, cancellations, and losses on CT32'I and C732,/2. These shipments do not

involve sp---cific resources (e.g., trucks or aircraft), nor are they capacity limited; they

provide a representation of the times expende. between the time that supplies are.

consigned for shipment ..nd the time that a shipment reaches its dcstination and the cargo

is added to base supplies. The algorithms governing the transfer of resources with the

intratheater transportation system arc outlined in Sec. XJ.2. The factors that are

considered in this representation and the card types that are used input the relevant

data are summarized in the following sketch.

lAircraft and aircrew transfer can be affectd exogenously by specification of a
different recovery base with a flight derand or endogenously by directing airc,-aft
trnnsfer, as discussed in Sec. XI, 1.
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The user may specify daily departure times on an individual basis for each origin-

destination combination. The user may also control the mean departure delay, mean in-

transit time, and the distribution of these values on an individual basis, using any of the

15 distributions that may be stored in the TTIMWE (trune time) function. By manipulating

the shape of these distributions, a fraction of the shipments may even be canceled; 2 the

commodities that had been prepared for that shipment an then scheduled on the next

shipment. The user may also specify a loss rate for the shipments between any two

bases; the commodities on these shipments are not recovered.
The schedules for the various departures and arrivals are org.nized into time-

ordered queues in the SHIP array with the subroutine SCSHIP (schedule shipments).

These schedules are first organized at the time the program is initialized and

subsequently at midnight at whatever interval the user has specified with the control

variable SH'PFQ. Any of the schedules may be changed at any time during d,e

simulation in much the same manner as the demands for aircraft sorties (see the

READFT subroutine for instructions).

The data stored for each shipment include pointers to the next departure from the

same base to the same destination, to the next departure from any base, and to the next

arrival at any location, as well as a pointer to the location of the first package to be

included with the shipment. The resources themselves are stored in the SHIPQ arra.
Resources are prepared for intratheater shipment with a call to the SHPRES (ship

resource) subroutine, which checks on the availability of the quantity stipulated and

decrements the shipper's stcks appropriately. For ground personnel, the work force is

reorganized and reassigned as necessary with a call to subroutine RFDPEO (reduce

people). When ihe commodity is a faulty part rather than a serviceable part, that fact is

denoted by a negative part nutmber. V-rhen ground permonnel, AGE, or serviceable parts

are shipped, the numbers enroute to each base are tallied in the appropriate srage arrays

for these resources; similarly, faulty parts enroute to a CIRF are tallied in that base's

2Delays greater than 18 hours are interprewd as cancellatiions.
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portion of the PARTS array. The restrictions as to the size of the individual lots that are

shipped are outlined in Sec. XVII. The quantities of these resources that are enroute are

available for possible use in the theater resource management algorithms.

When an intratheater departure or arrival is noted in subroutine MANAGE,

control is trarsferred to the subroutine DOSHIP. For departures, it is necessaiy only to

update the appropriate pointers; for arrivals, processing follows the same procedures

outlined for the receipt of CONUS shipments, except that provisions aie also made for

the receipt of faulty parts and their transfer to the appropriate on-base repair shop.

As TSAR is currently formulated, the only use made of the intratheater shipment

system is for faulty parts and for the shipment of ground personnel, AGE and equipment,

and serviceable parts when imbalances are noted among the airbases by the theater

resource management system outlined in the next section.

4. INTRATHEATER RESOURCE STATUS REPORTS

Although an exact count is maintained on the status of all resources on all bases

throughout the simulation and these data could provide the basis on which various theater

resource, management systems might be examined, it seemed inappropriate to presume

that the information thL, would be. available to such managers would be precise and up to

date. Indeed, one of the greatest drawbacks associated with many centralized systems is

their need for high-quality communicatior and transportation systems. Unless some of

the inefficiencies of the systems that may actuAly be available to our forces could be

represented, it would be reasonable to question the validity of the results of any

examination of schemes for managing re, .,iorces on a theater-wide basis. The following

sketch indicates the factos that are co .,idered:

Data irrd lto Data Data
coiection -- cod-- loss a ta

hour transmit rate avaiable
decode

All necessary data are entered using the CT35 cards.

!P TSAR, each base may be designated to report the then-current status of the

ground personnel, AGE, and aircraft spare parrs at several different times during the day.

These data are collected at those times for transmi.tal to "theater headquarters -to tie
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theater resource manager. The user also specifies the time delay before that information

would be formatted, transmitted, decoded, and available to that manager, the delays and

the distribution of those delays are controlled base by base. Since only one location is
provided for "in-taansit" information, the data arrival time must be no later than the next

data collection time; if it is, the transit time is shortened and a report of that action is
printed. The completeness of the report may be controlled in two ways: The entire

report may be lost in a specified percentAge of cases, or some percentage of the individ-

ual data may not be reported.

When the user elects to activate the theater communication system, the theater

manager's database is initiaiized with information that is accurate at zero time.

However, if the user does not wish to turn control over to the theater manager until scine

later time the initiation of the reports may be delayed to NEWDTA (C73/2) by

initializing OLDATA (CT3/2) to unity. This feature avoids the related data processing

durirng the early stages of a scenario, during which the user recognizes resource tiansfers
would be unnecessary or undesirable. When OLDATA is first initialized to unity and

subsequently set to zero by using the special code available in subroutine CONTRL,
reporting will begin when the next repnrt is due to be sent after NEWDTA.

The particular status reports that are transmitted when the communication system
is activated are controlled by the user's choice as to which classes of resources will be
managed; the user may select each or any combination of the ground personnel, AGE,

and spare parts as explained in the next section.

Management of the theater reporting system is the function of the STATUS

subroutine. This subroutine is used first to place the various transmittal and receiving

times into the REPORT array heap and to initialize the manager's data base.
Subsequently, this subroutine is called by MANAGE whenever a report is to be

transmitted or received. The data in transit and the data on hand for theater management
are stored together in the PEORPT, AGERPT, and PRTRP-T arrays. The nature of this

storage arrangement necessitates that repots in transit be rerceived before the next is

transmitted; users must assure that their zchedules and delays make this possible.

When a report is to be receiveo, a check s first made to see whether it was lost in
transit. Subsequently, a random number is drawn for each element of the datz storage

arrays and checked against the specified data incompletion rate. The last action in the

STATUS subroutine is to store the time for t*e next day's transmittal or receipt ot the

corresponding daily report in the REPORT array heap.
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Xi. THEATEH RESOURCE MANAGEMENTr

TSAR's ability to represent operations at a set of airbases and to handle the

transfer of various classes of resources among those airbases =an be combined to provide

a unique mechanism for pretesting policies that would exert a bruad span of control over

theater rescurces. Indeed, some may view TSAR's prime role as a tzstbed for examining

the effectiveness of new policy proposals. Although TSAR's initial formulation is

concerned only with the theater-wide management of aircraft, ground personnel, and

equipment, in addition to faulty and serviceable aircraft spares, it could readily be

extended to managing the other classes of resources.

The rarge of policy options that might be examir.ed with TSAR is limited,

obviously, to those sets of decision rules that are expressible in terms of resource status

information-past, present, and l&rojected-available within dtis simulation. In TSAR

there are basically three sets of status information available: (1) accurate data regarding

current status, (2) the delayed and imperfect data provided with the theater status

reporting system, and (3) an approximate projection of each base's current capability to

generate sor'ies. In addition, a limited amount of data exist regarding future sorte

demands, as weil as the completion times for all ongoing tasks. The range of

decisionmaking policy options that could be evaluated with TSAR should be reasonably
illustrated with the following discussions of these rules that are encoded in the current

formulation.

TSAR offers several options for managing aircraft resources. Initially, aircraft

may fall into three different categories: aircraft assigned to an operating base, aircraft in

a theater reserve of "filler" aircraft, and replacement aircraft in CONUS. If the user

designates a pool of "filler" aircraft, they may be. used to offset degradations due to lost

and damaged aircraft, as well as aircraft -,w.'th excessive maintenance requirements and

those that have been withdrawn to a rear base for maintenance. These fillers may be

used in addition to cr instead of a rese.-ve of aircraft in CONUS for replcing losses. The

user is provided with several options on how these aircraft are used and managed; these

options are discussed fully in connection with CT3/2 in Sec. XIX. When specified,

replacement aircraft are used exclusively for aircraf, lost in combat or from the effects of

air attack, or have been so badly damaged they must be salvaged. If the user specifies
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that both fiflers and replacement aircraft are available at the beginning of the simulation,

the losses will be replaced with a filler and the replacement will join the filler pool when

it arrives in the theater if it is not then needed at the or erating base.

During the simulation, decisions governing the diversion anr tansfer of aircraft

and the assignment of sortie demands when a base has not been spe.:ifiod are based on

the estimates of the sortie generation capabilities at the airbases that are develcped each

evening in the BASCAP (base capabilities) subroutine. Aircraft that must be diverted

from their assigned recovery base are sent to the base that bas an open runway and the

highest sortie generation capability per available aircraft. Such aircraft operate at the

alternative location until the runway at their parent base has been reopened and the

base's sortie generation capability per available aircraft is within a specified percentage

"(MULTII on CT4/2) of the capability at the alternative base.

On certain occasions an aircraft may have to recover on an airbase that does not

normally support that aircraft type and would not have the types of resources needed to

carry out all the normal maintenance. Since TSAR does not currently have provisions to

simulate the transfer of people or equipment between bases to fix such aircraft, it is

necessary to ignore such requirements to avoid stranding aircraft unrealistically. This is

done by omitting the shops aad tasks (including ABDR) from the appropriate CT29 cards

so that unperformable tasks cainot be designated, and by specifying on CT17/12 the

base/aircraft-type pairs for which deferred maintenance should not be initiated, but

retained until the aircraft has recovered at an appropriate base. For those aircraft that

would not be launched on a combat mission from such diversion bases, TSAR checks

every two hours to return such aircraft to teir parent bases when conditions permit.

At this time all other theater resource management rules, or algorithms, are

collected for convenience in subroutines CONTRL (control), OBTAIN, REALLO, and

REPRTY (repair priority). If it were desired to substantially expand these sections,

additional subordinate routines could be readily appended. Tihe algorithms now encoded

deal with the following five resource allocation decisions:

1. Disposition of serviceable spare parts repaired at an operating base,

2. Periodic review and reallocation of ground personnel, equipment, and

aircraft spares among the operating ba-es,
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3. Acquisition of a spare pant by an op~r.:ing base,

4. Disposition of serviceable spares at a CIRF, anc

5. Choice among repairs waiting at a CIRF.

In several insunces the user may select from alternative sets of rules for these

kinds of decisions. The choices vary in both complexity and required processing;

unfortunately, there is a tendency for the more complex, often more efficient rules to

require the greater amount of processing, hence to absorb greater computer resources.

The sets of decision rules that apply for any particular simulation are dictated by

the initial v-Jue of the control variables SHPREP (CT2,2) and CMODE (CTI). When

SHPREP is initialized, parts repaired at aji operating base are not, automatically replaced

in stock or sent to the b ise where they were removed from an aircraft. Rather, a check is

first made to see if the newly repaired part would reduce tV'e number of NORS aircraft at

the base where it was repuired-that is, whether (NORS Aircraft - Aircraft Missing Part)

is less than SHPREP at that base; if so, it is retained on base. If not, all bases are

checked and the part -s sent to the base with the greatest need. Newly repaired parts are

always considered for shipment whrn SHPREP is large.

The user's choice for CMODE defines 'he three internal control variables

CTHEA, CCIRF, and SHOPRY, since CMODE = 100 x CTHEA + 10x CCIRF +

SHOPRY. CTHEA controls the classes of resources that are periodically reviewed and

reallocated; CCIRF controls the treatment of an operating base's demand for a spare part

and the disposition of newly repaired or newly acquired parts at a CIRF; SHOPRY

controls the -,election from among the parts waiting for repair at a CIRF.

The decisions ano the bases for those decisions that are controlled by these three

variables are outlined below. Although each set of algorithms acts independently in the

manner to be outlincJ, there are instances in which one rule may be overridden or

nega.ed by another. An obvious example occurs when a CIRF is directed to ship all

"riewly repaired or newly acquired spares to one of the operating bases and the operating

bases are directed to order a part from central supply at the CIRF; such requests will
always go unfilled if all parts have been shipped as soon as they become zvailable. It is

important to be arw are of the effect of one's choices fc. the various control variables and

of their possible interactions.
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1. MANAGEMENT OF FILLERS, AIRCRAFT REALLOCATION,

AND DIVERSiON

TSAR options for managing the theater's aircraft r-sources are designed to

simulate various decisions that theater managers would, In certain circtmstances, make

to reduce airc;1.t vulnerability to air attack or to enhance the sonie generation potential

of their aircraft torce. Included would be the replacement of lost aircraft, the insertion of

reserve aircraft to offset aircraft immobilized by the need for extcnded maintenance,

tansfer of aircraft to dispersed operating bases, and various ,work-ltveling decisions.

Such situations could anire whenever air ancks zrc imminent or ba.ses suffer

disproportionate losses of support resources or aircraft, or when closed runways force

aircraft to divert.

Management of FHler Aircraft

A pool o4' filler zircraft may be. defined fot th,- theater and used tr offset the

degnrdations due tc lost or damaged aircraft, as well as aircraft with excessive

rmaintenance rq~rrements, This pool may be used in addition to, or instead of. a reerve

of aircr-dt in CONUS. It is assumed that an aircrew is availabk! for each aircraft in the

pool. The control variabies FILLAC, MAXMNT, and FLEVEL (C-130) provide options

as to how these aircraft ame used and managed.

'The value for F!LLAC defines the circumstances under which a filler air-raft is
asiigned to an operating base. The five conditions are:

FILLAC Conditions for Filler Usage

I An aircrzft is lost in air ,.ramiom, or air,•a'e attack.

2 An aircraft it lost, or ;- transferreA te a rear b'we
for battle darnage repair.

3 An aircraft is lost, or is tmnsfc-n'cd to a rear baýc
for mainterance, including dam3gc.

4 As in 2, or whtn the ex"t1cd repair time our an
on-baie batdfe-d1magmed airc-,-aft exczc-c MAXMNT, and
tbe FLEVEL cr~diticiis arc met (sec below),

As in 3, or when the exTcc:cd maintrnance time for an
on.base ujrcral exceeds m N:XM-o-" aid thoe FLEVE1,
conditimns are met.

("
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Wherievcr a filler aircraft is assigned to a ccrabWat unit to replace a combat loss, a

:replacement is ordered from CONUS, if stipulated by the replacement policies prescribe.d

with the CT33.

The value of FLEVEL affects the dec';ion to augment on-base aircraft and

contnols the disposition of both aircraft repaired at a rear base and aircraft transferred

from CONUS to the filler pool. To requisition ani augmented awrcraft, or to return aircraft

from t;i: ,ear. it is necessary that the cur'rent ni,-ber of on-base aircraft. be less than the

quantity designated by the value of FLEVEL. Th.ose quanmltics arr.:

FLEVEL

0 Number of aircraft lzss than the initial number of
assif,ned aixrraft.

Number cf r.on-battle-darnaged aircraft less than the
initial number of assigned aircraft.

2 Number of aircraft less than the base's shelter capacity.

3 Number of non-battle-caamraged aircraft less than the
base's shelter capacity.

When ,hese conditions are pot met, aircraft newly repaired at a rear base and

air:raft that have ar-ved from CCNUS are consigned to the pool of filler aircraft.

Computing Sortie Ceneration Forecasts to Support Aircraft

Management Decisions

The basic cvidence needed to assign softie dt-mand:; to 2ittases, or to rea1ocatc

aircraft among airbacs., are fcrecasts of each base's capability to gemcrate sorties of

difterewu kinds with the different aincraft types. Natur-lly, on,! cannot expect to obtain

such forecasms with anything like the accuracy achievcd ;n the simuli-ion proper, but that

simulation can irndicate orly th: ;oriics that heve been flown daring a p-evious period for

a panicular set of 3ircraft and flight demands To obtain more general estimates, a

procedure has been incor'p.rnted into TSAR that provides apprmximate assersments of

the aitasc capabL!itics thIt ar used to suppon't such decisions. The forecasts developed

with this procedure are updated daily ,nd arc derived so as ;o capture the effects of

resource shortnaes that rsLht from either consumption or base dan ,ge.
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The subsutntial processing required to develop these forecasts is conducted only

when the user has initialized the cotnrol variable STATE (C74/2) greater than zero.

There are two steps in the procedure: The first is conducted at prograxm initialization and

generates the expected resource iequirements per sortie for each type of aircraft on each

mission type.. These requirements include the expected manhours for each type of

personnel, the expected utilization of each kind of support equipment, part, and

munitions, and the likelihood that any of the shop facilities will be required. These

computations are carried out in subroutines RREQTS and REQTSI.

The second stop of the procedure is to contrast, for each type of resouice, the on-

base asse.ts with the per-soric requirements. Taking the quotient as the constraint

imposed on sorties by each type of resource, the basic procedure is to detemline the

lower bourd of all such constraints for each type of aircraft and each type of mission.

The calculations are carried out daily at 1930 just before the sortie demand data are read

in and scheduled, and demands without a base speoi fied must be allocated; the logic iý in

subroutine BASCAP and is called fronm MANAGE.

The actu-J computations in subroutine BASCAP are somewhat more complicated

than just outlined for scyveal re-ascri. For the mission-dependent munitions, the

calculation takes into account whatever lowcr-piority combat loads could be loaded as

well as the preferred SCL; and for parts, the forecast is modified to account for t'e

serviceable stems tiat would be expected to be generated by parts repair. Furthermore,

three different forecasts are derived: The first forecast is made w.,bhut regard to the

number of aircraft on base, t&e second forecast intry.duces the aaditional constraint that

no more than N x S sorties may be flown, where N is the number o" aircraft of the typ-

consioered that do not have mission-critical "holes," and S is the maximum nurmber of

sorties that zai aircraft could be flowin betwcen 0500 and ENDAY.

The third forecast provid..s an approximate accounting for other arr-.,ft types that

may be on base and th't have common resurce demands. The bas_-'s capabiNity to

geterate sorties with each type of aircraft is determined by dividing the levtl of available

assets by the aggregate demand" of all aircraft types for each kind cf ra-;ource (where the

demands are weighted by the number of aircraft of each type).

These three forecasts art stored in the CANILY array for each base, each aircraft

type, and each type of mission. In addition, the value of the second forecast, for the

mission with the highest estim'mte' sortie potential, is stored in the SORCAP array for
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each base and aircraft type. Tlhe data in these arrays provide the basis for the various

aircraft managcment decisions during the ensuing 24-hour peried.

2. PERIODIC REVIEW AND REALLOCATION OF RESOURCES

The available numbers of ground personnel, support equipmer.t, and serviceable

aircraft parts may be reviewed periodically in subrotine REALLO, and actions will be

taken to redres serious imbalances that ar= noted. The nature and timing of these

reviews are contolled by C'T-EA and the user's choice for C4TM and C4INT (both on

CTA/1). The first review occurs at the hlour C4TM of the simulation, and subsequent

reviews are at intervals ol C4rNT hours. The delayed and imperfect status data reported

to the theater manager by the theater communications system are used in these reviews.

The particular classes of resources reviewed at those times are dictated by the value of

CTHEA shown in Table 6.

Ground Personne!

For each type of personnel, we first establish which base's staff has the largest and

the smallest priputor, of their nominal complcment (adjusted for the actual aircraft on

base and the n hmers of sorties flown in the last two days); and then send 21 percent of

that type of personnel f rom the best-staffed base to the wont, when certain conditions are

met.

1. The o-inring base has less than 75 pcrcent of its nominal requirement.

2. The losing base has more than half its nominal requirement, and

3. The losing base has over twice as raany staff members per aircraft as the

gaining base.

The adjustment of the "nominal personnel cormiplement" uses a hybrid proxy iOr current

demand Lhat zakes into account the actual nitimber of aircraft on hand a~id the number of

sorties actually flown ir. the last two days.

AGE and Equipment

The logic applied to each type of AGE and equiprrent at each base is identical to

that used fcr r-allocating ground pemorsnel.
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Table 6

PERIOD'C THEATER-WIDE RESOURCE CHECKS

CTHEA Personnel AGE Pars

0 -- - -

2 - X X
3 X -- X
4 X X X
5 X X
6 - X
7 X - -

Atrc-aft Parts

When parts are reviewed, a check is made on whether there are more parts of each

type iun the central supply (i.e., at the CLRF) than were specified to be held in reserve (by

the user's initialization of the nominal or "target" levc! at the CIP.F with CT23). If them
are, a check is made as to which base has the greatest need; and the parts are shipped,

one at a time, until the surplus is exhausted.

To determine whi:h base is to receive a part, the operating bases are each checked

and the total number of assets of that VTe of pmrt on each base is determined by summing

the serviceable items, those enroute, and the reparibles whcn the base's repair shop' is

functioning. That number is then reduced by the number of aircraft needing that part on

that base. At this point two alternate logics are used, depending upon w'hether the control

variable STATE (CT4/2) is zero or no!. If STATE is zero, the asset count, when

positive, is divided by the ba.s's nominal allotm.nt of that part (adjusted by a hybri'r

proxy for demand that involves the current number of aircraft on base and the numbers

of sor'ties flown in the last two d&ys); if negative, .he result is multiplied by ncminal part

requirement. If STATE is not zero, the asset count is further reduced by expected on-

base demands for that par-, during the time that a part would need to be in transit; that

estimate is based on the requirement-per-sorie data and the base's cunrnt sortie

generation potential. For either value of STATE the final result is interpreted as the

relative availability of that pat type on that base, and a part is shipped to that base with

the numerically lowest value of relative availability. This process is epeated until there

are no parts of that type at the CT-F in excess of the specified reserve; the whole process

is then repeated for the next type of part.
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3. ACQUISITION OF SPARE PARTS

Whenever an aircraft "hole" is reported, that aircraft's operating base may under

certain conditions request and, if other conditions are fulfilled, obtain - spare part from

another operating base or from the theater's central supply. The procedures used are

controlled by the value of CCIRF, which vlso contxois the ruies governing the disposition

of newly repaired and newly acquired parts at the CIRF. The procedures adopted are as

sho'wn in Tab'e 7.

The procedure and conditions that govern the four different responses to a base

request follow:

a. When CCLRF = 1, a simple mode of laeral resupply is simulated. Whenever

a "hole" is reported, the bases that the user has specified (a maximrum of 14

using CT2.3/74) are checked one by one in numerical order, and the first base

that fills the specified condiions ships a part to the requesting base. Those

conditions are, first, that the number of reparables minus the number of

"holes" at the requcsting base is less than the value of ORDER2 (CM3/1), and

second that either the donating base has at least two serviceable parts, or !.he

donating base's adjusted stock requirement-i.e., (Nominal Stock Level) x

(Current Number of Aircraft plus a third of yesterday and today's sorties)

divided by (Nominal Number of Aircraft)--is less than one-quarter of a part.

As the value of ORDER2 (CT3/1) varies from a positive integer to zero to a

negative integer, the policy for requesting lateral resupply can be varied

from very liberal to very strict.

b. When CCIRF = 2, the procedures parallel those for CCIPF = 1, except that

all bases are checked and the base with the largest number of serviceable

parts is chosen; if the donating base has only one serviceable part, the current

value of its nominal stock level must again be less than one-quarter of a part.

c. For values of CCIRF greater than 2, the first .ction taken,n by the ordering

base is to check whether the. theater's central supply has a part that may be

shipped. If so, it is shipped if the requesting base fulfills the following

condition: The sum of the ordering base's number of reparables, p!us the

number of serviceables already enroute from the central supply, minus the

ni:irber of "holes" in aircraft at that base must be less than the value of
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Table 7

ACQUISITION OF SPARE PARTS

CCIRF Base Requests for Pants CIRF Disposal Policy

0 No response Return to sender

I Filled by first base fulfilling Return to sender
conditions

2 Filled by base best fulfilling Return to sender
conditions

3 Filled by CIRF when conditions Retained in stock
perrnit; o0herwise same as 1

4 Filled by CIRF when conditions Retaind in stock
permit; otherwise same as 2

5 Filled by CIRF wlhn conditiOns Send to base with the most
permit; otherwise same as 1 NMCS aircraft

6 Filled by CIRF when conditicns Same as 5
permit; oinerwise same as 2

7 Same as 3 Send to base with most NMC3
aircraft if in excess of
required reserve

8 Same as 4 Same as 7

9 Filled by CIRF when conditions
permit; o~verwise CIRF directs Same as 7
lateral .supply

ORDER1. Again, a negative value of ORDER1 defines a strict lateral

resupply policy, under which pa;ts can be requ.ested only when the number

of outstanding "holes" exceeds the tangible assets by the specified (negative)

level.

If a part is not shipped by the CIRF, the requesting bas-' then atiempts to

obtain a part from an operating base by a L]t-eral resupply action. For CCIPF

= 3, 5, and 7, .he same procedure is used as when CCIRF = 1. For CC1RF =

4, 6, and 8, the procedure is that used when CCIRF = 2.

d. When a part cannot be shippped by the CUZF and CCIRF = 9, the central

manager checks the other operating bases to determine which can best afford

to ship a part to the requesting base. This check of the other bases is based

on the status information as reported through the theater reporing system.
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To select the donor base the following ratio is computed for all other bases:

(available parts plus enroute parts) ,;ividcd by (the current level of the

nominal base requirement). The base with the largest value for this ratio is

directed to ship a part to the requeting base, if that value is greater than

one-quarter. If it is not, but there are at least two serviceable parts at that

base, one is shipped.

4. DISPOSITION OF NEWLY REPAIRED OR NEWLY ACQUIRED PARTS

AT A CENTRAL SUPPLY POINT

For CCIRF = 0, 1, and 2, newly repaired parts are returned to the base where the

reparable was generated; newly acquired parts are placed into the local stock. For

CCIRF = 3 and 4, all such serviceables are placed into stock at the CIP,. and are only

shipped in response to a base demand.

For CCIRF 5 and 6, the bases are checked to see which bases, if any, need the part

to satisfy a demand; a newly repaired part is sent to that base with the lowest value of

[serviceables + reparables + enroute - holes] multiplied by the bases' current demand

proxy, if that value is negative. For CCIRF = 7, 8, and 9, any newly acquired part that is

in excess of the central supply',s .tipulated reserve is shipped to the mcst needy base.

That determixiaticn is made in the same manner outlined in conjunction with periodic

resource reallocations; that is, it is sent to that base with lowest ratio of (serviceables +

reparables + er-oute - "holes") divided by the base's current demand proxy (or, for a

negative sum multiplied by that recuir'ment). These calculations are based upon the

status information reported by the theater reporting system when STATE has been

inatialized.

5. REPAIR PRiORiTY DETERMINATION AT A CIRF

When broken parts must wait to be ,paired at an operating base, their position in

the appropriate shop's wait queue is based upon the local supply and demand, when the

control variable ORDVT (C73/1) has teen initialized as unity, as outlined in Sec. VI.3.

At a cen'-alized repair facility a similar proced&,,e is used, adjusted to account for the

lack of local demand as ! urh.

Whenever a repar•,ble concludes tOe administrative delay at a CIRF and must wait

to be repairel, ;t is ordered FIFO (first-in, fir;t-out) if ORDWT is zero, or by ascending
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values of the quantity RANK (i.e., items with low values receive priority over those with

high values) when ORDWT = 1:

The quantity RANK is defined as:

RANK = -(100 + IMPORT) x VALUE when VALUE > 0

and

RANK - VALUE x MTBF when VALUE < 0

where

VALUE = 2 x (HOLES - SERVICables) - ENROUT

summed across all bases for the part in question,

MTBF is the mean time between failures (expressed in sorties),

and

IMPORT is a measure of a part's relative importance.

The values used to compute VALUE are the then-current values at each base if

theater communications are not being simulated; if they am, the data awailable to the

theater manager (Sec. X.4) 3re us',d for the cc-mputation.

The factor IMPORT is a proxy for the importance of a particular type of part to

the missions that zan be flown by whichever types of aircraft use the part.1 When

SHOPRY = 1, IMPORT is simply the number of mission types for which the part is

essential, divided by t.he to.al number of mission typ's that can be assigned to the aircraft

types that use the part When SHOPRY = 2, the proxy IMPORT is an estimate of the

number of critical "holes" that would be gencrated in the average CIRF-BASE

transportation time, at the current sortie demand rate.

The effect of this prioritization scheme is to work on the parts that have created

the largest number of "holes," with the part with the larger IMPORT getting priority if

the numbers of HOLES are the same fcr two part types. For parts that have not yet

generated any HOLES, the part most likely to cause a HOLE (i.e., least value cf-

VALUE x MTBF) gets the best priority.

'The PRTCRT array is generated during initialization: For each pa"t, each entry in
this array contains, in packed form, a record of which aircraft types use that type of part,
and which of that aircraft's missions require that part. The relative importance of a
particular part, as used above, is defined as the sum of (number of mission types for
which the part is required) divided by (number of mission types that can be flown) for the
several types of aircraft using the part.
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Since the prioritization for the parts will eventually become out-of-date due to the

unpredictability of failures and repai-s, all pans and equipments in the wait queue at each

shop at the CIRF (as well as at the operating bases) are reprioritized twice a day, at 5:30

AM and 17:30 PM, starting on day 3. Furthermore, for those parts for which it is known

that the required number of people, or the needed equipment, are not on base, RANK is

set to 32750. And if the repair requires an AIS tray that is not functioning, RANK is set

to 32600. Then, as repairs are checked, the search through the queue is stopped if the

RANK is as large as 32600, or after 100 parts have been checked if the RANK is as great

as 1000.

6. USE OF THE THEATER PARTS REPA;R FACILITY AS A BACKUP

The concept of a CIRF as described previously is an integral part of the spare

parts logistics structure for the theater. The algorituhms (Sec. VI) that are used to

generate base stocks of spare parts distribute the appropriate numbers of LRUs to the

operating bases. However, the SRUs are distributed both to the CIRF and operating

bases, taking into account the proportions of the LRUs that will be repaired onbase and at

the CIRF (as implied by their respective NRTS rates). In addition, these algorithms place

the numbers of LRUs and SRUs in the CONUS-theater and intratheater pipelines, as

would be expected on the basis of the s*ipulated peacetime flying program and the user-

specified logistics structure.

Another role for an off-base parts repair facility in the theater could be as a

backuD, to handle repairs when a base has lost its planned capabilities, or did not receive

key equipments scheduled for shipment from CONUS. In addition to the men and

specialized equipments required for such an operation, some quantities of SRUs would

also be required to permit the LRUs that are sent back from the operating bases to be

repaired. But in these circumstances, TSAR's automatic parts generation (and

distribution) aigorithms would not provide SRUs for the backup facility. Stocks, in

addition to these "procured" for the operating bases could be provided, of course, using

CM23. Anothcr option is made available by initializing the control variable TSAR to 3.

When this is done, all operations are the same as for TSAR = 2, except that provisions

are made to permit the repair facility to acquire SRUs from operating bases. For

situations in which an operating base ships an LRU to the facility for repair, and knows

which SRU is faulty, the appropriate SRU is added to the shipment. In other
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circumstances in which an SRU is require at the facility, and none are in stock, enroute,

or being repaired at the facility, the theater manager has one shipped from the base best

able to supply it.

///
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Xll. DATA INPUT

The first step of the input process is to define the dimensions of the storage arrays

and to zero out their storage locations; this is the primax- function of subroutines INIT,

INITO, and IN1TI. Subroutine INIT also explains how TSAR may be redimensioned to

tailor it to the programmer's special requirements simply by changing the ap ropriate

values in the several PARAMETER statements. Subroutine INiT also includes copies of

the 33 primary sets of labeled COMMON, a list of the arrays that are found in

COMMON, and ,-atq. clarifying which array dimensions may be modified.

The second step in tCe input process is to read the input data provided by CTI

through CT49, using subroutine -NPUT, INPUTA, INPUTB, INPUTC, and INPUTD.

Base-specific data stored in individual datasets are entered using subroutine BEDOWN.

The definitions, formats, and procedures for entering these data are outlined at length in

Sec. XIX in Vol. II. The user has considerable latitude as to what is t. be included;

many portions of TSAR may be inactivated simply by omitting a card or by providing a

null entry for certain data.

This input process has n'any built. in checks; but because not all possible user

errors have been anticipated, the user should adhere precisely to the instructions. Most

input cards are screened by subroutine TESTER, which will catch a variety of common

errors; the meaning of the errors caught by TFS'TER must be inferred by reference to the

source code for that subroutine.

Subroutine INPUT calls on subroutine iNPUTD to read airbase attack data and

airbase damage data and to organize the attack times in a heap. The INPUTD subroutine

is designed so that these data may either be input directly with the TSAR datn deck or

read from disk. where they have been stored by the companion model TSAR11N'., which

computes the required damage and chemical cortamination data from a description of the

attacks and the location of resources among the various airbase facilities.

In addition to simply storing data, subroutine INPUT, assisted by subroutincs

REVIEW, AUD!T, and WRAPUP, carries out many data organiza!ton and initialization

tasks, and performs additional tests on the completenzss and internal consistency of the

data. The initialization process also arranges resource shipments from C.ONUS in a

time-ordered queue and computes the entries for the -HPTSK (shop tasks) array. Any

/J LiJ
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errors detected that are considered "fatal" for execution are explained by an erro'r

message that begins with an exclamation mark "!" and execution is terminated. after

initializing; this permits such messages to be readily located with a system editor, since

this usage is unique. Anomalies in die data that would rarely be introduced intentionally,

but are not considered fatal, are denoted with the word "warning" in the error messages.

The user has two options for obtaining a record of the input data: To simply echo

input data as it is entered, the user places a "1" in column N of the first input card, if Card

Type #N is to be listed; if the Type #N Card has subtypes, all are listed. The other option

lists the data after they are stored and after the various special initialization 2 ions have

been carried out; this option is requested with the special card that precedes the sortie

demand data; again a "1" is placed in column N if the data read with Card Type #N is to

be reproduced (u is ootion is not functional for all Card Types). The subroutine INLIST

and the support routines LISTI, LIST'2, LIST3, LIST4, and LIST5 respond to these

demands. The uscr should note that the data are printed directly from storage and that

they frequently have been )dified or "packed" differently tnan when they were input.

The definitions provided for each array in App. C of Vol. III will permit the user to

interpret these listings.

The last steps in the input procedure are managed with subroutines INITIZ and

TRIALS. The pointers identifying the available space in the several dynamic storage

arrays are initialized in INITIZ. The last step in subroutine INITIZ is to list the status of

personnel substitutability at each airbase.

Initialization is completed by subroutine TRIALS. Subroutine ICI-IECK is called

first to initialize the PARTRQ a.-ray, provision battle damage spares, estimate the MRBF

for each part, and generaw a record o,- the shops that borrow personnel and equipment

from other shops. Then subroutine RREQTS is called to compute the expected

requirements for personnel, equipment, munitions, and shop facilities for each type of

mission and each type of aircraft when the control variable STATE has been initialized

to a value greater than zero. These estimates are used subsequently in subroutine

BASCAP to provide daily projections of each base's sortie generation capabilities.

When the user has elected to let TSAR initialize the parts data and the parts

pipeline to the depot, as outLined in Sec. VI.1, subroune COMPRT (compute parts) .g

also called by TRIALS. When th's option is chosen, the user must first have stioulated
certain base characteristics and the NRTS policies for each part and each type of base
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(using special vetrsons of CT23). Subroutine COMWRT manages subroutines IPARTS

and IPART2, which compuwc the total numbers of each tylpe of part for each type of base;

POS plus BLSS are derived for in-place units and a WVRSK kit is created for units that

are deployed to the heater. Listings of the results of these computations and of the

pipeline contents are controlled by PPRINT.

Subroutine AVGTME (average times) is called to compute the average time that

/ each aircraft maintenance shop can be expected to spend on on-equipmn'it tasks and off-

equipment repair jobs for ,ach type of aircnrft, when base resources are unlimited.

These estimates take into account the likelihood that the different tasks will arise, parts

will be broken, and the parts will not be condemned or shipped to another base for repair.

When the control variable STATE has been initialized to a value greater than zero,

subroutine BASCAP is called from TRIALS to generate the initial forecast ef each

base's sortie generation capabilities. These approximate sortie projections are derived by

comparing the average resource demands for each type of mission and each type of

aircraft with the available quantities of those resources at each base, as outlined at the

beginning of this section. These foiecasts are subsequently updated each evening at

1930 and are used with a variety of algorithms ccncerned wit. managing aircraft

assignments and transferring aircraft from base to base.

If theater resource reports are to be transmitted during iuhe simulation, TRIALS

next calls subroutine STATUS to initialize the theater manager's data base with up-to-

date and complete information regarding the resources that will be managed. The

intratheater shipping schedule queue is organized next.

The next step in TRIALS is to input the initial set of sortie demand datz. This is

done by calling the entry poirht DAYONE in subroutine READFT (read flight data). As

explained at greater length in Sec. VII. 1, these data can be replaced or modified each day

at 1945 or, if the [lights are periodic, they may be used to control the demand for sorties

for several da%,s or throughout the simulation. Finally, the heap in the array PERIOD

(periodic and scheeuled tasks) is initialized in subroutine MANAG.

The input procedure up to this point has bee-n primarily concerned with acquiring,

checking, and manipulating the data that describe the various :asks and the initial

resource levels and scheoules, and with initializing various queues and heaps. The initial

status of the aircraft and the maintenance shops is established with CT41 and CT42; and

when parts are initialized automatically, N-MCS aircraft may be, generated to provide

/L
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sufficient pars to stock th,, pipelines. If only CT41 is used, it is presmned that for the

situation being simulated there has be'cn an opportiuity to work off aMl unscheduled

maintenance tasks excep: for NMCS aircraft, and to upload the airh-,raf for the designated

types of missions at the zginnirg of the ,imulatien. Sinilarly, the parts stockage

generation option presumes that all on-base parts are serviceable. Thus, the various

shops are inactive and no jobs have bteei interripted or are waiting.

To reflect a situation in which aircraft mainteihance tasks "emain to be completed

and various pars are being repaired or arz waiting to be repaired, subroutine ZSHOPS is

called by subroutine TRIALS. Th'is modification of the iritial conditiores is controlled by

the several C¢'42 :.%ar.s, whcr,; the aircraft mair,'-ance tiaat is outstanding may be

expressed hy a .;.-:.-; :';Aribution for each tpe of aircraft at each base. Thus, one

m;ght ,:y f\' ra. (; •t'cfr. ct aircraft T.'pc 412 at Base #3 has two tasks outstanding, '0

perce-i hr z. t•• . , ta~X', aid 'f) percent have five tasks. Subroutine ZSItOPS selects the

requiJ :.4..'.L ,t rar on•. COnzi.s. with their nominal probability of occurren.ce, and

computes dc ti. rerm-aining as a randmom fraction of the 'ior-nal task time. If parts repair

jobs are specified on CT42/1. the apnp-iiatc nurnb-rs are selected and placed in the

administrative Jelay -catue or in az !.ý.; wi: ius by an equivalent random process.

OGher CT42 'arcs may bl v.'eJ tr, v,' t' •1-,t '.j-.l;,a nLMbers of aircraft that require

particular maintcnarzce tasks, nr pao::. ui tyes cf par.s and equipmerts that are

undergoing repair.

The default air crew status (irtut. ,J. in ubr.utine INPUTA) is tiat all air

crews will be available for assignmneni at dalv time after 0015 on the first day.

Whtn all phases of thc- initia!ization proce= s arc completed the si't'wlation ,begins,

unless program execution is tem,in'e:d because VERIFY was set to 2 by the user or by

tha program as a result of fatal input er.-ors that TSAR detected.

5
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Xli1. SIMULATION CONTROL

The MAIN routine initiates and concludes the simulation but delegates the control

of the th-ee mair, phases--input, simulation, and output-to subordinate routines. Input

has been discussed, and printout of the final results is controlled by subroutine OUTPUT.

Control for the simulation proper is pa.•sed first to subroutii.e TRIALS, which is

rezponsible for the la.t portions of the initialization process and for running the

simulation tfe designated number of trials. TRIALS manages the storage of the initial

conditions for the first zrial, for regenerating zero-time shop activities, and, when spares

stocks are computed internally, for recomputing the initial spares for each trial. Control

is passed by T RIALS to subroutine MANAGE, which exercises primary control

throughout each trial of the simulation.

The basic task performed by subroutine MANAGE is to examine the earliest event

that will occur in each of ten separate groi;ps of events and to determine which of th!esc

ten is to occur next. Simulated time is then advanced to that tine, and control is

transferred to the apprepriae subroutine for processing that event.

If the next event in each of two or more of these ten groups of events is to occur at

the same time, the first event examined is processed first. The order in wti-ch the groups

are cxamined is:

I. Completion ef civil engineering recn:struc:icn jobs

2. Completion of on. equipment airc-aft maintenance :a-ks

3. Completion of parts repair and equipment rcpair jobh,

4. Periodic and uscr-scheduled events

5. Completion of aircraft de!ays (sorties and preflight celay)

6 Initiation of .irc-afL maintenance or end of postflight delays

7. Aircraft sortie launch events

8. Compictinn of munitions assembly jobs

9 roMplctior of pcrsonne) rest petiods

10. Arrival of resupply shipments
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This order has been established primarily with a view to minimizing unnecessary pro-

cessing. Thus, shop reconstruction is checked before maintenance personnel are

released, so that parts repairs that are awaiting initiation would not need t, be checked

twice. And on-equipment tasks and aircraft delays are completed before flights are

checked so that aircraft that are becoming available for launch are so designated at

launch time.

When USECW = 0 (i.e., the chemrcal warfare features are not in use), control is

transferred to BSEREP, RUNAC, RUNShiP, and DOBILD for the first, second, third,

and eighth groups, respectively; when te CW features are beirg used, control is initially

trinsferred to STOPIT, where ..he effects of the special ensembles and chemical

contamination on the personnel are checked before control is transferr.ed to the same four

subroutines to complete the acti on. Control is transferred to FLIGHT and DOSHIP for

the seventh and tenth groups and to STARTM when the postflight delay is completed; for

tlhe fourth and fifth groups the nature of the event or delay determines which subroutine

takes control; subroutine MANAGE transfers control to the appropriate location. Contro)

is transferred to LETGO to release personnel that have had to rest and to check where

they may be needed.

Many of the user-defined mapagement control variables may be chznged during

the simulation. The timing for such changes is specified in the input data using CT49

cards or may be selected endogenously, thus providing a form of dynamic adaptive

control. Subrounines ADAPT and MODLIFY provide for the management of the user-

supplied logic that controNs such adaptive behavior.

When processing has been completed by the subordinate routine(s), control is

returned to subroutine MANAGE and the next earliest event is selected. The entr2

simulation proceeds in this maner until the user-stipulated simulation length is

exceeded, at which time MANAGE returns control to TR!ALS to print the :rio.l results

and to i~iftiate tinc next trial, or to print the overll results of the several trials.

The MODIFY subroutine is used to change the. value of various TSAR control

variables in resp-onse to endogcnous and exogenous requests for change, the cap-ahlity

for generating endogenous changes in various factors providcs a primitive form of

adaptive behavior. Alhcughi no ci•:rnt use is made of this to~tenmial in tltr TSAR code,

the s.'icture is fully available in subroutines ADAPT and MCDIFY. To date, the
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primary use of subrouthie MODIFY has been for exogenous changes at specified times;

the CT49 cards currt~aly provide the mechanism for manipulating many of the variables

in this way, and many more could easily be added as desired. The change mechanisms

that currently ave available with CT49 am, listed in Table 8.

The standard CT49 format is composed of several groups of three five-column

fields, the day and hour for the changt that is to be mzde is entered in the first field. The

entry in the second field combines the Tpc Nurnber for the change to be made, and part

of the dzscription of that change; the third field providi:s the remainder of the change

description. The data in the second field can be thcught of as being composed of rTPE

x 100 plus NUM, and the data in the third field (labeled VALUE on the card format) is

frequently interpreted as VI x 1000 plus V2. (In thoe cases where only a single value is

called for, it should be right-justified in the VALUE. ield.) In the explanations given

below of tic va-ious types of changes that are currently available in subrou:ine

MODIFY, we will refer to the several vFriables TYPE, NUM, VALUE, VI, and V2.

All values entered with CT49 should be entered in :xactly the same units as are

specified at the normal location for entering the value for these facters; i.e., in hours, in

minutes, in hours and mintutes, in TTU, or in whatever units are normally appropriate.

Space remains to define change in Types #10, #13 through #18, and #32 through

#40; furthermore, additional space could easily be added to accommodate more user-

designed types of changes.

7

4
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Table 8

CHANGES AVAILABLE FOR TSAR CONTROL VARIABLES

Value
Type Num (Vi V2) Descripticn of Change

I Base Task V2 V2 is used as a muldplier of the
Type original value of the HURRY factor

for this base and gener• iask type
(for the five geaearic tasýs)

2 0 Vl V2 V1 is the TEST 'value of TEST used
fto- the debug time windows, and V2
is the number of the trial

STE.STAC Defines the number of the aircraft
to trace with special acivity
tests

20 + x SPAREX Changes the value of SPAREX

3 1,7 START Defines the beginning of the seven
Jebug time windows (TTIU)

8,14 STOP Defines the end for the seven debug
time windows (TMU)

4 1 PRINT Defines new values for key output
2 PPRINT cont;mol variab!es
3 CPRDNr
4 R.PRINT

APRINT
6 DPRINT
7 DOULrr
8 Spam

5 1 SLEEP Defiins new vAues for key time-
2 REST n•iased con "Al v&-iablcs. Entcr
3 ENDAY the changes in tic same units that
4 LOADTM were called for originally
5 I-STOD

6 1 STATFQ Defines new values for spcifid
2 CANMOD control variables
3 EXPED
4 FFI-AC

7 1 JOBCON Defins new values for specif-Itd
2 K¶,7TLMf" coritml variables
3 DOPHAS
4 ASSIST

8 CMODE Defines new values for CT71-A, CCMR.
and C L.G (see Sec. XI)

9 1 AUTHPC Redefines the "authorized' collapse
probability

2 AUTI-T PRedefires the ."mitng ,-cal tempc.-u.~r
3 DELTA Redefines DELTA in degrees Centiqade

fxlOO)
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Table 8--con•n-ed

Value
Type Num (VI V2) Descrfption of Change

II SCROLL Since SCROLL defines the last day
to display the special "sczoU"
output, this change can be used to
start the "scroll" when the change
is eff-ctive and to then stop it,
after SCROLL days

12 NUM SCROLl Defines the number of the first
aircraft to be listed in the
"scroll" (SCROLl), and the number
of aircraft to list (NUM)

19 BASE WX# Changes the meteorological conditiors
(CWATTrK(5,BASE)) to WX#

20 CRIT Task Number Defines a new value of task
criticality for an on-equipment
task

21 NUM Task Number The task time is changed by NUM TTU
(the sign of the change is the sign
of th.e task number)

22 NUM Task Number The probability of the task is
changed by NUM percent (the sign
of the change is the sign of the
task)

23 NUM Task Number The first team size is changed to
NUM perswnnel

24 NUM Task Number The second team size is chmrged to
NUM personnel

25 BASE I V2 Changes the ntuaber of flight surfaces
to be considered for a MOS to V2

BASE 2 V2 Changes the required length of the
MOS to 10 x V2 feet

BASE 3 V2 Changes the required width of the
MOS to V2 feet

26 BASE 1 V2 Changes the mnrimurr, postatuck
ianding#akeofl delay to V2

BASE 2 V2 Changes the Tpecial mninteaance
delay to V2

BASE 3 742 Chv~ges the fiairity mamatton
AC ay to V2

BASE 4 V2 Changes the dMtlay pri-r to RRR :o V2
NA 3 V2 Chzanges the viue of CEDELY toIV2
NA 6 V'2 Changes týe value of SHPDLY to V2

II
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Table 8--continued

Value
Type Num (VI V2) Description of Change
27 BASE 0 V2 All values of EXTRAK are changed

t V2 at BASE

BASE I V2 Changes the value of EXTRAK for
flight-line perscanel to V2 at BASE

BASE 2 V2 Changes the vzlue of EXTRAK for
preflight personnel to V2

BASE 3 V2 Changes fe value of EXTRAX for
backshop personnel to V2

BASE 4 V2 Changes the value of EXTRAK for
munitions assembly personnel to V2

BASE 5 V2 Changes the value of EXTRAK for
civil engineering to V2

BASE 6 V2 Changcs the value of EXTRAK for
off-duty to V2

28 BASE V2 Changes the value of the special
aircr•ft &ontamination switch
[CWVATTK (13,-)] to V2

29 1 ACTYPE V2 Changes the postflight delay time
to V2

2 ACTYPE V2 Changes the preflight delay time
to V2

3 ACTYPE V2 Changes the number of missiors Ltht
an airm-aft may be assigned w V2

4 A*_TYPE V2 Changes the adrninist"ative delay
for ransferred aircraft to V2

30 TYPE I V2 Changes the time for civil
engineering p-ocedure #Type U, V2
minutes

TYPE 2 V2 Changes the time fumction for civil
eninering procedure 4,Type to V2

TYPE 3 V2 Changes the altemrae pc, edure for
civil engineering procccre #Type to
V2

31 ACTYPE x 10 B I x I ON Permits Change i w aL ai-crn, transfer
+ Nutiber +B2 BIic"tivn. bemna=s B 1 and B2;

usful for zeroing demand, or changirng
io 9 or less
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XIV. SUPPORT SERVICES

Twenty-four subroutines and I 1 minor subroutines and functions support the main

simulation. Each performs one or more specific functions and many are called upon

from a variety of different locations. The functioning of each of these support routines is

described at least briefly in this section. These discussions are ordered alphabetically;

the subroutines discussed include:

ASSAY Evaluates the fatal and nonfatz casualties

BREAK Computes breakrate modifiers for on-equipment tasks when VBREAK is unity

CALCLO Establishes the percentage of fatal and nonfatal casualties

CHECK Ciecks on outstanding demands for newly available resources

that have been released from aircraft maintenance tasks

and parts repair jobs

CKTEMP Evaluates temperature rise and fall for work crews in

a CW environment

CWMOPP Determines the required MOPP

CWSHIFT Assists SHIFT in checking for heat or toxic casualties

CWTIME Estimates permissible task time in CW ensemble

ENDAC Eliminates all records associated with an on-base aircraft

FTIME Generates time requirements for civil engineering jobs

GOREST Monages disposition of personnel in a CW environment when they are released

HEAP Enters and removes items from a heap

INTRUP Enters and removes time-ordered items from the interrupted task array

KILLAC Eliminates all records for an aircraft that is lost in combat

LOSSES Determines the specific number of items lost

NORRPT Enters and removes records of aircraft "holes" from the NORQ array

REDPEO Reduces or increases the number of ground personnel and

recr-rn'zes the shift structure

RESET Resemts simu!ation time for a continuous simulation of

NTRIAL x SLMLTH days duration when EXTEND = I

SHIFT Adjusts the size and activity of the work force when shifts are changed

• • ,• i I II
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STRTSK Stores and retrieves required and dlferred on-equipment tasks

TRIAGE Determines overall casualty rate and prorates between

conventional and chem-ca! effects

TTIME Generates time requirements for aircraft maintenance and

theater communication delays

UPDATE Updates the chemical contamination of each monitoring

point and determines the required MOPP and equilibrium

temperature

WAIT Enters and removes time-ordered items from the waiting- task array

The other 11 sevice items are sumrmarized briefly ak the end of this

section.

SUBROLU/NE ASSAY

This subroutine is an entry point in subroutine TRIAGE. For each group of

personnel subject to casualties from the same conventional anid/or chemical weapons

effects, this subroutine determines the number of fatalities, the number of nonfatal

casualties attributed to conventional weapons, and the number of nonfatal casualties

a&ributed to chemical weapons effects. This is done by using a Monte Carlo procedure

applied to the output of .ITR.IAGE for the total percentage of fatalities, and the

percentages of ncnfatal casualties attributed to conventional and to chemical weapons

effects. The classification of each nonfatal casualty as due either to conventional or to

chemical effects (but not to both) is done so that the individual hospitalization times can

be determinrd by sampling from the appropriate hospitalization time distribution, which

is entered with CT43/6.

SUBROUTINE BREAK

This subroutine is used when VB3REAK is initialized to unIty to modify the

probabilities with which on-equipment tasks are required as a function of achieved sorie

rate. CalJed at the end of each day by subroutirn OUTPUT, this subroutine computes the

sortie rate achieved during the preceding day for each type of aircraft; the esithmnate is

given by the totl.d s.orties flown by each aircraft type and te total number of such aircraft

suriving ir ,he theater. The appropriate breakraze modifier is then computed separately
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for each shop and each aircraft type on the assumption that the nominal breakrate applies

for a sortie rate of one per day, and that Lhe actual breakrate falls linearly for each

additional sortie per day by the percentage specified with CT44. The resultant value is

stored in the second element of the TSKPR array.

SUBROUTINE CALCLO

This subroutine is called by subroutines GOREST (when a job is stopped, both at

attack times and between attacks), LETGO (when personnel have completed a rest

period), COOLOS (at the time of an attack, for personnel who are resting), and SHIFT

(at shift change time). It sets up the required arguments and then determines the

percentage fatalities (from combined conventional and chemical weapon effects), the

percentage hospitalized from convc:ntional weapon effects, and the percentage

hospitalized from chemical weapon effects, for groups of personnel subject to the same

weapon effects. At the time of an attack, it determines the percentage of conventional

losses (from TSARINA CT40 input), establishes the percentages of fatalities and

.nonfatpl casualties by a call to subroutine CWLOSS, and then calls subroutine TRIAGE

to establish me total percentage fatalities (from con-bined conventional and chemical

weapon effects), the percentage of nonfatal casualties attributed to conventional

weapons, and the percentage of nonfatal casualties attributed to chemical weapons.

Between attacks, calls to this subreutine return the percentage fatalities and the

percentage nonfatal casualties to chemical weapons effects during the period of time

specified as an argument--e.g., the time sptnt working on a task before resting.

SUBROUTINE CHECK

This subroutine is used to check on resource demands that may be outstanding and

is called whenever resources are released from a previous event or are delivered to a

base. The five sources for such demands are interrupt-ed, waiting, and deferred on-

equipment aircraft maintenance tasks ind interrupted and waiing parts repair jobs. To

reduce processing somewhat, the call to this subroutine may spccify a shop number, an

aircraft, a part, a type of persomrel, a type of equipment, or any combination. in the

subsequent search arnnng outstanding demands, no attempt is made to initiate tasks that

do not require the resource specified.
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The search is ordered to examine on-equipment tasks before parts repair jobs; in

each case, interrupted items are examined before those that are waiting. At night (after

ENDAY), deferred tasks are checked after repairs have been checketd. All five queues

are searched when a shop or a type of ground personnel is specified. If an equipment

type is specified, only on-equipment tasks that are waiting (and, at night, deferred) are

checked. When an aircraft is specified, only on-equipment tasks are examined. When an

LRU is specified, the aircraft waiting for tha: part are examined to select the one with the

fewest holes, and if two or more have the same number of holes, the aircraft with the

earliest projected ready-to-fly time is selected. When the part specified is an LRU, only

jobs waiting for repair are examined.

For the shops that may lend personnel or equipment to other shops, subroutine

CHECK checks the shops that are listed in a TSAR-generated list of borrowing shops to

see whether the newly released personnel or equipment are needed for either on-

equipment or off-equipment jobs. If so, the resource is lent to the shop that requires it.

These checks are made for a-l on-equipment shop tasks before the off-equipment jobs are

examined.

SUBROUTINE CKTEMP

This subroutine estimates how much the rectal temperature of an average (70 kg)

man will rise or fall as a function of his environment; the estimates are based on an

adaptation of the Goldman heat stress model[ 11]. When called to work, a work crew's

initial temperature is assumed to equal (approximately)' the equilibrium temperature at

the work place, and to increase in a manner dependent cn their chemical ensemble, the

strenuousness of the task, and the ambient conditions. Based on a user-.Tipulated

allowable temperature (or an equivalent allcwable collapse probability), this subroutine

determines the length of time that the crew may work. Subroutine CKTEMP is Oso

called whenever a task is stopped to estimate how long the crew must rest for their

temperature to fall to the prescribed level; it is also called every two hours to compute

and store the equilibrium temperature for personnel, appropriately protected, in all

facilities.

'See SeL. IX for details.
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FUNCTrION CWMOPP

This function subroutine determines the MOPP required at a facility (building,

shelter, taxiway or runway are, cr ramp) at any time subsequent to a chemical attack

(prior to a chemical attack, the required MOPP is determined from the MOPPOL array;

see subroutine UPDATE). The required MOPP depends upon the facility chem'cal

protection category (CWTYPE), tnc residual chemical threat at the MP of the facility (or,

when VARMOP = 0 or CT3/4, at the MP with the highest chemical threat for the

CWTYPE of the given facility), and the MOPPs specc fled in the required MOPP

(RQDMOP. CT44/4) array. The RQDMOP array contains the intensity th."esho!ds for

donning different MOPPs, and the required MOPP is the highest numbered MOPP

needed for the given surface depositions and vapor concentrations (for up to three

chemical agents), taking inmo account the attenuation afforded by the CWFYPE for the

facility (CWPROT, CT44/1).

SUBROUTINE CWSHIFT

This subroutine is called by subroutine SHIFT when USECW > 0. All tasks

assigned to shcps that are then changing shift are checked by calling subroutines STOPIT

and GOREST to see if any of the crew are casualties because of toxic effects or from

heat prostration; if not, the tasks will be contimued during the following shift without

interruption, if the size of the work force permnits. If any of the crew are casualties the

job is interrupted and the residual personnel are added to those available (because ihey

are going off duty and will cool off as required while off duty).

Subroutine CWSHIFT tlhen calls subroutine REDPEO to readjust the assignments

of personnel to the various squadrcn and wing organizations, whenever any personnel

l'ave been lost or gained during the preceding s'hift. This i3 necessary because these

readjustments are not made at the tirie of the change, as is done when USECW = 0, but

are done only at shift time; this difference was in:roduced to avoid the numerous

readjustments that are to be expected in a chemical environm2nt.

SUBROUTINE CWT1ME

This subroutine is c2d!ed by subroutine TT-1IME to estiniate how much longer a

tzsk will tAwk wh,,n pc, a cvc':r encurbetrinz chemical e crnbl-hs, 13-.d to

check how long the crew will be able to wi... rectal temperature

,' /j
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will exceed the uscr-srcified limit. Aftcr cKecking what part of the ensemble must be

worn at the location %A h.er the work is to be czn'ied out, the total task time can be

determined with the user-sLuplicd task degradatioi data (see CT4313). Using subriutihe

CKTE%,'P, n es"aine the, is made as to how Icr4 the c-ew czn work taking into

accow 0ý d-f.cWu1z ef c task =.-4J the he=ng ad coclin effec's of the ambier::

w-ipenaure. ?Ihum.z•tv a"d windi ve'xiyv: te laritatns tLh coud4 be imposed by

elzmesIe etmng cr ,&.hdr=-cn a.,e aI'u c.ke- mg sbmvjtie DEHYDR. and1 the

tn cnictvc zritte,.a dtcr-nie the =etr tAt Lhe wcr1 crcw is pe~rittzd to wont-

SUBROU(5TNE ENDAC

Thii tmur~tr s •.:sz', crl-i'/,n an L r-rt has been damaged or e rru,-ed by

mirn v azztiiý: . V. is zac -trv. iu.n e A -t KAC after that suibvtu-Jre has

aur l' wilt~ t~x~c~rl n parts ztmocnzed '*iith thx

aircr•q at 3± the tern LIU Mh -m .

For n•zzgd air-raft ENDAC is used to e!.miae zny light a=sig.ments; if an

airraft his bcc-n destroved. EN\"DAC den renmoes ft from the arc,-ft delky queue (when

appropriate) and rmnoves a&! ref:.r-cs to req.imred, inermptez•. or waiting tasks. All

ongoing tasks are then stopped and the szvivi-!g pe,-orinel and ACE are released for

other jobs. No times ame record-d for these tasks. The last =rp is to call subroutine

KILLAC in order to erase any deferred task records, to eliminate ft aircraft fora the

base inventory, and to order a replacement aircraft, as propriate.

FUNCTION FTIME

This special function provides the user substantial flexibility for specifying how

the required time for civil engineering jobs vary for different types of jobs and different

levels of damage. In basic terms, the form'ulation consists of a delay, or startup time,

plus a damage-dependert reconstructon time. For each type of civil ngine."rig facility

repair job, the user specifies the time (t) required to repair a "unit of damage" and

indicates how the total time (T) will vary with thi. total number of units of dam age (D) by

entering a coded number (C) for the functional relationship. This subroutine uses those

data to estimate total time as follows:
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T = Delay + t x Db

where

Delay = f(B)

b=g(P)

and, since C= 12 x P + (B - 1),

P = C/12 the largest integer multiple of 12 in C

B = I +C- 12 xP

The data tabled in FTIME for f and g provide 12 values for the delay

(0,1,2,3,4,6,8.12,18,24,36, and 48 hours) and seven values for b (.5.75.9,l.0,1.1,l.25,

and 1.5). To s.ecify a time proportional to the total damage without any initial delay, C

would be 48-i.e., P = 4, B = 1, so that b - 1.0 and Delay = 0.

SUBROUTINE GOREST

This subroutine is called from subroutine STOPIT when a job is stopped (and

other subroutines when a munitions load texn is releas.d) to determine the number of

casualties from airbase attack wcapon effects (by a call to subroutine CALCLO), the

number of personnel collapring from excessive heat buildup, and the nuxr.bcr of

personnel requiring rest. The personnel who are nonfatal casualties to wepon effects or

collapse from heat prostration are placed in the "clinic" (by calls in subroutine CLINIC)

for a peiod of time determined by sampling froz the apprzpriate hospitalization tL,e

distritutions entered with CT43/6. The personnel requiring rest either rest at the work

location or go to collective-protection shelte=- accordmg to the value entered for USECP

on CT3/4 (see Sec. IX.6). For personnel going to protective shelters to rest, this

subroutine picks an appropriate shelter ard handles the entry times and any queue

formed at the shelter.

ii,
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SUBROUTINE HEAP

When it is not necessary tlat timed events be ordered, but only that the earliest

event be readily located, a data collection that has been called a "heap" permits more

efficient processing. On the average only two positions need be interchanged when a

new event is entered into a heap.

The heap illustrated in the following sketch has 11 entries; the smallest "time" in

the heap is 817 and the largest is 860. The smallest value ;s at the "top of the heap."

Except that no entry is larger than any entry lower down on a branch that stems from it,

there is no particular order maintained in a heap. The -arious entries are all stored in an

array and are interconnected with a system of pointers. In the example, the Iext entry

would be placed in position 12; if its value were less than 842, positions 6 and 12 would

be interchanged, and then positions 3 and 5 would be interchanged. If the new entry

were less than 817, positions I and 3 also would be interchanged, and the new entry

would be at the "top of the heap."

This subroutine has four entry ~i.•i:ts, one to enter an item (INI-EAP), one to

remove the item with the lowest valued time (OUTHEP), a third to extract an item

(EXHEAP) from within the hea•p, and a fourth to modify the time for an item in the heap

(MODHEP). To extract an item from the heap or to modify an item, it is necessary :3

know which cohumn it occupies in the parent array, if it is to be found readily; but when

these actions are required before an event has become the one with the earliest time, that

information logically is known.

(DI
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The size of the calling array is a variable and the number of entries in that array

may be fixed or variable. This subroutine operates on three rows of whatever storage

array is specified in the calling statement. The time of the event is in the first row, a

pointer to the event's position in the heap is in the second, and a pointer back to the event

from its position in the heap is in the third row.

One peculiar property of this data structure should be noted: If several events are

entered that have the identical time associated with each of them, they will not be

removed in the same order in which they were entered.

SUBROUTINE INTRUP

Aircraft on-equipment tasks and parts repair jobs that have been interrupted are

queued in t.e INTT'SK array. Each shop on each base stores a poixiter to the first and the

last of its interrupted tasks and its interrupted repairs in the array SHOPS. Whenever

resources are available to start an interrupted activity, the first item in these queues is the

first to be examined. If the user wishes priority to be given to that item that has been in

the queue the longest, the contro! variable ORDIT is initialized to zero and the queue is

managed locally in the main routines.

If the user wishes to hnve the events ordered such that the one with thl lowest

value of a variable called T7ME is first, ORDIT is initialized to unity, and subroutine

INTRUP is called to manage the queue. The value of the variable TIME need not be a

time per se, and, as discussed elsewhere, differing events are queued in accordance with

differing definitions for TIME.

This subroutine has separate entry points for entering an item (ININT) ard for

removing an item (OUTINT). The code is written so that any item may be removed, not

only the one that is first in the queue. Tnree rows of the INTTSK array are involved in

queue management; the value of the varnable TIME is stored in the seventh roy, and

pointers to later and to earlier items are in the fifth and sixth rows, respectively.

SUBROUTINE K!LLAC

This subroutine is used whenever an aircraft is lost in combat, and it also

completes the work begun in ENDAC when an aircraft is destnmyed on base. The two

basic functions performed by this subroutine are to erase any reference to tasks that may

have been deferred on the aircraft and to eliminate the aircraft from the base inventory.

a a a ! I I I
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SUBROUTINE LOSSES

This subroutine generates the specific number of items that are lost whcn N items

suffer a loss probability of P. If the control variable NONUNI (CT2/I) is zero, the value

returned for one item is determined by comparing a random number with P; for more

than one item the value returned is that integer closest to the expected losses-i.e., N x P.

If the control variable NONUNI is unity, the value returned is a sample drawn from the

binomial distribution (determined by comparing N random numbers with the value P).

SUBROUTINE NORRPT

Whenever a part has been removed from an aircraft and has not been replaced

immediately, or whenever a part on an aircraft has been found to be defective but has not

yet been removed, a record is made of the particular aircraft and part. The data on these

reports, or "holes," are stored in array NORQ using subroutine NORRPT.

Whenever an entry is made in NORQ (using entry RTNOR), this subroutine first

adjusts the number of aircraft on the base that are missing a part and then adjusts the

coun. of tht "holes" in that aircraft. If the rules for intratheater resource transfer permit,

an order may be issued (by a call to subroutine CONTRL) to ship a part of the required

type to the base that reported the "hole." The discussion of subroutine CONTRL outlines

the rules that are followed in different circumstances (see Sec. XI).

The last step is to place the aircraft number in the NORQ queue that contains the

numbers of those aircraft assigned to that base and missing that part. The aircraft

number is ordered in the queue by the amount of time remaining until the aircraft would

have been ready to fly if the part had been available; the aircraft with the least time is

first. For subruutine NORRPT to manage these queues, the array NORQ stores the

aircraft number, the time remaining, and a pointer to the next report in the queue. The

fourth element of the PARTS array-PARTS(PART, 4, BASE)--contains the pointer to

the position in the NORQ array of the first aircraft that requires that type of part.

Whenever the aircraft "hole" has been fillea, this subroutine is called through

entry REDNOR to take the record out of the queue in NORQ. This is done after the

tallics noted earlier are updated.
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SUBROUTINE REDPEO

This subroutine reduces the number of ground personnel on a base when some are

shipped to another base and reorganizes the ntrnber that remain after an airbase attack.

Subroutine SHPRES calls in the first instance and subroutine BOMB in the second. Calls

to this subroutine prescribe the type (PEOP) and the number (NUM) of personnel to be

withdrawn; NUM = 0 when the survivors of an air attack are to be reallocated to the day

and night shifts. Distinct procedures are used for aircraft maintenance personnel and for

civil engineering personnel.

The first step in this subroutine is to identify whether personnel of the designated

type are assigned to two or more on-base organizations (the ALTPEO array provides the

necessary data on the equivalent types of personnel). If they are, the personnel are

redistributed among the several organizations in the proportions Implied by the "target"

force levels. The next step is to establish what numbers will be on the day and night

shifts after reorganization. The new shifts are sized in the same proportions as the

"target" force levels, except that no shift is allowed to be smaller than the "minirnum sbift

size" entered with C-'17.

If some personnel at work during the present shift must be released, parts repairs

are interrupted first; if more personnel are required, aircraft maintenance tasks are

interrupted. If more people have been directed to be transferred than can be found, the

number to be transferred is reduced accordingly; this situation can arise if personnel are

being used in other than their "parent" shop (where they cannot be located readily).

The procedures for the civil engincering personnel are comparable except that

they are all in a shigle organization and the choice of tasks to be interrupted is based on

the facility priority list (CT39); personnel are released from the lowest priority task first.

When a civil engineering task is interrupted, the work remaining to be done (i.e., the

current damage level) is estimated on the assumption that the remaining work is the same

fraction of the total iob as the remaining time is of the total time. The quantities of

unused building materials are estimated in the same manner and they are returned to

stock.
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SUBROUTINE RESET

When the control variable EXTEND (CTI) is initialized to unity, the simulation

may be extended to an indefinite length and is not restricted to 65 days. This is done by

resetting the various time values in the simulation data base at the end of each trial, but

without reinitializirng any of the resource status values; thus, the second trial is just an

extension of the first and so on. This subroutine performs all the necessary time

adjustments when called by subroutine TRIALS.

SUBROUTINE SHIFT

This subroutine is called at two-hour intervals by subroutine MANAGE and

changes the size of the on-duty work force for the personnel assigned to whichever work

centers (shops) have a shift change at that time. Both the day and the night shifts are

assumed to be 12 hours in length. Shifts that begin between midnight and 10:00 AM,

inclusive, are designated the "day" shift. Using CT18/I, the shift schedule is prescribed

independently for each shop. The work schedules are the same on all bases for shops of

hike number, however, the number of personnel on the different shifts is controlled

independently for the different bases using CT21.

The basic function of this subroutine is to check whether more people are

currently engaged than will be available on the next shift, and if so, to imerrupt a

sufficient number of activities that the required number of personnel may be released, or,

if more people will be on duty, to attempt to assign the extra personnel to interrupted or

waiting activities. The complications arise from personnel that may (1) be allowed to

work a specified amount of overtime if they can complete their task within that time, or if

they are engaged on an aircraft that has been scheduled for a late takeoff; and (2) have

been lent to another shop and will not be found when their parent shop is checked.

The first step taken when a shop changes shifts is to reset a flag and zero a counter

in the sixth and seventh positions of the PEOPLE array. Then, if USECW > 0 (i.e., the

CW features are being used), the on duty personnel that are cooling off and are assigned

to shops that are changing shifts are released from the COOLER array; they first are

checked to see that they have not been Pffected by toxic effects while they were cooling

off, and if not, they are added to the available personnel. It is assumed that they will

complete any additional cooling that is required during their off-duty shift. Then, again

when USECW > 0, subroutine CWSHIFT is cal.ed to check the condition of all
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personnel currently at work and to establish the initial personnel conditions for the tasks

that will be able to be continued into the next shift. Following that, subroutine SHIFT

checks each parts repair job and each aircraft maintenance task for each shop that is

changing shifts. At the first encounter with an as yet unchecked type of personnel, the

net change in shift size is established (and the flag is set to one). If the new shift is

sufficient to handle all ongoing repairs and aircraft tasks, the flag is set to two. If the

follow-on shift cannot handle the current work load, parts repairs and on-equipment tasks

are interrupted (in that order) until a sufficient number are released, at which point their

flag is set to two. The most recently initiated parts repairs or on-equipment tasks are

interrupted first. The counter in the seventh position in PEOPLE is used to maintain a

rcord of the number of personnel that remain to be released.

If the personnel on a particular activity can finish their task within the allowed

overtime period (for this decision it is presurred that the exact completion time is

known), or if they are working on an aircraft that is scheduled for a late takeoff, they are

allowed to continue; they are credited to the required reduction, and subtracted from the
"available" personnel for the subsequent shift. Thus, at the beginning of a shift the

number of personnel available can be a negative number equal to the number of V

personnel working overtime; as each group is released, the "available" personnel remains

at zero or less until fewer than the designated number on the next shift remain assigned.

(Note that overtime is not allowed when USECW > 0.) V
When personnel have beei, lent to another shop that may have its shift change at a

different time, the flag and the counter are still operative; when the various activities are

checked and the "borrowed" personnel are noted, they will be released if their flag value

is zero or one. Otherwise, th( activity continues. In effect, members of the new shift

take over for those on the prev'ous shift.

To avoid overlooking personnel assigned to shops that have no activity underway
at the time the shift is changed, ground personnel are next checked type by type, and the
PEOPLE data are modified as appropriate, when their pa:-ent shop has a scheduled shift

change and the personnel flag is still zero.
For shops that have had a net increase in work force (measured by the counter

REM), subroutine CHECK is called to start any outstanding jobs.

The only exceptions to the preceding description occurs for the "flight line"

shop-Shop #25-and the shops associated with the preflight tasks--reconfi u ration, V

p Ii/
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weapons loading, and refueling (Shops #27, #28 and #29, respectively), and for civil

engineering. Personnel attached to Shops #25 through #29 who must be released are

required to complete their current task, without regard to allowable overtime, because

such tasks tend to be fairly short and it seemed likely that such critical tasks would be

completed in wartime. Civil engineers do not work overtime.

SUBROUTINE STRTSK

This subroutine manages the storage of unscheduled on-equipment maintenance

tasks in the RQDTSK and DEFTSK arrays. At the time an aircraft lands and the

unscheduled tasks are identified in subroutine PSTFLT, a tentative mission is selected for

the next flight and the tasks are separated into those that are required and those that may

be deferred. Separate entry points are provided to store (STTASK) and to remove

(REMTSK) a task, and a flag in the calling statement identifies the array to which the

task belongs.

Each array is used to maintain an ordered set of tasks for each aircraft; two

pointers in the ACN array determine the positions in the RQDTSK and DEFTSK arrays

where the first tasks are stored for each aircraft. The tasks are ordered as they are

identified, and for the required tasks the sequential shop structure that is defined with

CT29 is preserved by entering the minus value of the first task identified for each group

of shops whose work may be pursued simultaneously. The end of each set of tasks for an

aircraft is identified by a zero entry in the task number position.

SUBROUTINE TRIAGE

For each group of personnel subject to casualties, this subroutine determines the

percentage of personnel lost to the combined effects of conventional and chemical

weapons and prorates the percentage of nonfatal casualties (hospitalizations) between

conventional and chemical weapons effects. It first determines the total percentage of

personnel iost to conventional weapons effects by combining the losses to direct effects

(as determined from TSARINA CT140 input) and the losses to indirect effects (for

accidents, accidental exposure, etc., from Cr39/99) to produce the total loss percentage

to the conventional attack (the two sources of losses are treated as independent effects).

Then the percentage of fatalities from conventional weapoits effects is determined by

multiplying this lO's percentage by the fraction of conventional casualties that are

i
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fatalities (from CT4/2); the remainder of the total loss percentage from conventional

weapons is the nonfatal percentage loss from conventional weapons. Next, the total

percentage fatalities from the attack is determined by combining the percentage fatalities

from conventional weapons and the percentage fatalities to chemical weapons. Next, the

total loss percentage is determined by combining the total loss percentages from

conventional weapons and from chemical weapons, and the total nonfatal casualty

percentage is determined by subtracting the combined fatal loss percentage from the total

loss percentage. The combined nonfatal casualty percentage is then prorated as the

nonfatal loss percentage to conventional weapons and the nonfatal loss percentage to

chemical weapons in proportion to the individual nonfatal loss percentages for

conventional and chemical weapcns.

FUNCTION TTIME

This function selects the "true" time for a job on the basis of a mean task time and

a time distribution that are specified in the calling statement. For both on-equipment and

off-equipment aircraft maintenance tasks, the user is restricted to the use of nine distinct

distributions; for intratheater transportation and communication delays, up to 15

distributions may be specified (i.e., six additional distributions).

Twenty-five data points are stored in the local DIST arrays to represent each

distribution. Several log-normal and uniform distributions with different variance to

mean ratios are available currently in MTIME in TSAR and these could be changed easily

to satisfy special user requirements. These data are interpreted as 1000 times the ratio of

the true value to the mean value. The entry selected is determined by the draw of a

random number between I and 25. The true time value is returned in TSAR time units

(multiples of three minutes).

The user may add delays or speedup factors to the true time calculation. The

nominal task times generated in TTIME are modified by use of several control variables

to represent such efforts to shorten and otherwise expedite jobs. If the mean time and the

random variate are designated as TM and F, the actual task time is generated as:

HURRY x F(TM - REDUCE) - SAVE

where the variables HURRY, REDUCE, and SAVE may be specified separately at each

base for on-equipment tasks, preflight tasks, parts repair jobs, munitions assembly jobs,

and civil engineering tasks (see C71712).
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SUBROUTINE UPDATE

This subroutine is called at the beginning of the simulation, immediately after an

attack, and periodically (every CWFREQ hours, subsequent to a chemical attack) to

determine the currently required MOPP at each facility (in each building, in each shelter,

on each taxiway, and on each ramp). It also establishes the personnel equilibrium

temperature in the opcn, in shelters, and in each building. Prior to a chemical attack, the

required MOPP is determined from the MOPPOL array (CT3/4) that contains the

preattack MOPP for personnel in each of the five generic task type categories (on-

equipment, preflight, backshop, munitions assembly, and civil engineer) and for off-duty

personnel. At any time subsequent to a chemical attack, the currently required MOPP is

determined by use of the function subroutine CWMOPP.

SUBROUTINE WAIT

This subroutine manages the on-equipment and off-equipment jobs that must wait

and are stored in the WAITSK array, in the same manner that subroutine INTRUP

manages interrupted activities. Each shop on each base has a pointer to the first and the

last on-equipment task and to the first and the last parts repair job that is waiting for

action by that shop.

This subroutine is used only when the user wishes to have activities ordered in

their queues by the value of the parameter TIME; to be so ordered, the control variable

ORDWT is initialized to unity. The items are ordered such that the one with the lowest

value of TIME is first. And as with the !NTRUP subroutine, the value for the TIME

variable need not be a time per se; the specific definitions in use are explained in

connection with the calling routines.

The mechanics of this subroutine are identical to those in 1NTRUP, except that the

queues are maintained in the 7th, 8th, and 9th positions of the WAITSK array.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES

There are 11 additional services; five are used in conjunction with the INLIST

subroutine for formatting the listing of input data (i.e., LISTI through LIST5). Four of

the services interpret TSAR time to provide the time of day in TSAR time units, or ho-rs

and minutes, and the day and the hour (TOD, HIRMMN, DAY, and DATE). The last two

functions control the time horizon for projecting aircraft supply and demand (function
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THF) and the length of the time intervals used in that process (function TU). The user

may specify these factors with entries on Cr4/2, or use the encoded default values. As

currently coded, the default values for the the time horizon ,ae 8 hours between 4 AM

and 4 PM, 12 hours from mid tight to 4 AM; 16 hours from 8 PM till midnight, and 20

hours from 4 PM to 8 PM; the 16 time intervals are defined by the function TU.
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XV. OUTPUT

In a simulation that involves multiple trials and as wide a variety of activities as

TSAR, a great abundance of data might be reported. The output options that are

provided with TSAR permit the user to examine a substantial portion of what we judged

to be the more relevant results, but all possible outputs certainly are not available. For

the additional, more specialized kinds of results that some users may find necessary for

their particular problems, custom additions should be appended at the time they are

required. Special provisions have been included to assist the user in providing such

additions. If all such output were included, the costs in time and dollars for storing the

data, and the space for displaying them, %; ould have to be borne by all users. Most of the

output options currently available are illustrated in connection with the sample problem

in Sec. XXI, Vol. II.

The current output options are controlled by the variables PRINT, STATFQ,

CUMSTA, DOUTIL, CPR-NT, PPRINT, RPRINT, APRINT, DPRLNT, TPRINT,

DOPOST, and SCROLL. There are also provisions for user-customized output-see

Sec. XV.3. Printed input information that precedes the simulation results in output

listings that are discussed in Sec. XII. (The various debugging statcments and outputs

controlled by the variable TEST will not be discussed in this section.) For the individual

trials, PRINT (CM2/1) controls the data printed that relate to the numbe: of flights and

sorties flown and the numbers of maintenance tasks performed. It also controLs the daily

reports of work-rest times experienced in the generic tasks and the cumulative reports

regarding personnel casualties, fatalities, and hospitalizations. STATFQ (CT2/1)

controls the collection and display frequency of shop performance statistics, including

statistical data on the resource constraints tiat cause on-aircraft maintenance delays and

backshop repair delays; these statistical data may be obtained separately for each trial, or

the results may be aggregated over all trials, depending upon whether CUMSTA (ClM/1)

is 0 or 1. DOUTIL (CT2/5) controls the collection and display frequency of activity data

for all types of on-base personnel (except air crews) and a detailed manhour report for

each type of personnel; the average percentage of available personnel of each type are

listed for every odd-number-. hour each DOUTIL days. Fu-thermore, when DOUTIL is

initialized, the manhours expended are accumulated for each type of personnel and are F.
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listed at the end of each trial (when PRINT > 8) and at the end of the NTRIALS.

PPRINT (CT3/3) controls the display of the numbers of serviceable, reparable, -'

enroute spare parts at each base, both at initiaJization and whenever shop statistics a,e

printed, while CPRINT (CT3/4) controls the display of chemical contamination

information, and other special chemical data. RPRINT (C7215) controls the li;ting of

several special runway and taxiway repair activities, APRINT controls other attack-

related results, DPRINT (CT2/5) controls the extent of output provided with the special

summary of current aircraft status and deferred aircraft tasks that is activated with the

CT2/4, and TPRINT controls the listing of commodity arrival reports. DOPOST initiates

disk storage of selected results for postprocessing-see Sec. XVA.

SCROLL (Cr2/1) provides the user an opportunity to observe the behavior of

several aircraft in some detail. When SCROLL is used, a record of the daily activities

for each of up to NSCROL (CT2/1) consecutively numbered aircraft is listed at the end

of each day ^or the number of days spacified by the value of SCROLL. The number of

the first aircraft is #1, unless otherwise specified, and the results for NSCROL aircraft

will be listed, unless a smaller number is specified. The four numbers listed immediately

following each aircraft number are: (1) the number of sorties initiated that day. (2) the

number of the base the aircraft is assigned to, (3) a coded number summarizing the

aircraft's maintenance status, and (4) the number of "holes" in the aircraft; these data are

current as of midnight. Following these data, the times for the beginning and end of each I
flight, for each on-equipment task completed during the day, and for other special

activities are listed, along with a description of the completed activities.

In addition to these various data that may be obtained for each trial, the final

results also include a day-by-day record of the average number of sorties flown, and the

standard deviation thereof, for each mission and for each base, when more than one trial

is run. Other results printed for multiple trials include the average numbers of

maintenance personnel that were available, the numbers of aircrews and ground

personnel that were hospitalized or were fatalities, the numbers of manhours lost because

of the requirement to cool off and because of hospitalization, and the aggregate numbers

of equipment, spares, and munitions lost during air attacks. Multiple trial results also

include the averages, by day, of the numbers of aircraft that are possessed (overall and

by base), the aircraft that have been lost overall, the aircraft that have been damaged

(overall), the aircraft still damaged (by base), the aircraft that are NMCS (overall and by

base), and the cumulative totals of the NMCS aircraft-hours (overall and by base).

......
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1. CUTPUT CONTROLLED BY THE VARIABLE PRINT

The data provided for each trial for a particular value of the variable PRINT

include all items down to and including those listed for that value in Table 9.

2. OUTPUT CONTROLLED BY THE VARIABLE STATFQ

When STATFQ (CT2/1) is initialized to a value greater than zero, data on the

duration of aircraft maintenance tasks, parts repair jobs, equipment repair jobs, and

delays in initiating aircraft maintenance and parts repairs are stored using the subroutine

TIMES. These data are printed at the end of each STATFQ days, at the end of each trial,

and at the end of the simulation by calling subroutine DELAYS from subroutine

OUTPUT. In each case, the results presented are based on the cumulative data to that

point in the simulation if CUMSTA is 1; if CUMSTA is zero the results are cumulated

independently for each trial. The rmsults at the end of each tria! also include the delay

data for those activities that are still waiting at that time, on the assumption that all delays

end at that time.

The first set of results presents the number of activities and the average length and

sta•dard deviation of the time that they required for cr-equipment tasks, off-equ;ýiment

jobs, and equipment repair jobs at each shop on each base.

The standard time, or resource urconstrained time, as calculated during the input

process in subroutine AVGTME, is also listed for the on-equipment and off-equipment

activities; the values computed in AVOTME for the various aircraft types are weighted

in the output by the numbers of sorties flown by the various aircraft types at each base.

The second set of data provides a count cf the ready aircraft that were canceled by

a crew shortage and a count of the additiona1l numbers of crews that would have been

needed to satisfy the minimum flight requirements.

The last set of data provide a statistical summary of the causes and the duration of

aircraft maintenance delays. For each base, for each of the other nine classes of

resources, and for cch individual resource type thatc aused an on-equipment task to be

delayed, the results include the number of s-uch Jc-ays and the average value and

standard deviation of their duration. If any of the aircraft have "holes" at the time of the

report, the number of holes is listed with the parts data for each base.

Data of the several types contrrlled by STATEQ are listed only when there are

results to be reported; null data are suppressed.
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Table 9

OUTPUT DATA CONTROLLED BY THE VARIABLE FRINT

PRINT Output Data

-1 EOT: Storage array status if any overflows occur in one or
more of the 18 dynamic storage arrays.

o EOT: Cumulative flights and sorties flown, .demanded, and the
percentage of sorties flown of those demanded; totals for each
base and each misrion.'
EOT: Fatalities, hospitalizations, and buddy care statistics.
EOT: Cumulative on-equipment tasks, parts and equipment
repairs by base and by shop.
EOT: Cumulative hours NMCS at each base.

EOT: Sorties flown, demanded, and the percent of those
demanded by base and mission, ordered by priority.
EOT: Personnel work and rest times.
EOT: Cumulative sorties canceled due to ATC constraints.
EOT: Readinear indice&b at each base.
EOD: Aircraft possessed, lost, damaged, fillers, reserves,
and transferred.
EOD: Sortie•i and damaged aircraft by base.
EOD: Daily reports listed for PRINT = 2.
Report of the damage for each airbase attack.
Number of tasks waiting by base and shop every six hours at
operating bases.

2 EOD: Sorties flown, demanded, and the pc-rcent of those
demanded that wert flown by base and mission.
EOD: On-equipment and off-equipment tasks completed during
the day by base and by shop.
EOD: Current supply of munitions and TRAP by type and wase.
EOD: Numbers of ta.ks and repairs being rtocesscd, and the
numbers of repairs waiting by base and by shop (also listed
at noon if PRINT = 3).
EOD: Status of AIS and dynamic storage, and spares
disposition.
EOT: Remaining supplies of munitions and spares.
ZOD: Fata.itits, hospitalizations, and buddy care statistics.
EOD: Personnel work and rest times.
Number of NMCS aircraft by base every six hours.
Numbers of aircraft possessed, damaged, and with one or more
"holes" by base, at three-hour intervals.
Notice of the initianion of runway or taxiway repair.
Resources surviving after each airbase attack.
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Table 9---continued

PRINT Output Data

3 EOD: Flights flown and demanded by mission and base.
EOD: Numbers of sorties launched each hour at each airbase.
EOD: Numbers of repairs waiting, tasks and repairs
interrupted.
EOD: Cumulative manhours on aircraft tasks, parts, and
equipment repairs by shop and by base.
EOD: Readiaess indicesJ at each base.
EOD: Cumulative sorties canceled due to ATC constrvints.
Current supply of spare parts at each base every six hours.
Notice of initiation and crmpletion of facility repairs.
Cumulative distribution of aircraft maintenance times.

4 The numbers of interrupted tasks and repairs at noon.
Available munitions by type every six hours.

5 Hourly listing of the number of aircraft waiting at each shop
on each base,

8 EOT: Record of all on- and off-equipment tasks that remain
interrupted or waiting.

EOT = End of trial
EOD = End of day
'Sortie data are available by base, aircraft type, mission, and priority.

MThe readiness indices provide a cumulative measure of how quickly air-
craft were prepared for flight. The index is the average percentage of each
base's aircraft that were ready to fly within 2, 4, 6, and 8 hours after the pre-
vious sortie, or, when MUST = 1, the percentage for each half-holir up to 24
hours.

3. PROVISIONS FOR CUSTOMIZED USER OUTPUT

On several occasions users have a.ked why one or another additional output

measure had not been provided in the TSAR out put. Unfortunately, it is impossible to

anticipate all user interests for output measures without so giatiy adding to the data

storage and output listings that most user. would deem many of them unnecessary and

even a nuisance. Hopefully, TSAR output satisfies the widest practical range of user

requirements within the limits of the data that are stored and listed.

The new data collection array---USERSl and USERS2-respond to u=er

comments by providing a structure within which the users will be able to collect the

desired data by only adding a few assigrinent statements. The necessary Common

statements, arrangemmms for zeroing storage arrays at time zero, as well as controls for

listing such data, are all provided.
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USERS I and USERS2 permit the user to store a variety of custom results, and to

list them each day, at the end of each trial, and at the end of all trials. All that the user

must do is to enter the necessary assignment statements (and to be sure that the OUT

Common is included in the relevant subroutines).

The USERS I array stores three sets of up to 20 data elements for each base. The

first set of data are accumulated for 24 'iours and printed at the end of each day; the

second set cumulates the same actixities throughout each trial for printing at the end of

each trial; and the third set of data collects 20 other activities throughout each trial for

printing at the end of each trial. USERS2 collects the second and third data sets at the

end of each trial so that the multitrial averages can be printed with the other multitrial

results at the end of the run. Output for this feature is managed with the Custcm Output

control variables entered on Cr2/6. These entries control the number of data elements

that will be listed (1) daily from the first data set, and (2) and (3) at the end of each trial,

and each run, from the second and third data sets.

To use this feature the user must enter the appropriate assignment statement(s) in

the source code. Such statements will be of the form:

USERSI (N, L, BASE) = USERS I(N, L, BASE) + I

where

N is the user selected element number for collecting the damn of

interest; and

L is I for actions to be listed daily, or

3 when end-of-trial results only are desired.

Normally, the values for N should be selected consecutively from I to 20, and the highest

active value should be entered on CT2/5. The outputs will be identified as

"CUSTOMIZED USER OUTPUTS" and listed in a simple tabular form. Naturally, if the

user wishes a more descriptive format for any special requirements, the output routines

may always be modified; the locations of these listings are quite obvious in subroutines

OUTPUT and SUMUP.
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4. PROVISIONS FOR SUBSEQUENT POSTPROCESSOR ANALYSIS

AND GRAPHICS

In response to frequent suggestions, facilities were introduced into TSAR in 1987

to output to disk a variety of results in a form appropriate for postprocessing. Such data

will provide the basis for generating a vwide variety of special reports, and for creating

graphic representations of selected results. Long-term storage of these machine-readable

records will also make it possible to later review the results of TSAR runs without the

need to find the printed output. This sectior. describes these provisions in TSAR;

development of the postprocessor, using whatever software packages are desired (e.g.,

SAS), will be left to the user.

There were three design objectives for this facility:

"* Limit the increases in TSAR processing time.

"* Limit the increases in TSAR core storage requirements.

"• Limit space requirements for long-term storage.

The approach selected to provide data for postprocessing fulfills these objectives.

Two broad categories of data are needed to satisfy pos-processing requirements.

The first type consists of a variety of performance characteristics that are reported at the

end of each day, each trial, and at the conclusion of the several trials in the run; typically,

these data are collected and listed in TSAR for several aircraft types and missions, for

several shops, or for various resource categories and fill relatively long records. T'e

other type of data involve relatively rare events such as parts shortages and parts

cannibalizations, and can be described with a short record. The design chosen to handle

these two types of data and to meet the three design objectives noted above is

characterized by:

Long records (130 characters) are all written to device 8 and sliort records

(30 characters) are written to device 9.

Each record is identified by a number that defines the type if data, and by the

trial, day, base, etc. Segregation into groups of like -ecorJs and other types

of sorting operations are deferred until the first stages of the postprocessor.
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"• The user initializes DOPOST to unity on CT2/5 and designates which data

are to be written onto the disk for subsequent postprocessing, using a special

supplementary card that must follow CT'2/5. Eighty distinct types of records

may be specified; 50 axe currently assigned.

"* No special provisions have been introduced to provide daily summaries for

various activities when cumulative records are readily available; the

postprocessor can easily generate such incremental data.

"* Relatively rare events, such as cannibalizations, are written on device 9 as

they occur.
"• Since delay statistics are only generated when the user has initialized

STATFQ, thereby indicating how often such results are to be listed, a

procedure has been introduced so that results are made available for the

postprocessor without necessarily requiring that the results be listed in the

basic TSAR outut.
"* A]] postprocessor records are of the form:

PP xy TRIAL DAY BASE Option Data

where xy is the number of the record type.

The formats are 'PP', 13, 13, 12, 13, 12, 2315 for Device 8,

and 'PP', 13, 13, 12, 13, 12, 315 for Device 9.

Data Available for Postproceaslng

The present TSAR source code provides for up to 80 different types of records

that can be generated for postprocessing. Each type of record is identified by a number

in columns 3-5, and by trial, day, base, etc. The number of such records could easily be

increased beyond 80. The first two records in the output file (identified as records 998

and 999) provide a variety of dimensional data, etc., for controlling the postprocessor.

The other record types currently in use and their identifying numbers are listed below;

tl'e actual format statements used with each of these records are listed in App. L. of Vol.

III.

I Daily sorties flown by mission and aircraft type

2 Daily sorties demanded by mission and aircraft type

3 Cumulative sorties flown by mission and aircraft type, by day
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4 Cumulative sorties demanded by mission and aircraft type, by dal / /

5 Daily sorties by baze, day, and hour

6 Daily aircraft tasks by shop

7 Daily parts repairs by shop

8 Daily equipment repairs by shop

9 Cumulative on-equipment tasks by shop-number and average time

10 Cumulative parts repeirs by shop--number and average time

11 Cumuladve equipment repairs by shop-number and average time

12 Cumulative AIS repairs by station number

13 Periodic report on aircraft status and on deferred tasks (CT2M4)

(Output as specified by DPRINT except individual aircraft data)

14 Periodic report oftpersonnel availability (see DOUTIL on C=2/5)

15 Completed runway and taxiway removals and repairs

16 Fatalities, hospitalizations, etc.

17 Work-rest times, etc.

18 Theater summary ot serviceable ind reparable spare parts

19 Cumulative NMCS hours

20 Parts Stocrk: Serviceables and reparables by type

21 Aircraft lost/damaged in combat, by air attack; air and ground

aborts, cannibalizations, NMCS hours, aircraft transfers, and

sorties by mission-daily, cumulative, and multitrial

22 Aircraft on base, and sheltered aircraft, damaged and destroycd

aircraft and shelters for each air artack

Causes for Aircraft Task Delays: Cumu!at!ve Number and Average TIme

41 Personnel by type

42 Equipment by type

43 Parts by type

44 Munitions by type
45 TRAP by type

46 Material by type
47 POL

48 Facilities by number
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Causes for Back-shop Delays: Cumulative Number and Average Time

49 Personnel by type

50 Equipment by type

User's Customized Outputs

51 USERS I (- I-) - End of day

52 USERSI(-2-) -End of trial

53 USERS2(-I-) - End of run

54 USERSI(-3-) -End of trial

55 USERS2(-2-) - End of run

Isolated Events

62 Runway closure times; MOS and extended MOS opening times

63 Times when the shelter access percentage changes

65 Cannibalizations by part type

66 Cross-cannibalizations by SRU and LRU numbers

67 Holes by pan type (including LRU "holes" due to SRUs)

68 Losses sustained from a UXO explosion

End-of-Run Records

74 UXO, mines, and craters removed on runways and taxiways

75 Sorties by hour, day, and base

76 Daily sorties by base and mission, and theater (sd)*

77 Total sorties by base and mission, and theater (sd)*

78 Listings in SUMUP for the theater as a whole

79 Listings in SUMUP for individual bases

80 Listings generated by subroutine SUMMARY from CWOUT

*These sortie data are reported as 10 x Sorties to permit

use of integers and preserve tenths of sorties.
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